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PREFACE

It is supposed to your attention the "Bulletin of KSNU" to be published

firstly in English in two series including humanitarian and natural sciences.

Al-Farabi Kazak State National University is a leading national research and

cultural and educational center, the leader of High Education system and science

in the republic.

For more than 60 years the KSNU has accumulated the positive

experiense of organizing and performing research activity, Research schools

have been founded and they actively develop now on scientific directions

which are priority for Kazakstan.

Wide geography of its contacts with the leading world universities,

scientific funds and organizations, rised activity of university scientists in

creating and carrying on the International research programs and projects, the

interest of foreign delegations, private companies in cooperation with

Kazakstan specialists put forward the popularization of scientific and research

achievements of KSNU.

For this purpose it is extremely important to overcome the language barriers,

to make scientific ideas and practical experience of University scientists available

for understanding and discussion of scientific publicity of the whole world.

Thus, an idea of publishing the "Bulletin of KSNU" in English has been

arised.

The Bulletine is started with the survey given by the Vice-Rector of Science

of KSNU, Professor Z.A. Mansurov, which is devoted to actual problems of



university science,results and prospects of research development in KSNU in

various fields of natural and technical sciences.

A set of papers included in the "Bulletin of KSNU" reflects general

principle of thematic account of material according to science directions.

The Natural series includes papers on Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry,

Biology, Geography.

At the beginning of each section there are published researches of

theoretical character, then - papers devoted to applied aspects of problems

discussed by authors.

Pages of this issue combine scientific ideas and research elaborations of the

famous university Professors and Doctors of sciences as well as their

postgraduates, perspective ideas and scientific searches of young teachers and

probationers.

The problems of most papers included in the "Bulletin of KSNU" are news

of university lecture-halls and research laboratories.

Themes and content of elaborations presented in the Series of Natural

sciences reflect modern tendency of the development of natural and technical

sciences. They discover the actual problems of Mechanics and Applied

Mathematics, Nuclear Physics, Optics and Physics of Plasma, progress of

university scientists in the field of Inorganic and Organic Chemistry, new

chemical technologies and materials. The papers on Biology and Geography

cover the circle of scientific interests of scientists and specialists of the

University in the field of Botany, Molecular and Cell Biology, applied problems of

Microbiology and Biophysics as well as the most critical regional problems of

Ecological Geography and rational nature utilization.

New methodological approaches and principles of researches based on using

of modem equipment and methods of analysis.



The Editorial Board hopes that scientific materials published in the

"Bulletin of KSNU" will be of interest for foreign readers, and they will promote

purposeful integration of scientific potential of the University into the

International scientific and educational space.

We would be glad to receive comments and proposals to be sent by you

on the following address:

The Editorial Board of the "Bulletin of KSNU" in English,
The Al-Farabi Kazak State National University,
Al-Farabi Pr.,71, Almaty
480078, Kazakstan
tel. 7(3272) 47-27-15, 7 (3272) 47-28-67,
fax: 7 (3272) 47-26-09
E-mail: mansurov@univer.alma-ata.su
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AL-FARABI KAZAK STATE NATIONAL UNIVERSITY AS
THE CENTRE OF SCIENTIFIC RESEARCHERS:

PRIORITIES IN THE FIELD OF NATURAL SCIENCE STUDIES.

Z.A. Mansurov

Academician of International Science Academy of Higher Education, Professor,
Vise-Rector of Science of Al-Farabi Kazak State National University

The Al-Farabi Kazak State National University (KSNU) is a leading higher

educational establishment of the Republic of Kazakstan. Founded in 1934 it has

passed a great and comlicated path and make a considerable contribution into the

development of native science, technology, culture and higher education.

In 1991 the Kazak State University has been named after Al-Farabi who was

a great thinker of the Orient, scholar and encyclopedist, the born of Kazak Land.

The University has been given the status of an autonomous self-governed State

National Higher Educational Establishment by the Decree of the President of the

Republic of Kazakstan in January 9, 1993. Today the University solves all of the

main problems of educational, research and financial activities itself, and it is a

modern research and educational centre dealing with training of specialists,

organization and realisation of the research work in the most significant scientific

directions which cover various fields of social and humanitarian as well as the

natural and technical sciences.

According to the analytical survey made by the Asian Bank of Development

more than 50% of total researches performed at different institutes in Kazakstan are

carried on at the KSNU. The University structure includes 13 departments (full-

time, part-time and extra mural forms of studying) : Biology, Chemistry, Physics,

Mechanics and Mathematics, Geography, Philosophy and Politology, Economics

and Sociology, Law, History, International Relations, Journalism, Orient Studies,

Philology. The total amount of students is more than 13000, among them 7500 are .



part-time students, above 200 are foreign students from 23 countries. Since 1992

the University has passed over two- staged system of training specialists :

Bachelors - 4 years of training and Magisters - 2 years.

Training specialists of higher qualification at the KSNU is carried on through

post-graduate and doctoral courses. Training at the post graduate courses is carried

on for 89 scientific specialities, the amount of post-graduate students are now 620,

and persons who work for their doctor's degree are 47. 20 dessertation councils on

actual trends of science and technology are now operating at the University, among

them 9 - doctor councils.

For co-ordination of research works on the significant directions of science

and technology and for solving the most important economical problems five

research institutes are operating at the University: Institute of Experimental and

Theoretical Physics, Institute of New Chemical Technologies and Materials,

Institute of Biology and Biotechnology Problems, Institute of Ecology Problems,

Institute of Mechanics and Mathematics. Perspective research works are made at 5

research centres: Juridical Research Centre, the Centre of Social and Political

Studies, Analytical Centre, the "Al-Farabi" Research Centre. For practical

realization of scientific and technical achievements of the University researchers

and for introducing progressive research developments into industrial production the

Scientific and Technological Park and the Experimental and Industrial Centre have

been created at the University.

Over 1500 scientists take part the research works, among them 15

academicians and corresponding members of the National Science Academy of

Higher Education, 3 academicians of the International Science Academy of Higher

Education, 7 academicians and corresponding members of Academy of sSciences of

Higher Education, 162 doctors and professors, 640 candidates and associated

professors. For the last years 7 outstanding researchers have become the National

Prise-Winners of the Republic of Kazakstan in the field of science, technology and
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educatrion, 8 researchers have won the National scientific grants for gifted

investigators and young scientists. Research works on more than 30 scientific

directions covering priority fields of science and technology are in progress at

research institutes, laboratories, centres and chairs. As a result of researches 75

discoveries have been patented in 20 countries and introduced into the national

economy with a great economical effect. The patents have been received from

USA, Sweden, Germany, Netherlands, Brazilia, Norway, Great Britain and Canada.

Scientific production of the University has bee exhibited successfully on the

International Ehibition and Conference held in San-Diego (USA, California, 1995)

and on the other presentations and markets of the scientific and technological

developments in Europe and Central Asia Region.

Efforts of the University researchers are activied on strengthening links with

international scientific funds and organizations, expanding academical exchanges

and concluding research programmes and projects.

In June, 1995 the University has come forward as a founder of the

International Net of co-operation between universities of Europe and Central Asia

with a head-quarters at the University of La-Sapienze (Italy), which consolidates

leading universities of Europe and FSU countries. The main purpose of the Net is

international integration of the University science and realization of joint research

projects. In 1995-1996 in co-operation with European universities Kazak State

National University submitted to the INTAS Competition 15 research projects, 6 of

them became winners of competition in the field of ecology and environment

protection. The University membership in international organizations gives a great

opportunities for expanding links with the countries of World Community, makes it

possible to be well informed about the last achievments of science and technology,

publicise scientific and practical progress of the scientists of the KSNU. At present

the KSNU keep its contacts in the field of science with 27 outstanding universities

in the World. That is much promoted due to the intensive development of scientific
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schools founded and developed creatively by the leadind academicians and

professors, in the field of Mechanics and Mathematics ( U.A. Djoldasbekov, U.M.

Sultangazin, Sh.A. Ershin, Sh.S. Smagulov, K. Kasymov, C.A. Aisagaliev, etc.), in

the field of Physics ( M.M. Abdildin, T.A. Kozhamkulov, Sh.Sh. Sarsembinov,

E.V. Kolomeitz, etc.), in the field of Chemistry (B.M. Beremzhanov, K.A.

Zhubanov, M.K. Naurizbaev, Z.A. Mansurov, K.B. Musabekov, etc.), in the field

of Biology and Geography (G.Z. Biyashev, N.V. Udolskaya, M.H. Shigaeva, A.B.

Begaliev, N.M. Muhitdinov, M.Zh. Zhandaev, A.V. Chigarkin, etc.).

Scientific schools formed at the departments of Mechanics and Mathematics,

Physics, Biology, Chemistry and others have found their most perspective

directions for performing fundamental and applied researchers in the University,

taking into account scientific and technical priorities of the Republic of Kazakstan

as well as the world tendencies of natural sciences. These directions covering

various fields of natural scienses are listed below.

In the field of Mechanics and Mathematics:

- the investigation methods of differential and integral equations, boundary

problems of the equations of Mathematical Physics;

- algebraical systems and their applications, geometry of homogeneous spaces;

- development of optimization methods and the control theory;

- Problem of control, optimal design of machines, aggregates and electromechanical

systems, analysis and synthesis of high effective, precize and economically

profitable mechanisms in robotics and technological systems.

In the field of Physics:

- actual problems of the relativity theory, gravitation and quantum mechanics;

- investigation of combustion processes and heat-mass-transfer phenomena;

- physics of gases, plasma and plasma-like mediums;

- solid-state physics and problems of material sciences, modification properties of

materials, electrophysical, optical and structural studies of material;
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- theoretical and experimental nuclear physics and physics of cosmic rays,

interactions of nuclear, electromagnetic irradiation and accelerated particles with

substance, studies in the field of nuclear and thermonuclear power industry.

In the field of Chemistry and Chemical Technology:

- Functional polymers and compositional materials on the base of Kazakstan raw

materials;

- development of scientific bases for ecologically pure synthesis methods of

physiologically active and medicinal compounds, products of fine organic synthesis;

- development and industrial mastering of miniworks on collection, preparation and

treatment of oil sludges, barn and crude oil;

- rational and complex using of mineral resourses.

In the field of Biology:

- Biological variety of plant and animal world;

- biorythmological principle of biosystem organizing;

- improvement of the organism resistancy to changing conditions of living medium;

- physiological and biochemical, genetic and biotechnological bases of productivity,

the use and stability of the most important agricultural crops, animals, micro-

organisms and viruses;

- mechanism of realisation of hereditary information.

In the field of Geography:

- Development of the theory of soil and landscape anthropogenesis and common

conception in their investigations;

- investigation and ecological and geographical estimation of anthropogenic effects

on landscapes and components of natural medium;

- ecological and geographical map-making and zoning of Kazakstan territories;

- development of theoretical and methodics principles of economical estimation of

natural resourses in Kazakstan under conditions of the transition from the free

nature management to the charged for.
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In the field of ecology and environment protection:

- Optimization of living and vital activity conditions of inhabitants by means of

saving, improvement and transformation of environment properties;

- the more rapid and completed convercion of industry and agriculture to the non-

waste technology and the construction of closed cycles of water consumption for

reducing and neutralization of harmfull effluents and wastes;

- rational utilization of natural resourses, mostly water, soil and biological

resourses, their protection, recovery and reproduction on an enlarged scale.

The most significant scientific papers and developments made by the

researchers of the University, which reflects the listed above directions of research

activity have been presented in the present issue.
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MECHANICS AND MATHEMATICS

AN INVESTIGATION OF AEROTHERMOCHEMICAL
PROCESS IN FIXED BED CATALYTIC REACTORS

O.A.Vlasov, Sh.A.Ershin, U.K. Zhartbasbaev

The transfer phenomena in fixed bed catalytic reactor were numerically
investigated taking into account the influences of heat effects and hydrodynamics.
The problem was solved using two dimensional model of laminar flow of viscous
gas in entire region (including empty parts) of the reactor. The influence of near-
wall non-uniformities of porosity on aerodynamics, heat and mass transfer
processes was studied. The posibility of existance of different regimes of
heterogenious catalytic reactions accross reactor depending on gasd>namic and
thermophysic parameters is shown.

Methods of continuum mechanics now are widely used when solving the

problems of chemical engineering. As an examples one can get the catalytic fixed

bed reactors which were succesfully studied by Aris [1], Aerov et al.[2], Matros [3]

who used the model of interpenetrating media. This approach allows to advance

further the potentialities of theoretical analysis of such apparatuses.

It is known that in fixed bed catalytic reactors there may be

macrononunformities of velocity profiles [4], as well as temperature non-

uniformities-so called hot spots [5]. One-dimentional models can not shaw the

relation between hot spots and aerodynamics of reaktor that is determined by its

geometry. At least 2-dimentional model is required, which is based on viscous fluid

equations and heat and mass transfer ones that are solved in entire region of

flow without artificial division on active zone and non-reactive zones and

satisfaction of, boundary conditions and conditions of conjugation of flow when

fluidcross the boundaries of porous media. The use of know models of ideal fluid
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[6] or quasiideal fluid [7] do not allow to determine these conditions in a

natural way. Reinolds criterion also can not be used in this case, although, as

shown by Aerov with experimental data [2], it greatly influences on transfer

processes in a fixed bed and on flow in the collectors, where flow recirculations

can take place [8].

The shortcomings indicated above can be eleminated if one use the momentum

equations written for viscous liquid in porous media [9, 10]. These equations

are obtained using the method of averaging the variables of the flow in a liquid

phase. The procedure of averaging is equivalent to " scrembl" the variables of

porous media and filtering fluid in space occupied by the granular material. As a

result we obtain some new media having peculiar features. In the equations of

motion of this media we take into account not only inertial forces (written as

convective term) and shear stresses in filtering fluid but also special volumetric

friction force of Darcy which integrally takes into account all kinds of interactions

between viscous liquid and surface of a solid skeleton. On the lines of contact of

this media with others it is necessory to establish the conjugation conditions

for flow variables. For example, on the boundary of interaction between fixed bed

and entering (or exit) flow it is necessary to satisfy the continuity conditions for

flow, tangencial components of tensor of shear stresses in liquid and so on.

Accordinly, on the lines of contact between fixed bed and the walls of reactor-

the non-flow conditions and either slip (for model of ideal fluid) or no-slip (for

model of viscous fluid) conditions.

In usual filtration problem the friction forces in porous media are so strong

that weaker effects ( in particular, the slowing down of viscous liquid near the

walls of reactor) can be ignored. As can be seen from the solution presented in the

article of Chandrasekhara et al. [11] and experiment described in work of Mukhin

[12], the boundary layer that is formed in fixed bed near the walls occupies the

fractions of persentage of cross-section of the channel. However, the full neglect of
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wall influence is not advisable, since when the value of porosity becomes grater

(e -» l) the effect of Darcy forces can become equal (or even lesser) to the effect of

viscous stresses near the wall of the channel. So it is preferable to use

Brinkmans model [13] with due regard for the enertial forces. In this case if e < 1

the results slightly differ from the results of ideal liquid model, but if e -> 1, the

motion of viscous fluid without Darcy forces is obtained as a limiting case. As a

result we can write the motion equations in generalized form that is correct in entire

region of flow, including the porous media. And the conditions on non-

permiable channel wall are homogenions through the entire channel, and the

conditions of conjugation on permiable boundaries of fixed bed are satisfied

automatically.

Thus, if we ignore the turbulent character of real flow in real reactor and

assume that the motion is laminar, we do not see the principal difficulties for the

creation of mathematical model of reactor in 2-D appoximation in the framework of

the theory of geterogenions catalysis [1]. Proposed model is a much more

informative then many 2-D models of heat-mass transfer in active zone [3],

which are constructed without concidering the aerodynamics of apparatus.

Below we investigate the process in single-pass reactor (Fig.l) though for the

analysis of other constructions there are no principal difficulties (all is determined

by the power of computer used).

Physical formulation of the problem

Below we consider the plane straightforward reactor in which the reactive

mixture having initial volume concentration Co is feeded.The width of reactor is

2*H. A reactive zone is a plane porous insertion placed across the channel and

consisting of catalytic fixed bed having the lenght L.. The result of heterogenions

catalytic reaction can be expressed as some observed bulk reaction in porous

media having the volumetric speed W(CS,TS) [3] (here C,T- consentration and

temperature, subscripts means that the values are taken on the surface of catalyst).
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The heat is lost through the walls and convected with exosted gases. It is supposed

that the volume concentration of key component is small and the catalyst pillet

is isothermic. In the fixed bed convective transfer and Fick and Fourie laws

with superficial coefficients of conductivity A and diffusion D are assumed to be

valid. Since the heat capacity of gas is much less than one of solid phase the

transfer processes in gas are supposed to be quasistationary. Thermophysic

characteristics (with except of heat capacity) depend on temperature as

exponental functions. State equations of gas phase are written in Bussinesc form.

Mathematical formulation of the promlem

The problem is solved in Cartesian coordinate system-x-axis is directed

along the centreline of the channel, y-axis is perpenducular to center plane. The

regions of flow before and after the fixed bed are denoted as Gt and G3

respectively, fixed bed- G2 (Fig.l).

Full system of equations that describe the physical process consists of the

equations of momentum,heat and mass transfer. Taking into account the above

assumptions the system of momentum equations are considered together with the

equations of two-phase model of heat-mass transfer in the fixed bed which are

also obtained using the method of averaging in local volume of porous

media[14]:

'dUTTdU T.dU dP d
pU—+pV—= +—

dx dy dx dx

dU 2 (dU dVs

w —+—
dx 3 v dx dy,

d_
+dy dy dx.

TTdV xrdV dP d
pU—+pV—= +—

dx dy dy dy

dpUz dpVe

dV 2 (dU
_ M -1

dy 3 Icbc dy

_d_

dx

fdU dV
+ —

\dy dx,

dx dy

dTn

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)
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depUcpTg depVcpTg d( 8T

dy

pVSd(Cc-Cg)-W(CclTc)=O (7)

Here we used the friction cofficient £ by which all kinds of integrations

between gas and solid phases are taken into account, it is used in the term that

determines the Darcy force.

System (4)-(7) contains transfer coefficients and reaction rate which can be

deternined by the experiments. Here we use the recomendations of Aerov [2] and

Matros [3]:

A (1-8) ( 9 )

Xoi 8+0.7 8 5(1-8) {Vko/\c)

A. Xs Dj Ds

—^-=(8+5, R e / P r )—?- ——=(s+5, R e /• Sc)—^J=x,y (10)
i J J in J J P\

0,5 r>. / rp \ 15 ,. / rp \ 0,5

(11)

where Bx =o,5,By =0,09 - emperical constants [2]. Subscript 0 corespond to the

entry cross-section of the channel.

Coefficients of interphase heat and mass transfer a...and...p can be found

using the relations suggested by Aerov [2]:

=0,39 5 R e / ° ' 6 4 P r°'33,S/j=0,39 5 R e /
a 6 4 S c 0 ' 3 3 (12)

For observed reaction we use the model suggested by Ldokova et al.(l977)
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W(Cc,Tc\=C\-e)pCcKoEXP(-E/RTc)... (13)

In the regions G, (i = l,3) where e = l, the system (l)-(8) consists of

usual Navier-Stoks system plus the equations of heat and mass transfer with

usual molecular coefficients, but in the region G2, where o < e < l, it describes

the motion and heat and mass transfer of viscous gas in porous media. In the theory

of fixed bed reactors the system of model equations is usualy written separately for

each region G, (i = 1,2,3). As a result two different types of equestions, have to

be conjugated on the boundaries between the regions. On the other hand the

generalized system (1 )-(8) is correct for all three regions G, and worder to solve

it one needs only to set the values of e and to determine the transfer

coefficients in the regions of integration.

The following initial and boundary conditions are used when solving the

system (l)-(8):

t>O,.ry...U=Uo[y) ,V=0,Tg=TolCg=Col

t>0P. T2:. . ^ . = Q F = O , ~ ^ = — ^
oy ay oy

^ ^=aW(TC-Ts),=0Ay^=aw(TT) Ac

dy * oy * dy

t>Qr. T4:. .^-=0y=0,-^=-^=0_.. (15)
ox ox ox

On the boundaries between the regions Gi we set for the equtation (4) the

following conditions:
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7 a* ..i=\Z.. (16)

and, as particular case of (16) we use adiabatic conditions. In the entry cross-

section the parabolic profile of velocity, is set for entering gas,and on r4, as

we mentioned above, no-slip conditions.

The boundary value problem (1) - (16) are used for the study of dynamics

of step processes in the fixed bed reactor. Since some coefficients of the

system are discontinuons, conjugation conditions have to be observed on the

boundaries between the regions, when solving the system by the marching method.

They are found from the equations (1) - (3),(5), (6) by using the standard method

described by Vlasov [14]. They looks like the following:

(dU dV
W '

V dy dx,

P-+
2 (dU

dy,

' (dU dV"
w — + —

V dy dx,

2 fdU dV"
•-H- d H

(17)

dx

dU_
(18)

dT,
g

dT(n

dx dx
f)

dC,
g

dx dx
JLCg)_=(Cg)+ (19)

Subscripts - and + are related to the parameters taken before and after each

boundary between the regions.

The momentum equations were solved using vorticity-stream function

variables:

dy
co =

dV__dU_

dx dy
(20)
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In this case the equations (l)-(3) can be transformed according to the

recomendations of Richards and Crein [15] in the following vorticity-stream

function equations:

8(

d „

dy\
dy J

d\])

V

d( d
dy\ 5

+• g(x,y)

tfJ ax2
a
av2 ^0 ) 1 ax dx

( 2 2 )

with

a2 , du, . a2 , dv, a2 _ ,ar
dx2 dy dy dx dxdy dx dy

a (u2+v2)dP d (u2+v2)dP
dx 2 dy dy 2 dx1

For the solution of the equations (5),(6) and (21) we use the method of

stabilising increment, for (4) and (22) the method of fractional step and method

of overrelaxation,relativly. Finite-difference analogs of the equations are obtained

by integration over the square of control volume by Rouch [16] in adaptive grid

that is constructed using the algorithm of K.G.Shkadinsky [17].

Boundary values for co, \\i are found from (14). The values of vorticity on

the wall are determined using Toma formulation and the method of

underrelaxation.

The system of equations (1)-(8),(13),(14) is brought in to dimensionless form

using (in the entry cross-section) the following variables @g =(Tg-To)E/(RT2),

®C=(TC-TO)E/(RT2) ,Z=(C0-Cg)/Co, C,S = (CO-CS)/CO ( h e r e To, C o are
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the values of T and C). This leads to the formation of well known

dimensionless parameters: Re=UoH/vo-Reinolds number (H-half width of

channel), Ped=UoH/ao-Peclet number, 0ad=CoQE/(pCpRTo)-adiabatie heat,

Bi=awH/A.0-Bio number,y = (\-e)pcCpc/(p0Cp).

The basic operational parameters of the problem are: Reinolds number, the

friction factor of fixed bed, adiabatic heat, Bio number, geomethric characteristics

of the reactor and entry values of the flow variables. In our calculation they are

varied in the following regions: Re=40-800, 2H/ds=20-60, e =0,39-0,48, Bi=0-

10,To=395K-473K, Co=0,5-.

Discussion

When operational regime is adiabatic and e is constant across the reactor the

heat production in fixed bed does not lead to major qualita- tive restmcturing of

aerodynamics of the reactor. Thermic expansion of gases in active zone

slightly increases the local filtration velocity and accordingly the friction factores

increased evenly across the reactor. Because of this, the flow before the as it is

observed also in non-catalytic case fixed bed is slowing down across the

channel, transversal component of velocity becomes noticeble, stream lines

deverged from the centre to the walls of the channel (see Fig.l), the profile of

longitudinal component of velocity becomes more straight in shape. Inside the

fixed bed stream lines are almost parallel to the channel walls. After fixed bed they

diverge to the channel center, transversal velocity becomes negative, the profile of

longitudinal velocity begins to lose shape, again taking the shape of parabolic

profile. The curvature of stream lines is accompanied by the advent of vorticity in

the flow [7], which can cause the appearance after the fixed bed the

macrononuniformity of velocity profile that has the shape of "ear" [4]). The

vorticity partly penetrates into the fixed bed and this points to the presence of
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weak deformation of stream lines. Inside the fixed bed vorticity, as expected, is

quickly suppressed.

For checking two-fase model of heat and mass transfer, as trsting, was

carried at comparison with results of calculations. By increase temperature of

gas at entry from 645K for 650K, similar results was receined both in a field of

several stasionary states and for case of combustion (Fig.2).

If there is heat-transfer throught the walls of reactor (i.e.Bi=0) then

reaction zone concentrates to the center of the fixed bed, meanwhile that part of the

fixed bed that situated near the walls is remained cool (see isotherms of Qg in

Fig.3,a)-Bi=0, c)- Bi=2; and conversion isolines Qg on Fig.2.b)- Bi=0, d)- Bi=2).

As a result the friction factor of fixed bed becomes non-uniform. In real reactor this

phenomenon becomes more apparent, since the porosity of fixed bed near the walls

is usually hisher than at the center of reactor [18] . If we use average distrabution

function of porosity across the channel that was proposed by Vortmeyer and

Schuster [19].

(where e0 -porosity in the center of fixed bed and coefficient b is related to eo)

then, as our results show, peak of velocity profile is shifted to the wall of the

channel.

Accordingly, together with the increasing of Bi number, nonuniformity of

velocity profile q (i.e. ratio of average velocity value to its maximum) becomes

more apparent inside the fixed bed. For example, when Bi=0 we have q=0.9, but

when Bi=2, q=0.7 (Re=20, eo=0,48, TO=423K, ds=0,005, H=0,05, C0=l%,

Ko=5,5*105s"1, E=9,5kkal/mol, Q=67800kkal/kmol).

The fact that the primary flow of reacting mixture is in cool parts of fixed

bed leads, certainly,to decrease in effectivess of reactor work. In different parts of

reactor's cross-section the catalysts are in different states. In center part of the fixed
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bed the regime of chemical reaction is high-temperature external diffusion

regime, but near the walls we observe kinetic regime that is characterized by slow

oxidation of reagent (see Fig.3).

The results of calculations shown in Fig.4 allow to demonstrate some

peculiarity of development of aerothermochemical processes in reactor for some

time interval (Re=10, Bi=2, e=0,48, ds=0,005m, TO=498K, C0=l%,

Ko=5,5*105s1, E=9,5kkal/mol, Q=67800kkal/kmol) isoterm expressed inK, a)-

t=52s, c)-r=220s; and isolines of conversion C,g b)-t=52s, d)-t= 220s.

Since in this case the entering temperature of the mixture is slightly higter

then initial temperature of the fixed bed, the process of catalysis and related to it the

rise of temperature, begins in the front part of active (reaction) zone. However,

the products of reaction that are drifted down stream (so far in a little quantity)

gradually increase the temperature of the following parts of fixed bed, and

accordingly increase their catalytic activity. Temperature wave appears, and its

intensity that characterized by Tmax increases during its motion along fixed bed.

Under certain combinations of operational parameters (Re,T0,C0,Bi and soon) the

wave reaches the exit boundary of fixed bed without reaching inside the bed the

temperature that is necessary for transition of combustion into the diffusion

regime (Tmax). In other cases the temperature T ^ is reached and then the ignition

takes place and this leads to the formation of well developed peak of

temperature, the reaction speed is sharply increased and this leads to the full

conversion of reagent. Sharp increase of the temperature leads to the backward

distribution of heat (mainly due to conduction in the solid skeleton) towards fresh

mixture, and this activates the process of catalysis before the combustion front. As

a result this front begins to move towards the flow as far as it reaches the place

where the balance between conducted quantity of front's heat and convective

blowing of it is reached.
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On Fig. 5 was shown efficiency process of reactor, depending on Bio

numbaers, expressing in value C,w

Incomplete conversion when Bi-»0 connected with limited length catalytic

layer oned with rise porous near the of wall of reactor. Limited value Cw
 o n

the right (when Bi-> oo) connected with limited quantity of heat, which may be

arrive at conductivity thermal fromactive zone to external wall of reactor.
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5.

0

Fig. 1. Stream function lines (a) and profiles axially velocity (b) in chemical

reactors: Re = 400, e = 0.48
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THE DETERMINATION METHOD OF PERTURBATION

IN RECTANGULAR COORDINATION

E. Mamytbekov

The planet problem of N bodies in relative rectangular coordination is

considered in the article V.A.Brumberg's modified method of building up the

analytic theory intending to determine the pertubation in planet coordination by
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reduction of equation variations of two body problems to Jordan form with

consequent application of the transformation is proposed [5]. The piece-polinominal

aproximity of the main parts of perturbed function of the second power polinoms is

used in the method of modification. The perturbation of the initial order in Saturn

and Jupiter coordination is accepted with the help of this method.

2. The equation of the motion. The motion of the N planet in heliocentric

rectangular coordinations is described by the system

rJ k=\ rb (1)

where

2 2
r X

are the Sun's mass and the j and k planets correcpondingly,

2 2
+ y j + Zj is the distance between the j planet and the Sun,

2 2
rjk ~ (xk ~xj) +

2 2
+ (zk - zj) is reciprocal distance between the j -

and k- planets, f - denotes the constant gravitation. The equation system (1) is akin

to the following:

y . —
J ~

dkj
(2)

Here k; is the power function having the form:

kJ =
dij\ N(k*j)

(3)

where j ~ fajfao =
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The method proposed in (1) is used to build up the analytical theory. This is

the method of determining the perturbation in rectangular coordinations, based on

the division of short and long periodic perturbations.

On the basis of general solution of the equation in variations relating the task

of two bodies changing the variables reducing the [1,2] equation in variations to the

constant coe-ficient system in the Jordan form is made inthe work. The

corresponding equations in the declinations of the perturbed motion have the linear

members, reduced to Jordan form and their non-linear forms are holomorphed in

relation to the phase variables. Furthermore the variable change is made which

allows to exdude all the short-periodic members and reduces the equation of the

perturbed motion to the century system with the slowly changeable coefficients,

serving to determine the members of a long period

Let's give the frmulas and equations serve as the principal basis of the way of

the reducing the equations in variations of the perturbed problems of two selestial

bodies (1).

3. Conductivity of equations. Let's consider the equations in variations

?j + - ^ - = 0 (4)

generated by equations of the perturbed problems of two bodies

Pj - non- perturbed vector of the moving body position,

dfj - is the variation of this vector.

In order to carry out the reduced variable changes for the system (4), we shall

integrate it. Let's factorize dfj into parts along vectors Pj,Pj and kj, where kj
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vector is directed on the normal to the surface of non-perturbed orbit, and

= cij ,aj -the big semi-axis non- perturbed orbit.

r. i-c
y 3 -

Py )

The substitution (6) and (7) in (4) with account of (5) gives

Tj-2- i— T.
3 V

W

To determine the component Tj ,Sj, and vt^the equation

(6)

(7)

(8)

(1 + K.) (1 + * , )
V Z 3 SJ J 3 V ~ °

Sj + 2Tj = 0,

(9)

(10)

wJ+

Py
(11)

may be used.

Instead of the component Tj and sj the stretch complex-conjugated variables

are introduced like

j = Tj + irijSj,q = Tj + (12)
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where i is an imaginary unit, ttj is the observed intermidiate motin of j-body then

(9) and (10) may be united into one equation

.3\ 3

Pj + in 1 +aj

Pj
,• + in 1 -

a'

Pj Pj

Equations (9), (10), (11) are integrated in the obvious shape and owing to their

common solution the periodic change of the variables are made, reducing to the

equation matrix in the variables pj,qj,Wj to the constant Jordan shape [1]. These

results are used to reduce to the perturbed tasks of the variation equations. For this

purpose analogue of the variables in the motion equations have been made [2]. In

Pj, qj, Wj the variables accept the form

Pj + inj 1 +

v

a2

Pj

in
P

Pji + 1 -
aj

(13)

where

(14)
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a.
1 + _I 1

ai

Pj

/

3
2

V

- - 1+1-

2 2,
2 - ^ - 1 + - 2-^-2/-

dpi

a
J 3

1 dkt

)a)pj n)a)
(16)

Here / , is the true anomaly in the non-perturbed motion, e, is the

excentricitet of non-perturbde orbit. The power function of kj has the shape

/ ^7
2p

72p

- x 2 . 3 = s p > p * 1 ,«

3 3
(

Pyt Pj

y
9k
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where A2
jk = (xj - xk ) 2 + (yj - yk ) 2 + (zj - zk )

2

The non-extracted members have the trifle of order three on 5r, ,brk and the kj,

function is supposed expressed by (6), (7),- (12) through pj ,qj ,Wj While

factorizing this fiinction on the degrees pj ,qj ,Wj free and linear pj ,qj ,Wj members

Xj- free co-factor disappears from the pj and Wj expressions. Thus pj and Wj are

holomorphed functions Pj ,qj ,Wj and the free and linear on pj ,qj ,Wj members are

proportionate to perturbed small parameter.

Let's re-write equations (13) and (14) in the form of equation system of the

first order:

VJ = AJVJ+BJ, j = l , 2 , . . . , N (17)

where

r\qj
Pj

Qj

Wj

Wj

B - n2

j " "y

"0
0

Pj

Pj

0

w

The quantity with the hyphen above denotes the complex-conjugate quantity.

The Aj matrix has the sectional structure

'An 0

0 Ap

are matrixes periodical on t with the period 2TT / rij sized, accordingly (4x4) ,

(2x2).

Using the above said results on equation conductivity in variations of the tasks

of two bodies, we make exchange of the form
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Vj=JJXj (18)

where the matrix Jj has the same structure as the matrix Aj, Xj - the vector of

new variables:

xn
XJ2

Xj =

XP
\xj6J

We introduce as the additional phase variable the small e parameter e in

the planet mass order in the Sun's mass share is denoted

/ x T
X • — i r v r F i f19^

Where T denotes the transponation operation. The transformation of (18) with due

regard for (19) makes (17) in the form

8 = 0

where B is the constant matrix having Jordan shape

(20)

B =

0
0

0

0

0

0

1
0

0

0

0

0

0
0

1

0

0

0

0
0

0

-1

0

0

0
0

0

0

1

0

0
0

0

0

0

-1

Rj (X,t) is the vector-function holomorphed due to X in the vicinity of the start of

the coordination
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Xj eC6,Rj eC6,t eRJ= 1,2,...,N

System (20) serves the basis of B.A.Brumberg's method. The aim of the

method lies in the dividing the equations (20) periodical and century perturbation.

5. The Solution method. V.A. Brumbreg's method assumes carrying out

variable changes doing away the periodic perturbations on the right part. This task

may be realised using the recurrnt scheme of differential equation normalization

based on Lee (Hory, Camel and others ) trasformations or on the infinite system

method [5]. Normalization algoritms are convenient to realize on computer, and

naturally their usage in building up asymptotic of higher order.

Now we make up the theory of the first order.

Let's introduce the notion of harmony. In equations (20) the expansion

Rjk {X,t)'m. the row on X degrees has the t-quaziperodic function coefficients with

the basis frequency n eR .To build the theory of the first order in expansion

funcsion we into account the linear members on X

(21)

where M = (Mj, M2, •.., MN) - is the intermediate anomaly vector.

In the formula (21) harmonic fjjc[s]exp<s,jM> is called to be resonance,

for which the coorelations are curried out

<s,n> = 0 where k = l , 2 ,

<s,n> = nj where k = 3,5

<s,n> = - flj where k = 4,6

where n = (ni, n2 , . . . , nN) is the vector of interm diate planet motion,

(s,n) = Si nj + S2 n2 +...+ SN nN

We'll do in (20) the change
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hjk[-ej] = fjk[-ej] where k = 4,6,

Thus using the normalization method, by changing we have eliminated

periodic members of perturbed functiions.

To get the equation system related to age perturbations in coordinations (25)

we do the changes of the type:

= zjk w h e r e k = l , 2

- e J zjk where k = 3,5 (25)

~ e 7 zjk where k = 4,6

then concerning the century variables we get the system

Zj\ = injzj2 + Etf/i>
zj2 =sHj2>

ijji=zHjj(e
 j0 where k = 3,5,

zjji=zHj](e
 J0 where k = 4,6

where MJQ the intermediate anomaly at the moment t =to define the initial data it

is supposed that of the moment t =to the coordination perturbation due to time is

equal to zero. In other words, the perturbation orders are with osculirized orbits.

Then we have

(27)

Here we considered in detail the way of obtaining the ancient system in the

perturbation of the first order (with the introduction is the additional phase

variable) since it is the necessary step in building up the theory of higher orders.

The difference here lies in the carrying out the normalization equation (20) in the
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totality due to the degrees, corresponding theory orders. Then the change of the

variables of the type (26) drives at the system of automous diffrential equations,

describing the age-old coordination perturbation until the requied order .

7. Conclusion. Thus building up the asimptotic theory of planet motion of the first

order based on the equation reduction in task variations of two bodies to Jordan

form. The peculiarity of the theory is the piece-polynomial approximation of the

principal part perturbed functions with polynoms of the second degree. As the

calculation results show that it drives at essential decrease of trigonometric order of

mumber in the motion theory. The supposed theory allows us to integrate the planet

motion equations with one step more then the numerical integration method allows.
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6 = S
(22)

where Gj components are the t quasiperiodic functions.

It is well-known (Arnold), by changing of such type in Rjk linear part we

eliminate all non-resonance harmonics. Thus the vectors

Gj = (Gji, Gj2,..., G j 6) , j =1,2,...,N have the type

[s] exP <sJM>, (23)

are connected with Rjk and their components are solved as follows:

(

' w h e r e k =

= 4,6

After changes (22) with the due regard for the members of the first order we have

system

i

where the vectors Hj = (Hj\,Hj2,...,Hj6) possess only reasonance harmonics.

The vectors elements Hj have the form

Hjk=YJhjk[s]exp<sJM>, (j = 1,2,...,N; k=l,2,...,6),

where

hjk[O] = fjk[0] where k = 1,2,

hjk[ej] = fjk[ej] where k = 3,5,
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ON PROGRAMMED OPTIMAL CONTROL OF STOCHASTIC
LINEAR SYSTEMS WITH QUADRATIC CONTROL AIM

Sh. A.Aipanov

An analytical solution of linear-quadratic optimal control problem for open-
loop stochastic systems with given mathematical expectations of object's state at
initial and final time moments in the case when information about current state of
the system isn't available is discussed. Programmed optimal control has been found
on a base of stochastic maximum principle.

The solution of optimal control problem for deterministic linear systems with

quadratic functional of control quality and fixed both ends of trajectories has been

obtained in [1, 2]. Linear-quadratic problem of optimal control for open-loop

stochastic systems with given mathematical expectations of controlled object's state

vector at initial and final time moments is considered in the present paper. The case

when conditions on the right end of trajectories are absent is rather well developed

[3]. Here, unlike this case, a problem of determination of programmed control

which moves a stochastic system into the final state with expected value given

beforehand is performed. The method proposed in the present paper can be used for

solving different applied problems, in particular, optimal control problems of

cosmic aircrafts, robo-manipulators, electric power systems, etc., in which

characteristics of object's state at final time moment are essential.

Let controlled object be described by Ito's stochastic differential equation:

ck(0 = [,4(f)x(t) + B(t) u(t)] dt + G(t) d£,(t), te[to,t*]. (1)

Here, x(t) e Rn stands for object's state vector; u(t) e Rm is a vector of

controlling action; d^(f) = £(f) dt, where £,(t) e R1 is separable Wienerian

stochastic process; £(f) £ Rl is Gaussian white noise with zero expected value;

covariance (/x /)-matrix of stochastic process £(0 takes the form:
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cov {C(0, C ( T ) } = M { C ( 0 C 6 W ) = z(r) 8(r-t),

where M {•} denotes mathematical expectation, Z (t) is nonnegative definite

symmetric (/ x /)-matrix; 8( - ) is Dyrak's delta-function; A(t), B(t), G(f) are

(n x n), (n x /«), (« x /)-matrices, respectively, which elements are continuous on

t within the [to, t*] interval. The addend G(t)dl,(t) on the right-hand side of the

equation (1) expresses random external action on the object.

Control aim is estimated by the functional

U
I{u)=- J x6Fxp(t*,x)dx + - J J [x6Q(t)x + u6R(t)u]p(t, x) dxdt =

2 Rn 2 tf Rn

u
4 M {*6(U)Fx(t*)+ J [xd(t) Q(t) x(t) + u6(t) R(t) u(t)] df}, (2)

h

where F, Q(i) are nonnegative definite symmetric (n x n )-matrices, R(t) is

positive definite symmetric (m x w)-matrix. The elements of the matrices Q(f),

R(t) are continuous functions of time t in the interval [to, ?*]. Probability density

function p(t, x) e C1'2 ((to, t*) x Rn) of the object's state vector JC satisfies

Fokker - Plank - Kolmogorovs equation with initial condition p(to, x) = po(x),

where po(x) is Gaussian probability density function of random vector x{t0) with

mathematical expectation \i0 and correlation matrix I o . It is supposed that x{to)

and £ (0 are independent, hence

cov {x{to\ Zs(t)}=M{x(t0) I 6(t)}=On, V t e [to,u],

where On is a zero (n x «)-matrix.

Stochastic differential equation (1) describes a family of Markovian

continuous processes which depends on the random parameter x(to).
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A problem of the control u(t) e C [to, t*] determination is performed, which

for time interval [to, f*] moves the system (1) from initial state with

mathematical expectation \LO into the final state with mathematical expectation

H* =on (on isa zero ^-vector) and minimizes the functional (2). Information on

the object's current state x(f) is supposed to be lacking, i. e. controlled system (1)

is open-looped and the problem of programmed optimal control is considered.

Since programmed control u(t) in the interval [to, t*] is a deterministic

process, the criterion of control quality (2) can be shown as

/(«)= \ Sp {F 2(f . )} + I J Sp {Q(t) 1(0} dt +

u
\ \ lli6(t)Q(t)ii(t) + u\t)R(t)u(t)]dt, (3)

where Sp {•} denotes a spur of a matrix, I (t) = M {[x{t) - \i (t)] [x(t) - \x (t)]6}

is a correlation (« x «)-matrix of stochastic process x(t), satisfying Lyapunov's

differential equation

2 (/) = ,4(0 2 (0 + 2 (0 A 6 (0 + G{t) Z (0 G 6 (0 (4)

with initial value £ (to ) = 2 o.

Using the method for solution of two-point boundary value problems

suggested in [1, 2] and stochastic maximum principle, we obtain, that the control to

be found has the form:

u{t) = R-\t)B6(t)[k(t)-K{t)ii(t)l (5)

Here, symmetric (n x M)-matrix K(f) satisfies Riccati's differential equation

K(t) = - A6(t) K(t) - K(t)A(t) + K(t) S(t)Kit) - Q(t), K(to) = On, (6)
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where S(t) = Bit) R(i) lB6(t) is a symmetric (n x «)-matrix.

\i(t) is a mathematical expectation of stochastic process x(t), satisfying

differential equation

ii(t) = [A(t)-S(t)K(t)]ii(t) + S(t)k(tl \i(to)=\Lo- (7)

k(t) is an w-vector, satisfying differential equation

k(t) = -[A(t)-S(t)K(t)]6k(t), (8)

with initial value k{to) = ko which is chosen so that for solution \i(f) of the

equation (7) at final time moment the equality \x{t*)= \i *= on can be satisfied.

For that aim the value ko =-W~l(to,t+) \x 0 should be taken, where

W{to>u)= J O(M)S(T)Od(f,T)dT
tf

is Kahnan's symmetric (n x «)-matrix, Q)(t, x) = 0(0 G"1^) is Caushy's

(n x «)-matrix; 8 (t) is a fundamental solutions (« x «)-matrix for homogenous

differential equation v(0 = [A(t) - S{t)K(t)] v(f). The matrix W(to, t*) is

assumed to be nonsingular.

Let's introduce into consideration the «-vector

y(t) = k(f)-K(t)\i(t). (9)

Using (6) - (8) we can obtain following differential equations

(10)

( i i )

with initial values \i(to) = \io, y(to) = v|/o = - C fx0, where C = - W~l(to, f*)

is positive definite symmetric (« x «)-matrix.

The solution of simultaneous differential equations (10), (11) has the form
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f»(0

where Q(t, to) = x(0 X~l(f) is Caushy's {In x 2«)-matrix, % (t) is fundamental

solutions (2« x 2«)-matrix for the system of differential equations (10), (11).

Expressing Q(t,to) as the block matrix

"ll(>> t0) Ql2(t, to)

which entries are (« x «)-matrices and, using the relation \ j / o = - C )LI0 for the

formula (12), at t = t* we obtain

[Qu{h, to) - Ql2{U, to) C]

, to) - Q22{U, t0) C] ru j

From the condition ji(f *) = \i* = o n it follows that

(13)

Since the vector \io can take arbitrary values, the equality (13) occurs only for

(14)

To determine the values of matrices Qn(t*,to) and Cli2(t*, to) it is necessary

to integrate the matrix differential equation

^ll('> t0) Ql2(t, to)
, to) Q22(t, t0)

A(t) S(t)

Q{t) -Ab(t)

, to) Ql2(t, t0)

> to) Q22(t, to)

in the interval [to, t*] at initial values Qu(to, to) = En, Q\2{to, to) = On,

w isaidentity (n x «)-matrix.
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Substituting the value of the matrix C, that was calculated using formula (14),

into the relation V J / O = - C J I O we find initial value for the vector \\j(i). The

optimal control (5) to be found with account of the notation (9) can be expressed as

u(t) = i?~!(0 B (t) \\f(t), where \\i(f) is found from simultaneous differential

equations (10), (11). Using (10), (11), a value of the functional (3) at optimal

control (15) can be presented as

/ = I Sp{F ! ( / • )} + £ j Sp {0(0 1(0} dt+ I \ib
oC\xo,

fr

where correlation matrix X(t) is found by integrating the equation (4) in time

interval [to, t*].

Thus, for the considered stochastic problem of optimal control we can put into

correspondence the constant matrix C, then initial problem can be transformed to

some Caushy's problem for a set of ordinary differential equations.

The solution method of the problem can be applied also as a basis for

developing numerical algorithms of optimal control for nonlinear stochastic systems

with given statistical characteristics of object's state at initial and final time

moments.
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COMPUTER VISUALIZATION OF LOGICAL CONCEPTIONS.

S.R. Kozhamberdieva

School mathematical programs were changed lately so often that pupils did
not receive even superficial ideas concerning the most significant conceptions of
mathematical logic. All the results of mathematical science cannot be reflected
quite profoundly in the content of school education, but many of them are drawn
from basic data by logical conclusion. Consequently, a great attention should be
paid to the development of pupil logical mentality in the process of mathematical
education.

An introduction of the logical statement elements into the school informatics

syllabus will be able to play its important role for solving the problem stated

above. However, another problem appears here which is connected with the

subject exposition when the main conceptions of mathematical logic elements

would be explained by a simple and intelligible manner.

Truth functions of logical operations, namely "NO'V'AND", "OR","IF,THEN",

and "THEN AND ONLY THEN,WHEN" are usually postulated in the form of

truth tables, the methodological difficulty of the intuitive expression interpretation

like "it is right that truth follows false" appearing. It makes the statement logic mo-

re abstract and unintelligible for a great number of pupils. At the same time, as

known, the simplicity of material expounded is the generally accepted principle of

the school mathematical education. Just this circumstance can be apparently

responsible for the fact that mathematical logic elements are unable to find their

applications in the school programme of mathematics. Fundamental conceptions of

the set theory including "sets", "union", "intersection" and "set difference" are

known to be easily perceived by pupils owing to that they can be represented

visually. Hence, to introduce the statement logic into the school syllabus it is

necessary of course to make use the simplicity of principal conceptions of the set
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theory. The possibility of this realization is provided by the isomorphism of both

set and statement algebries as the Boolean algebra.

As a rule, the similar isomorphism is defined by means of collating to sets as

objects of those statement forms the ranges of truth values of which are initial sets.

The set operations are compared to logical operations over the appropriate

statement forms, and general laws of Boolean set algebries and statement forms

are drawn. Such a way is not appropriate for secondary schools since it requires

an independent construction of the set theory and statement logic, and their

isomorphism is defined only after that. It follows from this isomorphism that

statement logic is evidently present in the language of the set theory. Therefor, we

can try to extract conceptions of the statement logic from these ideas on the base

of intuitive pupil ideas about sets. Following this way we can expect to achieve

more accessibility in the construction of statement logic in secondary schools.

Thus, the present work is devoted to this aim.

A special role of visual teaching methods in reaching more profound

understanding of difficult mathematical conceptions is connected with the fact that

human brain receives main information body through the sight organs. Owing to

that, complicated relations between logic objects can become more simple if they

attain visible form. The main difficulty in the realization of visual approach to the

exposition of statement logic is a transition from the statement to its visual image,

and the latter should be incidentally independent of possible semantic

interpretation of the statement. To overcome this difficulty we shall interpretate a

basic form of the set theory "xeA" in two ways. On the one hand we shall explain

these forms in terms of visualization,- "image of the x point belongs to image of

the A set".

On the other hand, we shall explain them in terms of statements,- "the x point

belongs to the A set". To distinguish between these two situations let us introduce
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an operator of observity on a level with the operator of truth value. Let us mark the

operator of observity with [xeA] symbol. It takes the value 1 if the fact that x

element belongs to the A set is observed, and the value 0 in the opposite case. Thus,

the operator of observity registrates the fact of x element belonging to the A set.

xeA

Then, let us mark the operator of truth values with the /xeA/ symbol. This

operator takes the 1 if the "xeA" statement is true, and the value 0 if it is false.

Since the "xeA" fact is observed only when the "xeA" statement is true, then

these two operators are interchangeable, so [xeA] = /xeA/. Let us call this

equality as a law of interchangeability. It opens the way for visualization of main

laws of the statement logic. In this work we shall discuss in more detail only the

questions of visualizations of logical operations. With that end in view, we shall use

visual imaginations of the set theory operations. For example, the operation of

intersection of two sets ALJB is visually represented as a total part of A and B

sets on the verbal level. This operation is characterized by the formation of the more

complex statement "xeA AND xeB" from two statements "xeA "and "xeB" by

using of the "AND" conjunction (the operation of statement conjunction).

Since [xeALJB] =/"xeA AND xeB"/ it is enough to create the table of the

observity of xeAUB fact for constructing the truth table of the statement

conjunction logical operation. It is obvious that the observity of the fact x e AUB

depends on combinations of the "xeA" and "xeB" facts observity. A total number

ofthosefactsisequalto4: [xeA],[xeB]>:=<l,l>, <
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These combinations correspond to the following values of the [xeAHB]

operator: 1, 0, 0, 0. According to the law of interchangeability the table of

[xeAflB] operator values will serve as the truth table of the "xeA AND xeB"

statement. Similarly, all the possible logic operations over the statements are

visualized.

Table 1. The truth table of the statement conjunction logical operation.

[xeA]

1

1

0

0

[xeB]

1

0

1

0

[xeAUB]

1

1

1

0

[xeA\B]

0

1

0

0

[xelAA]

0

0

1

1

Verbalisation of operations such as xeAflB , xeA\B, xeUYA leads to logical

operations, namely disjunction, explication and negation with the truth tables

corresponding to them. The negation of explication results to implication. By this

way, of course, the truth table of implication is drawn. For the adoption of these

ideas into the practice of mathematical education in the secondary schools a

thorough methodological processing of these ideas is required on the informatics

lessons.
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PHYSICS

SOLITONS IN THE COMPRESSIBLE HEISENBERG
SPIN CHAIN WITH THE ANISOTROPY

T.A. Kozhamkulov, R. Myrzakulov, F.B. Alrynbaeva.

1. Solitons in the magnets have been extensively investigated after the discovery

of the inverse spectral transform (1ST) method. Usually, for the theoretical study

of solitons in the magnets the different continuum versions of the quantum spin

Heisenberg model are considered:

(1)

If the spin of atoms s > — then instead of (1) it is necessary to consider the

more general models. The necessity fall outside the framework of the model (1) as

s > — indicated still by Schrodinger. He showed that the permutation operator of

the spins for s = 1 is

l-SjSj-iSjSj)2. (2)

Various aspects of the spin models which contain biquadratic spin terms are

considered in some refs. [1]. In the refs.[2-3] some non-Heisenberg models are

explicity studied. We take the following quantum spin model

H = HS+He, (3)

where Hs represents the magnetic degrees of freedom and has the form

N
lie ~

/ M=2s// , 3 ^
Z ((•§/5 l-+1)+Z^-A53/ (4)

k=0

with Sj the spin on site i, Jy (yj-yi) is the exchange integral, the second term is

the uniaxial anisotropy energy and K, the anisotropy parameter. The last term is
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the Zeeman contribution, where the external field h is applied along the z

direction. The elastic modes are represented by He

N '»l
«=i \

2w
(5)

where the first term represents the kinetic energy of the N ions of mass m and the

second term is the elastic potential energy between neihbouring spins. Here the pn

and yn are the momenta and longitudinal displacements from the equilibrium

positions, respectively, which obey the commutation rule [yn, pm] = ihdnm

Starting from the base model (3), in the continuum limit, some mtegrable

and nonintegrable equations were obtained by one of the authors (R.M.) in the

refs. [1]. these equations are described by using the nonlinear dynamics of

magnets. In present work we consider some of these equations.

2. Let us consider the following set of equations (the Mjg_, according to

the notations of the ref. [1]:

St = — - u \SAVXS\ + SAJS + SAKS,
dy J )

here y = |V1(?|2, J = diag (J,, J2 , J3), K = diag(KjSy) and

k=\

Let Ji = J2 = Ki = K2 = 0, i.e. we consider the model with the single ion

(7)

anisotropy. Then the system Mj^ (6) can be rewritten in the form (the M . K -
K

equation):

S]
f j—r

(h + J3S3

S 2 ,
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were u(x,t) is the scalar function; L is vector product ; r2 = ± l ; s = 0, ± 1 ;

S =
03 = rfzag(l,-l);n,p,X,v0 =
[,] is commutator;

S= 1;S± = Sx ± tf2 ;S* =

5 = ^3 rS'

x y z

Bellow we shall restrict ourselves to the one-dimensional version of these eqs,

which for the eqs.(8) is

dF

(9)

Putt =

were y=

S

2k

Sx and F =
k=l

Further we shall consider the special case, when jn^ 0, k = 3,4,...,M

2 2k

(11)

Substituting (11) into (9) we obtain the following system of equations [1]:

\liSt =8[,S,1 ^ 2 h

The eqs. M , „ (12) for the first time was obtained by one of the authors in

the ref. [1]. For the case K3 = 0 the soliton solutions of the system (12), for the

different value of parameters of system, were obtained in [1]. In the present work

we consider the general, when K3 * 0.

3. Let us find the soliton solutions of the M , „ (12) (r2 = 1) for the boundary

conditions (BC)
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S+ =u = S3 - 1 ) ^ + ^ = 0 (13)

and S+ =u = S3± l)x_¥±f30 = 0 (14)

a) Let K3 = 0. In this case the soliton solution corresponding to the BC (13) is

4 2 2
given by (co = sk + \x\k -J3-h,A = 4,z = k(x-Xg),Q> = const):

chz

ch2z

U
u =

(15)

ch2z

where U = -4k2lvQ2 ,k4 = J 3 / 3(5e - 4 J I 2 - 2XI VQ)

For the BC (14) we have the following kink-type solution

(GO = -h,B2 =\,z = k(x-xo),d> = const):

B h

S+=- r - ^ (16)

ch2z

S3 = r/iz

2 —2 2
where U = -k XVQ , X = (4e - 2JJ, 2 )VQ ; the parameter k is the solution of the

equation dc + ii\k - J 3 = 0 .

b) Now we consider the case K3 •*• 0. For this case the exact soliton

—2 2solution of the system (12) has the form (16), where U = -XVQ k ,

2 = J 3 + ^ 3 - ^ 3 / (12e - 6jn2 - 2

4. Now we consider the "quasistatic" limit of the set Mj£ [1]. For the

case from the second eq. of (12) we have
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(17)

where CJ = -X/VQ. Substituting (24) into (10), after the renormalization of

constants, we obtain [1]

dF i

2iSt =[S,Sxxxx] + (— [S,SX])X + (h + J3S3 +K3sl)[S,u3] (18)

where F, y have the same forms as for the eq.(7). In the special case when F is

given by the eq.(9) we have [1]

=[S,Sxxxx] + ((2li2S^+iil)[S,Sx])x + (h + J3S3+K3si)[S,c3 (19)

The domain wall type solution corresponding to the BC (14) has the form

•2 1

The other interesting reduction of equations (12) is the so called M , „ -

equations [1]:

2iSt =(®[S,SX])X +(h + J3S3)[S,a3]

PUtt=VoUxx+HSx
l)xx, (20)

where (£>(x,t) = 2^2SX + M-i - u(x,t)

If we consider the anharmonic lattice deformation then we obtain the following

generalization of the system (12)-the M , „ -equation [1]:
Jj A 3

putt =VQUXX +a(u2)xx+$uxxxx+X(Sx
1)xx, (21)

The case B = K3 =0 corresponds to the anharmonic generalization of the system

(20). These systems (20)-(21) allow the different solitonlike solutions and the

some integrable/nonintegrable reductions and generalizations [1] (see,too [2-5]).

5. so, above we have considered the some soliton equations, describing the

nonlinear interactions of spin and elastic subsystems. The exact soliton solutions

for the some of them are found. For the some value of the parameters of the
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model, the some equations are integrable [1] that permits to use to study their 1ST.

It is note the system (12) describes the magnetic with spin 1, for example, the

magnetic salt C3NiF3. It is the classical continuum limit of the compressible spin

chain (3) as s=l, when we have carried out the continuum approximation to fourth

order in lattice constant [1]. At last we present the integrable spin system in (3+1)

- dimensions (M - III equation):

2

St = (2cb2 + 2db)(Sy + Sz) ^ ^

{SA(Sy + Sz) + («!+ u2)S}x + SAJS,

uXx +S(SXASV) = O
y (22)

u2x+S(SxASz) = 0

Vx=

where J = diag{J\ ,J2,^3), c,b,d = consts. The lax representations of the

M - III equation (22) and for its integrable reductions were constructed at first

time in ref.[l]. In the conclusion we note that the different properties of the above

considered equation were ctudied in the refs.[l-3]. Recently, the various aspects

of the solitons and the nonlinear magnetoelastic interactions in the spin-lattice

systems are studied in the refs.[4-5].
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NONEQUILIBRIUM PROCESSES IN AMORPHOUS FILMS
OF CHALCOGENIDE VITREOUS SEMICONDUCTORS OF
THE As-Se SYSTEM PREPARED BY RADIO FREQUENCY

SPUTTERING METHOD

Sh.Sh. Sarsembinov, O.Yu. Prikhodko, M.J. Maltekbasov,
S.Ya. Maksimova, A.P. Ryaguzov, M.H. Wasfy

The charge carriers transport and photoconductivity of the chalcogenide
vitreous semiconductors (ChVS) amorphous films with the compositions As2Se3,
AsSe, As3Se2 prepared by r.f. sputtering were studied. It was found that the
samples with stoichiometric film compositions have bipolar carriers transport and
bipolar photoconductivities while the films containing excess of Arsenic element
have only monopolar electron transport. The results were interpreted by the used
models of the charge structure defects of ChVS which depends on the Se and As
defects.

It was shown /1,2/ that the conditions and the method of the chalcogenide

vitreous semiconductors (ChVS) amorphous films preparation have the highest

effect on their physical, chemical properties and peculiar photostructural conversion.

Accordingly it is important to study the effects of the ChVS films preparation

conditions on the nonequilibrium processes in these films. For Arsenic contained

amorphous ChVS films prepared by thermal evaporation method and bulk samples

of these materials, it is known, that these films have only monopolar hole transport
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and monopolar hole photoconductivity which are attributed to the considerable high

holes drift mobility with respect to that of electrons IV. At a temperature T=300K

and an electric field E=105 V/cm, the value of the hole drift mobility is about -10-5

cm2/(Vc) and the mobility activation energy Em=0,5e0,6 eV /3,4/.

This work presents the results of the time-of-flight current transients and

photoconductivity study in ChVS films of the As-Se system prepared by r.f.

sputtering method.

Samples with planar and sandwitch structure with aluminum and gold

electrodes were studied. The samples thickness was from 1 to 10 mm. The films

were prepared by sputtering targets of ChVS in argon gas atmosphere at a 13,56

MHz and with a deposition rate of ~1 mm/h. According to the X-ray fluorescence

analysis results, it was found that the obtained films composition dose not differ by

more than 5% from that of the sputtered materials for both the fresh-prepared and

annealed (at T=440K for 30 minutes) samples. The films showed amorphous

structure which was determined by the electrographic analysis.

Studying the time-of-flight current transients allowed us to determine

separately the drift mobilities of the electrons and the holes in the materials in which

the transient time is less than the dielectric relaxation time IV. The samples

photoconductivity was measured in the longitudinal and transversal regimes at

electric field from 102 to 104 V/cm. The lux-amper (Lx-A) characteristics were

studied by illuminating the samples with a helium-neon laser having a wavelength of

0,63 mm and maximum radiation intensity of Fmax=l,5 photon/(cm2.c).

One should notice that in the r.f. sputtered films the values of the conductivity

at room temperature, conductivity activation energy, and the optical band gap are

not highly distinct from the values of these parameters in the thermal evaporated

films.

By studying the transport process of the charge carriers in the As2Se3 films

prepared by r.f. sputtering it was found that the values of the hole and electron
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photocurrents are comparable (fig.l). This shows that the charge transport in the

studied fihns is participated by both the electrons and the holes. The characteristic

dependence of the observed photocurrents coressponding the dispersive transport.

The calculations show that the drift mobility of the electrons mn and of the holes mp

are practically the same and mp»10-5 cm2/(Vc) at a field value E=105 V/cm and a

temperature T=300K. From this it follows that the value of mp and mn for r.f.

prepared fihns are comparable to that of the fihns prepared by the thermal

evaporation method. It was found also that the value of the drift mobility of the

electrons and the holes in the temperature range from 300 to 360K increases with

the T according to exponential law and with similar value of activation energy

Em~0,6 eV. By increasing the electric field value from 3-104 to 5105 V/cm the

values of mn and mp increase, and their field dependence follows approximately

an exponential function mn,mp~exp(E/Eo) were Eo= 105 V/cm.

When amorphous ChVS fihns of As-Se system containing excess of arsenic

element (AsSe and As3Se2) were studied, it was found that the electron drift

mobility in these fihns increased with the As content in the film while the hole drift

mobility decreases (fig. 2). As example in the As3Se2 fihns the value of the electron

drift mobility mn~10-4 cm2/(Vc) at T=300K and E=105 V/cm while the hole drift

mobility mp~10-5cm2/(Vc). Notice that in the thermal evaporated films the holes

mobility mp decreases in fihns having composition with higher arsenic contents

(fig.2, curve 3).

The temperature dependence of the photoconductivity (sph) for the r.f.

sputtered fihns of As-Se system have the same type as most of the ChVS /3/, and

are characterised by an exponential regional increase with the temperature and the

presence of a distinct maximum at sph~sdark- The photoconductivity spectral

dependence of the r.f. sputtered As2Se3 fihns measured in the longitudinal regime

of conductivity at different illuminated electrode polarities, is shown in fig.3. As it is
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seen from the fig.3, these curves practicaly are identical, and then the thermal

evaporated films having the compositions As2Se3, AsSe, As3Se2 show

photorectification effect, i.e. the value of the photocurrent in the short wavelength

region of the spectrum (0,4e0,6 mm) highly depends on the applied voltage polarity

(Iph+»Iph-) Accordingly, for the thermal evaporated films the form and the position

Hole (1,3) and electron (2) time-of-flight current transients in
TS. sputtered (1,2) and thermal evaporated (3) A^Se^ films

-4

-6

-7 _
-6 -5

lg(t,s)
-4 -3

(E=105V/cm, T=300K)
Fig.l

Hole (1,3) and electron (2) drift mobilities versus As concentration in
As-Se films prepared by r.f. sputtering (1,2) and thermal evaporation (3)

60

E=l(rv/cm, T=300K

Fig .2
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of the maximums of the photocurrent spectral dependence at different polarities of

illuminated electrodes are different.

In the r.f. films of the system As-Se having excess of As, photorectification

effect was also observed but in this case the Iph-»Iph+- This fact indicates the

predominance of the electronic component of the photocurrent over the hole

component.

The Lx-A characteristics of the samples were measured in the longitudinal

regime of photoconductivity in the temperature and illumination intervals at which

the value of the photocurrent exceed the dark current. It was found that the Lx-A

characteristics for the r.f As2Se3 fihns are described the dependence Iph~Fn with

index n=0,6e'0,8, i.e. are sublinear. In contrast to the thermal evaporated films, the

form of the Lx-A characteristics does not depend on the polarity of the applied

voltage. The measurement of the Lx-A characteristics temperature dependence in

the transversal photconductivity regime show that at temperatures above the room

temperature the slope of the Lx-A characteristics does not change. While in the

thermal evaporated As2Se3 films, on the Lx-A characteristics (in the region of low

illumination) in the temperature range over the room temperature, appears a linear

part (n=l), which predominates by raising the temperature.

From the analysis of the obtained results we notice, that the nonequilibrium

processes presence in the amorphous r.f. films of the As-Se system are distinguished

from that of the thermal evaporated films of this system: the r.f. As2Se3 films have

bipolar carriers transport and bipolar photoconductivity, while in the films

containing excess of arsenic only monopolar electron transport and monopolar

electron photoconductivity take place.

According to /3,4/ the nonequilibrium processes in ChVS are controlled by

the localized electronic states in their band gap based on its intrinsic charged

structure defects of ChVS. In the arsenic contained ChVS these defects are from
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Spectral dependence of measured in longitudinal regime
photocurrent of r.f. sputtered amorphous As2Se3 (a) and

films: 1-positive and 2-negative polarities of
illuminated electrode
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400 500 700 nm 800

Fig.3
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chalcogen atoms C and arsenic P as well. They represent valence alternative pairs

( C r - C3+) and (P2~ - P4+). However, only the defects created by the chalcogen

atoms are taking in consideration.

We suppose that in order to explain the above mentioned particularities of the

nonequilibrium processes in r.f. sputtered films of the system As-Se we should pay

attention to the structure defects connected to the arsenic atoms. The presence of

mobile electrons in r.f. films of As2Se3 is an evidence that their transport is

controlled by shallower traps than those created by Se in the thermal evaporated

films. These traps could be bounded to the defects connected to arsenic atoms (P4+-

centers). The hole drift mobility as in thermal evaporated As2Se3 films basically are

controlled by the Se charged defects C^. The defects P4+ and Cl~ disposed at

equal energy depth from the edges of appropriate allowed bands. Accordingly a

large part of the charged defects of selenium C3+ and arsenic P2-, seems to form

intimate pairs as (C3+-P2") which are practically neutral and has a weak effect on

the drift mobility of the electrons and the holes, in contrast to another charged

defects (C1--P4+).

From the analysis of the above mentioned results, it follows that the r.f.

sputtering method causes the change in the arsenic contained ChVS structure.

Accordingly the change in the r.f. films structure is accompanied with the changes in

electronic spectrum in both the forbidden and allowed energy gaps. From this we

can conclude that it is possible to control the electronic properties of the amorphous

films arsenic containing ChVS by means of their modification structure.
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SPECTROSCOPIC ASPECTS OF INTERNAL FRICTION
METHOD APPLICATION TO STUDIES OF IRRADIATED

METALS AND ALLOYS

Yu. A. Zaykin

Some spectroscopic opportunities of the internal friction method which, as a
rule, are not realized in practice because of the lack of sufficiently developed
technique are considered. Methods to determine crystal lattice defects distribution
are developed on the base of internal friction averagings over spacial coordinates
used as integral equations for defect concentration.

The potentialities of internal friction (IF) method in investigations of elastic

energy dissipation processes in metal systems can be essentially extended by using

it as a method of mechanical spectroscopy to study radiation-induced diffusion,

radiation defects spacial distribution, determination of crystal atom oscillation

spectra, etc. Being experimentally determined according to standard techniques the

IF values represent some averagings over space coordinates, relaxation

frequencies, etc. Knowledge of the averaging form creates preconditions for use of

the IF method as spectroscopic one, provided the averagings are considered as

equations to determine unknown function under integral.

Values of quantities experimentally determined by IF method (internal

friction, elastic moduli, etc.) should be considered, as well as in any other integral

method as a result of the averaging of these quantities over coordinates in a

sample. In the one-dimension case it can be written as follows.
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1*

where h is the thickness of the sample; al ,..., an are parameters varied in

experiment; r is the weight function, dependent on the averaging form; n(y) is the

required function of depth defect distribution.

In the paper [1] we have shown that there are three possible ways to

determine the function n(y) in equation (1): (a) measuring f values as a function of

coordinates; (b) measuring f values for compound samples; (c) measuring f as a

function of a parameter a varied in experiment.

Experiments on electron irradiation of tantalum samples in a pile [2] have

shown, that the difference of the oxygen Snoek peak hights in unirradiated and

radiated metal decreases approximately linearly depending on the sample

position in a pile. So it was confirmed that the profile of radiation defects

distribution (vacancies in this case) can be obtained from the measurements on the

samples in a pile, but the error of distribution determination is high due to effects of

the sample pecularities and experimental conditions. As to the third opportunity it

is important to choose correctly the varied parameter a.

On internal friction changes in the process of
non-uniformly distributed defects diffusion

Let us consider now an opportunity to determine defects distribution

over the sample depth using space IF averagings. In the works [3,4] it was

shown, that for any models energy dissipation IF averaging over a sample volume

in the first approach is the following.
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(2)

Substituting the true IF dependence on concentration C(z,t) of defects

responsible for considered relaxation process, one can calculate the measured IF

changes during annealing.

In the case of the Snoek peak the maximum true IF value will be

Q-1 (y,z,t) = aC(y,z,t) (3)

where a is the factor depending on the oscillation type, C(z,t) is the interstitial

impurity atom concentration; y,z - coordinates.

The form of the function C(y,z,t) can be found from the sollution of the

equation for impurity atoms diffusion. Let us consider the impurity diffusion from

the layer h in the direction of a longitudinal coordinate z (from the fixed end of a

sample). Then the solution will be the following [5]:

( 2 2m n

/w=1""1 ' ' V 1

Substituting equations (4) and (3) to averaging (2) we obtain

(4)

6* 0 0
£

O»=1 mK

trnz " 9
xcos—z(X<i(z) rdz (5)

The equation (5) permits to calculate the measured Snoek peak night changes

during annealing.

If t> 0,156 1/D in equation (4) it is possible to retain only the first member

of the series, calculating C(z,t) with accuracy not worse than 1%. Then

evaluating the integral in equation (5) we find
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n
1.645] (6)

For small h values it is possible to introduce the function:

F(t)=-^\= 1+3.29 exp(~Z>f) (7)
(p(oo) -^

that represents relative decrease of Snoek peak hight during annealing caused by

impurity diffusion.

To determine the total relative decrease in the peak hight F(0) it is

necessary to calculate j(0), because equation (7) is valid only for times t> 0.156 1

/D. Substituting t=0 to (5) and making consistently summation and integration,

we shall obtain for small h values: j(0)= 4(aCo/l) hi, whence

F(0H(0)/j(T)=4,

i.e. the Snoek peak hight will decrease by 4 times during impurity diffusion from a

thin layer.

In the case of impurity diffusion from the layer hi in the direction opposite

to the longitudinal coordinate z direction (from the free end of a sample ), it is

necessary to change the variable z to 1-z in the right part of equation (4), then

equation (7) assumes the form:

2
= 1-3.29 exp(-^—Dt)

2(p(oo) |

Calculating j(0), we shall obtain j(0)= (aCo/21) hi. The

F(0) = j(0)/j(T)=l/2, (8)

When diffusion proceeds from the layer of thickness hi in the ross coordinate

direction at t>2,7 x 10 h2 /D we have:
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^ ^ e x p ^ D / ) ] (9)
h n2 h2

where h is the thickness of the sample.

It follows from the last relation, that j(O)/j(T)=3, i.e. the Snoek peak hight

will decrease by 3 times.

Obtained results show, that macroscopic diffusion of impurity non-

uniformly distributed over the volume of the sample essentially changes the

value of IF measured in experiment. Equations, obtained for measured IF values

changes description during annealing afford to determine the impurity diffusion

coefficient.

If IF in the certain point of the sample is a function of impurity concentration

only and does not depend on its derivatives over coordinates, then studies of

measured IF changes during annealing opens an opportunity of impurity

concentration calculation and determination of diffusion coefficients on this basis.

The behaviour of the Snoek peak in ARMCO-iron after

carboneum ions implantation and subsequent annealing [3,6 ] is represented in

Fig. 1.

Samples of iron where annealed during two hours at the temperature 8OO0C

and irradiated by carboneum ions with energy 40 keV up to fluence 10 cm . Then

they were annealed at temperatures 500oC and 900oC. The annealing at

temperature 500OC was executed step by step with the annealing time 30 minutes

at each stage and total annealing time 3 hours.The annealing time at

temperature 900oC was 1 hour. Average projective run of carboneum ions in a-

iron is about 4,2 nm. The IF measurements were made after ion irradiation and

each stage of annealing. Besides Snoek peak hight changes were measured during

annealing at 500oC.

The study of Snoek peak behaviour showed that its hight increased by 1.7

times after carboneum ions implantation (Fig. 1).After heating the sample up to
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500oC and cooling up to the temperature of the peak appearance its night

increased again by 5 times. This effect can be explained by the annealing of

radiation defects forming complexes with carboneum atoms.
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380 400 420 440 T,K

Fig.l. Dependence of IF on temperature in ARMCO-iron
(the background is subtracted);

Curve 1 - after annealing during 2 hours at 9000;
2 - after irradiation by carboneum ions (E^OkeV, =
3 - annealing after irradiation during 1 hour at 900°C;

Dotted line corresponds to maximum Snoekpeak hight after
heating at 500°C and cooling.

);

0 0,1 0,2 0,3 0,4 0,5 x, u.m
Fig.2. Dislocation pinning points distribution over the sample

depth in copper and molibdenum
1 - Cu, calculation using data on IF amplitude dependence for

thickness: • - 0,3 mm, - - 0,5 mm, • - 0,8 mm;
2 - Cu, theoretical calculation of Frenkel pairs distribution at

the dynamic stage of irradiation;
3 - Mo, according to IF amplitude dependence data for thickne

of 0,5 mm;
4 - Mo, theoretical calculation of Frenkel pairs distribution
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Herein, after annealing at 500OC the Snoek peak hight decreased when

time increased according to expression (9). After 3 hours of annealing the

difference between the maximum Snoek peak hight value and its hight in the

sample before carboneum implantation has decreased approximately by 3 times.

Further annealing at temperature 900OC did not cause appreciable changes of

Snoek peak characteristics. Observed Snoek peak hight decreases in the process

of multistage annealing at 500oC is caused by carboneum atoms macroscopic

diffiision being in good agreement with behaviour, predicted by the formula (9). The

peak activation energy, determined using frequency shift, was estimated as 0,85eV.

Saturation by carboneum up to solubility limit leads to Snoek peak increase.

Further increase of carboneum contents causes the decrease of Snoek peak.

Annealing at 500OC during 30 minutes leads to peak increase due to carboneum

transition to the solid solution. Thus carboneum is located mainly at the layer

near the surface, that gives the main contribution to the measured EF. The

homogenization annealing at 800 oC during 3 hours causes uniform carboneum

distribution in the sample volume. Carboneum is thus distributed in the areas,

which give the smaller contribution to measured IF in comparison with the layer

near the surface, therefore the Snoek peak hight decreases in this case.

Carboneum diffusion coefficient determination using carboneum Snoek

peak characteristics in annealed -iron gives the value of 1.4 10 cm /s at the

temperature of IF maximum. The similar quantity, evaluated from formula (8) for

the case of carboneum atoms macroscopic diffusion makes 7,6 x 10 cm . The

diffusion coefficient decrease for the macroscopic process can be caused by

diffusion correlation factor, connected with possibility of atom return jumps to

initial positions and also with possible atoms capture by radiation vacancies during

the diffusion process.

Thus, measurements of Snoek peak characteristics in the process of non-

uniformly distributed impurity diffusion afford to determine simultaneously
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coefficients of macroscopic diffusion under concentration gradient and diffusions

coefficients connected with local atom replacements. Their comparison gives a

convenient method for diffusion correlation factor determination.

The considered approach to defect diffusion coefficients determination of

factors is general and can be applied to any relaxation process provided the hight

of the IF peak is known as a function of concentration for defects, responsible for

considered process.

Determination of dislocation pinning points

distribution using IF amplitude dependence

Experimental data show [7], that in any range of temperatures and

frequencies for any materials amplitude dependence of internal friction (IFAD) is

observed, and its parameters are very sensitive to irradiation. Therefore it is

convenient to choose the amplitude of the sample deformation as a parameter a

[2,1,8 ]. In the paper [2] it was shown, that with the accuracy upto terms,

proportional to Q-1 the volume averagings of hysteretic and relaxation IF coincide.

In the case of non-uniform defect distribution over the cross coordinate in the first

approach takes the form:

H/
2 \ 2dy (10)

where Q-1 is the quantity, in which correction to IF measured by a standard way is

made to take into account the deformation distribution over the sample length; e is

the deformation amplitude; y is the cross coordinate measured from the average

neutral layer.

The expression (10) can be considered as an integral equation for radiation

defects concentration n (y). To solve this integral equation it is necessary first of

all to define internal friction as the function of maximum deformation and

radiation defects concentration. It can be made in terms of specific theoretical

model or by experimental determination of the dependence Q-l(n,e). Let us
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demonstrate an opportunity of equation (10) solution for the case, when the IF

amplitude dependence is described by equations of Granato-Lucke type [ 2,8 ].

Then the function Q-l [n(y), y,e] can be presented in the form:

-1 Ci«2(y)
Q \n(y) yth ^ . . Qxp[-C2n(y)/s0(y) ] (11)

where the factors Cl and C2 depend on dislocation structure of the material.

The quantity n(y) is taken here as a measure of radiation defects

concentration:

n(y)=LN/LC, (12)

where L N and Lc are average lengths of dislocation segments in unirradiated and

irradiated metal respectively.

Taking into account equation (11) we shall transform formula (10) to the

following form:

f
where a=l/eo-

To determine n(y) from equation (13) it is possible to use a method of

calculation, based on finding initial approach and the subsequent iterative

process (in our calculations we used approximation of the function n(y) by a

trinomial). We have used the method of calculation stated above to find

dislocation pinning points distribution over depth for copper [1] and molibdenum

[8] samples, the IF AD in which can be also formally described by equations of

Granato-Lucke type. It is necessary to note, that the quantity C2 n(y) and the

factor Cl were determined in these calculations by numerical solution of integral

equation (13) with the use of data on IF AD obtained for one sample with non-

uniform radiation defects distribution. The form of Q"i(n) dependence was

established on the basis of data on Q-l dose dependences, obtained for thin
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copper and molibdenum samples, but no parameters of these dependences were

used for C2 n(y) calculation.

The results of radiation - induced dislocation pinning points calculation in

copper and molibdenum are given in Fig.2. Electron irradiation upto fluence 1017

cm-2 was conducted at temperature 300K, the beam current was 9 mcA/cm2.

Comparison of calculations con ducted for samples of various thickness show

that the error in n(x)/no(no=n(0)) determination does not exceed 3,5%, that

confirms ectness of the chosen approximation for dose and amplitude

dependences. Fig.2 shows that the number of pinning points in molibdenum

irradiated by electrons decreases by 13% at the depth x = 0,47 mm and the

dependence n (x) is close to linear. Defect concentration decrease in copper occurs

a little more slow, than in molibdenum (Dn/no is 11% at the depth 0,8 mm). Let

us note that the quantity n(x) is proportional to fluence as well as radiation point

defects concentration, that is n(x)/no represents the measure of Frenkel pairs

concentration. One can see in Fig.2 that the quantity n(x)/no determined using IF

amplitude dependence well agrees with theoretical calculation of Frenkel pairs

distributions in copper and molibdenum.
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GROUP ANALYSIS OF EQUATION OF ENERGY
DENSITY WAVES EVOLUTION IN TURBULENT PLASMA

Arhipov Yu.V., Voronkov V.V.

Third order Lie-Backlund group of equation of energy density evolution
of turbulent plasma waves in conditions of noise energy density
differential transference by spectrum is obtained.
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The following equation

in turbulent plasma:

Ut+al

here a,e are constants.

The point group corresponding

dt

JU;

to

12]

*+e

(1)

X2=

determines

UU.xx-0,

is :

=d , x 3 -
dx' J

evolution of energy density

dt dU

of waves

0)

(2)

The group (2) has the following commutators table:

Table 1

Xl

x2

X3

Xl

0

0

-Xl

x2

0

0

0

X3

Xl

0

0

This group is not informative enough for applying the renormgroup

procedure [3], So a Lie-Backlund group is needed to be obtained. The third order

Lie-Backlund group of equation (1) is found below. The infinitesimal operator

is expressed in the canonical form:

X = K ̂ _ , K = K(t,x,U,Ux,Uxx,Uxxx). (3)

The continued infinitesimal operator

4
dU

dUt dU
(4)

XXX

acts on the equation (1), then the variety Ut=-aUUx-EUUxxX is used, replacing

Ut. That's why K doesn't depend on Ut and its further derivatives. The operators

Dt, Dx in (4) are:
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dx

Dt= A -(aUUx + eUUxxx)^- - | ( - £ - (aUU

here Ui=—— ,
dx1

So determining equation XF 1 =0 (F=0 is (1)) is the following

|F=0

Dt(K) +oc K Ux + a UDX(K) + EKUXXX + e UDxV) = 0 (6)

Dt(k),D3x(k) are to be calculated and the determining equation is obtained.

The program 'Astra', which was created for assisting in solving determining

equations produced K :

k= -AU + ( aUUx + eUUxxx )(At + B ) + UXC, (7)

A, B, C are constants.

The variety Ut= - aUUx - eUUxxx can be excluded from (7):

K= -AU - Ut(At+B) + UXC, (8)

Any canonical Lie-Backlund operator corresponds to infinitesimal

operator [4]:

dt ' dx

Coordinates £l, £,2, ^ can be found by the following procedure [4]:

K" = D2X(K),

= dk"
dUtxx'

(10)

dk"
dUxxx
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Thus the coordinates of the infinitesimal operator are:

-C, (11)

TI = - AU .

It's evident that the found coordinates (12) generates point group (2). So the third

order Lie-Backlund group hasn't given new symmetries. The forth and fifth order

Lie-Backlund group were calculated later, they haven't given new symmetries

either.
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PECULIARITIES OF MELT-SUBSTRATE INTERACTION

IN THE SYSTEM Sn(Bi,Pb)-Ga-Al-B5/GaB5

V.S.Antoschenko, E.V.Skirnevskaya and T.I.Taurbaev

In the report the mechanizm of creation of separated films in systems like
Sn(Bi, Pb)-Ga-Al-B5/GaB5 is examined. The important result of behaviour of
hquidus isoterms in the system Sn(Bi,Pb)-Al-Ga-B5 is that the quasiequilibrium at
CA1 > C°A1 = const in the system with inert solvents is attained in two stages. At
the first stage the creation of protective layer and dissolution of substrate under it
takes place. The second stage is connected with relaxation of interface solution-
substrate under a solid solution layer. In the case when CAl < COAI a relaxation
process is proceeded like in Ga-Al-As/GaAs system.

Study of phase equilibriums in concentration's interval of Al up to 1 at.%

represents special interest for preparation of AlGaB5 epitaxial layers with

application of inert solvents, such as Sn, Bi, Pb.

Calculation shows (fig.l), that solid solutions of different composition can be

synthesized in this interval. However, attempts of epitaxial crystallizaton in this

region of phase diagram had no perceptible results. It binds up with unstability of

multicomponent systems with inert solvents, it's reasons wasn't found out yet.

O 04

E

T-1000 K

- 8 - 5 - 4

togXM , at fraction

Fig.1. Solidus of Sn-Ga-AI-As system
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In this paper the results of investigations of phase equilibriums in systems like

Sn-Ga-Al-As/GaAs one, explaining the relaxation mechanism of interface

solvent/substrate and, in particular, the separated growth of AlGaB5 solid solution's

layers, are represented.

In the fig.2 and 3 the calculated dependences of component B5 solubility in

Sn-Ga-Al-As and Sn-Ga-Al-P systems compared with experimental data of GaAs

ans GaP substrates' dissolution by Sn-Al solvents. The most essential here there are,

firstly,
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Fig.2. Liquidus of Sn-Ga-Al-As system
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Fig.3. Liquidus of Sn-Ga-Al-P system.
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incoincidence of this dependences in researched region of phase diagram and,

secondary, the availability of horizontal and vertical plots with typical point contrary

flexure (point C). One can see, that to the left from point C the solubility of

substrates' material practically independent from contents of Al in initial solvent and

approaches to solubility in pure solvent. The vertical plot can be described by

dependence

X 7 = X ^ ( X B S ) + K

and so, the value K is not function of contents of component B5 in liquid phase.

Since experimental points show dependence between decrease of substrate's

weight (solubility) and concentration of Al in initial Sn-Al solution, it is possible to

suppose, that certain part of Al (one and the same for given temperature) during

interface's relaxation spends for forming of solid solution layer.

The point of contrary flexure (C) corresponds to those minimum

concentration of Al necessary for establishment of quasi-equilibrium between binary

substrate and multicomponent liquid phase.

Decreasing of Al concentration leads first to breach of uninterruption of

protective layer, and then to local crystallization of solid solution. Arising

nonsaturation of liquid phase around regions of crystallization is being compensated

by substrate's dissolution, leading to separating of solid solution's areas and their

transference from substrate to a surface of the solvent. So, in region I of phase

diagram practically all aluminium transfers in solid phase without forming of

protective layer, and substrate dissolves up to the value typical for pure solvent. X-

ray microanalysis showed that aluminium is absent on the substrate's surface, while

there are crystallites of AlGaAs solid solution in surface layer of melt.

In fig.4 microphotographies of cross-sections of structures substrate/solvent

for region near point C are represented.

The surface's relief is being modificated after contact with liquid phase as

initial Al concentration increases in region of phase diagram corresponding to

vertical plot of dissolution curve; it is showed in fig.5,a-c.
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The protective layer of solid solution on substrates' surfaces was revealed by

X-ray microanalysis. The fragment of cross-section of the structure

film/melt/substrate with such layer, obtained in the SEM and X-ray AlK images are

showed in fig.6.

The main factor, influencing upon the relaxation's character of interface at

application of inert solvents, is the crossing of liquidus' isotherms corresponding to

different Ga concentrations in the point CAI- In this point the solubility of element

B5 is independent from correlation between Ga and Sn(Pb, Bi).

Fig.4. Microphotography of cross-sections of structures substrate/solvent for region
near point C; a - the left of point C, b - near point C, c - the right of point C; 1 -
polycrystals, 2 - crystallites, 3 - monocrystalline film, 4 - substrate, 5 - melt.
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Fig.5. Relief of (100)GaAs
substrates after isotermal
contact with Sn-AI melts.

b

Fig.6. Cross-section of the structure film/melt/substrate obtained

in the SEM (a) and X-ray AIKa (b) images.
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in the SEM (a) and X-ray AlKa (b) images.

Then
dC_.

>0 AND
Bs

dC

dCB

Ga
CAI>C°1 dCGa

cA1<d <0

The important result of behaviour of liquidus isotherms is that the quasi-

equilibrium at CAJ > CA1 in system with inert solvents is attained in two stages. At

the first stage the creation of protection layer by mechanism "dissolution-growth"

take place [1], on this layer, however, local places of dissolution are being

conserved. This region appears mainly near outlets of dislocations, which has low

values of activation energy of dissolution and disolves more intensive. The existence

of regions of dissolution is connected with enrichment of liquid phase by Ga from

dissolving substrate and leading to local increase of temperature of liquidus and to

additional dissolution of substrate already under formed solid solution layer.

The second stage is connected with relaxation of interface solution/substrate

under a solid solution layer. It takes place at enrichment of liquid phase by gallium.

In this case a nonisitropic solubility take place because of different activities of

(111)A and (111)B surfaces. The result of the process will be partial or full separate

of initial layer of solid solution from substrate and forming over it the continuous

separated solid solution layer equilibrium with liquid phase with new composite.

The mechanizm of forming an autonomous monocrystalline film is showed in

Fig.7.

m*.

Fig.7. Growth mechanism of autonomous film;
1 - substrate, 2 - solid solution, 3 - melt.
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In conclusion we must note that in our case the instability of special sort take

place, which is not associated with difference of lattice parameters of substrate and

layer, and, consequently, it cannot be explained in the range of the model of strained

separated layer [2].
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PHOTODISINTEGRATION OF 4He NUCLEUS INTO p3H
AND n3He CHANNELS ON THE BASE OF POTENTIAL

CLUSTER MODELS

S.B.Dubovichenko

Processes of direct cluster photodisintegration of 4He nucleus into p 3H and
n 3He channels are considered on the base of two-cluster potential models.
Intercluster interactions being in agreement with elastic scattering phase shifts and
characteristics of the bound state of a nucleus have, in some cases, forbidden states.
The scattering phase shifts and potentials are separated in the channels with
minimum spin on the base of Young schemes and isospin states.

Earlier it was shown [1,2] that there is orbital symmetry mixing and

sometimes isospin mixing in the continuum of light N2H, p3H, n3He, 2H3He and
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2H2H clusters in the minimum spin channels while the ground states (GS) of 3H, 3He

and 4He are usually considered as pure. Interactions obtained on the base of

scattering phase shifts in the minimum spin channels depend effectively on two

Young schemes and can not be used for an analysis of bound state (BS)

characteristics in the two-cluster model. It is necessary to extract pure component

which can be applied to GS analysis from such interactions. In this case results of

calculation of the GS characteristic depend mainly on the probability of nucleus

clusterization in the channels under consideration.

Regarding the lightest cluster systems experimental mixed phase shifts may

be represented as a half-sum of pure phase shifts with some specific Young schemes

[1,2]. It is usually assumed that a pure phase shifts of another spin state or isospin

pure system can be used for one of the pure phase shifts of a minimum spin channel.

In this case, using the experimental phase shifts one can find easily a pure phase

shifts of maximum symmetry and obtain a pure interaction.

Such N2H, N3H, N3He and 2H2H interactions were obtained in [1,2] and it

was shown [2] that, in general, it is possible to describe correctly 3H, 1He and 4He

bound state energy in cluster channels, an asymptotic constant, a charge radius and

elastic Coulomb formfactor at low momenta transfered. The potential cluster model

was used in the calculations [2] assuming that a nucleus consists of two

structureless fragments with properties of some certain particles in a free state. A

full antisymmetrization of the system wave function is not carried out but deep

intercluster interactions in some spin channels contain forbidden states (FS). Due to

this fact wave function of cluster relative motion at short range is not equal to zero

as it occurs in case of core potentials but oscillates in the nucleus internal space.

The phase shifts are in agreement with a generalized Levinson theorem and tend to

zero at high energies.

Orbital symmetry mixing results in substantial differences between the

lightest cluster systems and the 2H4He, 3H4He, 3He4He and 3He3H systems where

the orbital states are pure and it becomes possible using phase shifts to obtain
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interactions with forbidden states enabling to describe some characteristics of 6Li,
7Li and 7Be [3] nuclei.

Note that the orbital Young scheme mixing in the minimum spin states is

characteristic not only for the above-mentioned lightest cluster systems but for some

heavier systems like N 6Li, N 7Li and 2H6Li as well [4].

The calculation of differential cross sections of photoprocesses in N 2H, p 3H

and 2H2He channels were carried out for the lightest nuclei on the base of cluster

models with FS potentials and orbital Young scheme separation [1]. The total cross

sections for potential cluster models with an orbital Young scheme separation were

considered in [5].

At first let us consider the state symmetry in pure systems where isospin T is

equal only to 1 with {31 }T isospin scheme. Spin states with S=l,0 are characterized

by {31}s and {22}s Young schemes, correspondingly. Spin-isospin symmetry of a

wave function which is a direct internal product of spin and isospin schemes [1,6]

gives {4}+{31}+{22}+{211} in ST=1,1 state and {31}+{211) in ST=O,1 state.

Total wave function symmetry is a direct internal product of spin-isospin and orbital

symmetries. Possible orbital symmetries are determined on the base of the

Littlewood theorem and are a direct external product of orbital schemes of sub-

systems [1]. In case of 1+3 particles we have {1} x {3}={4}+{31}. The allowed

orbital states are the states with conjugate symmetry to spin-isospin schemes. So, it

becomes clear that at ST=1,1 {31} orbital symmetry conjugated to {211} is

allowed. This {31} orbital symmetry is allowed at ST=O,1, too. Thus, there are

forbidden states with {4} in triplet and singlet states and P-state has an allowed

bound level with {31}.

Let now consider possible symmetries in p 3H and n 3He systems where spin

and isospin can be equal to 0 and 1. It is clear that at T=l and S=0,l wave function

structure coincide with the above-mentioned ones. So consider in detail the case of

T=0 at S=0,l. Spin and isospin wave functions are characterized by {22}, {22} and

{31} Young schemes, correspondingly. Spin-isospin symmetry at ST=l,0 is
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determined to be {31}+{211} and coincide with ST=01 symmetry in p 3He and n3H

systems. Spin-isospin symmetry {l4}+{22}+{4} was obtained in case of ST=0,0.

Possible orbital Young schemes were determined above. Hence, orbital symmetry

{4} is allowed and {31} is forbidden. So isospin state at T=0 is characterized by

two orbital Young schemes. And two schemes {4} and {31} corresponding to

isospin states 0 and 1 are allowed at S=0.

It is shown in [1, 2] that scattering phase shifts dLs can be represented for

p 3H system as follows:

-> S _ R { 4 } , J | 3 D 9 2 e {31} « {31}
2 ° LO ~° LOO + ° L01 » Z° LI ~ ° L10 + ° L l l

where dLST is isospin pure phase shifts. Hence to obtain pure singlet and triplet

phase shifts at T=0 with {4} and {31} it is possible to use phase shifts with T=l of

singlet and triplet states of p3He system with {31}. The pure phase shifts enable to

carry out a parametrization of the isospin pure interaction potentials in p 3H and

n 3He cluster channels.

To calculate the radiative capture cross sections in the long-wave approximation

a well-known formula [7] was used:

8 K K~ \X J+l

(2s,+lX2s2+1) JK2,+l)!!f

where N=E is an electric or N= M is a magnetic transition and Hjm(N) is

electromagnetic operators in cluster model [5], J is a multiplicity, q is a wave

number of cluster relative motion, ji is a reduced mass of a nucleus in the cluster

model, K is a photon wave number. The photodisintegration cross sections can be

determined using the detailed balancing principle.

Experimental phase shifts and cross sections of p 3He interaction are well-

known for rather wide energy range and different measurements results are in a

good agreement with each other [8, 9]. The substantial difference in the

experimental results of phase shifts is only in Pi waves at S=0,l. Cross sections

and phase shifts of p3H system at 3-4 MeV are described in [10] and at higher
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energies - in [11]. There are two variants of phase shifts analysis at energies 4-15

MeV [11], the results of the both variants were used to obtain pure phase shifts [2].

The central Gaussian potentials of intercluster interaction used in [2] are the

following:

V(r) = -V0exp(-ar2) + Vc (2)

where Vc is a point Coulomb interaction. In some cases a peripheral repulsive

interaction + Vi exp(-p r) was added to describe both positive S and negative D (at

low energies) scattering phase shifts.

To calculate photo cross section El processes a transition between pure GS

with T=0 and a singlet scattered wave were considered. If one supposes that the

processes with isospin change AT=1 [12] made the main contribution to the cross

section then P potential of T=l isospin pure singlet state of p3He system should be

used. If AT=0 transitions are considered then a pure interaction from p 3H system

should be used as P potential.

Interaction with Vo= 63.1 MeV, a = 0.17 Fm'2 was obtained in [2] for the

case of GS with T=0. The results of calculation of 4He GS energies, charge radius

and asymptotic constant Cw are listed in the Table together with the experimental

data [13]. The asymptotic constant is determined by a standard method using

Witteker functions. Results obtained for 72.5 MeV and 0.25 Fm'2 potential [1] are

included in the Tabl.l for comparison. The charge radiuses were determined from

the elastic Coulomb formfactors in the limits of a low momentum transferred [2].

Table. 1. GS energies, 4He charge radius and asymptotic constants for pure
potentials in p3H and n3He systems

No.

Calculated (2)

Calculated [1]

p3H

E, MeV

-19.82

-19.79

Cw, Fm

4.6(1)

3.7(1)

R,Fm

1.69

1.64

n3He

E,MeV

- 20.86

- 20.92

Cw, Fm

4.4 (1)

3.5(1)

R,Fm

1.70

1.67
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Experim. [13] - -20.578 1.673(1)

A potential with Vo=15.0 MeV and a=0.1 Fm"2 enabling to make a

compromise between two different phase shifts analysis [8] (triangles) and [9] (dots,

squares) was used as singlet P potential of p3He scattering (Fig. la, solid line). To

describe phase shifts [8] the potential depth should be reduced to 11 MeV and

phase shifts [9] can be represented by an interaction with 17 MeV depth. These

results shown in Fig. 1 a by dot and dash lines, correspondingly. Isospin pure S and

D phase shifts with T=l obtained using peripheral repulsive potential [2] with

Vo=110MeV, oc=0.37 Fm'2 and Vi=45 MeV, (3=0.67 Fm"1 are represented in

Fig.la. by solid lines.
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Fig. 1. (a) - phase shifts of p3He elastic scattering, (b) - points are for the pure phase
shifts of elastic p3H scattering with T=0 and {4}.

Pure phase shifts of p 3H system obtained from experimental phase shifts are

shown in Fig.lb by dots. The calculated phase shifts with above potentials are

shown by solid lines. Negative P phase shift may be parametrized by a repulsive

potential with V0=-8 MeV and a=0.03 Fm'2. Dot line in even waves is used for the

calculated phase shifts for the potential from [1],
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Results of our calculations of the total cross section of 4He

photodisintegration into p 3H channel at AT=1 transitions are shown in Fig. 2a by a

solid line for the our GS potential and for the P-interaction with 15 MeV. The

experiment data are from [14] (circles), [15] (triangles) and [16] (dots) and shown in

Fig.2a. It is clear that the differences in the experimental data reaches 20-30 %.

Results of the calculation for the potential [1] are presented by a dot lme and are

much lower than any experimental data. The results of assumption that there are

AT=0 transitions are shown by a dash line which does not even reproduce the form

of the experimental cross section.

2.0

1.6

•a

s

0.0, 32 33

0.8 -

0.4 •

0.0,

»

i i {'••••:

b

32 38

E,. MeV

Fig.2. - total cross sections for photodisintegration of 4He nucleus in p3H and n3He
channels.

The calculation results for 4He ( y , n) 3He reaction with AT=1 presented in

Fig.2b are compared with the experimental data from [16] (dots), [17] (triangles)

and [18] (circles). The calculated curves are presented as above. If the potential

depth in P wave is reduced to 11 MeV at the same geometry it is possible to

describe data from [16, 17]. This cross section is shown in Fig.2b by a dash line.

Phase shifts of such P potential are presented in Fig. 1 a by a dot line and agree with

the phase shift analysis data [8].
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Cross sections of E2 4He( y, p ) 3H process of transition from the ground state

into singlet D wave are shown in Fig. 3a for transitions with AT=0 ( solid line) and

AT=1 (dash line). A pure GS potential with T=0 of p 3H system (see Fig.l) was used

for D wave in the first case and D wave peripheral repulsive interaction with T=l of

p3He system was used in the second case. The experiment data are described in

[14]. It is clear that the more acceptable results can be obtained for E2 processes if

it is assumed that the AT=0 transitions ensure the main contribution. But in this case

the calculated cross sections are lower than the experimental results.

20 36 32 3B
10 •*

Fig.3. (a) - total cross sections for E2 photodisintegration of 4He nucleus in n3H
channel, (b) - astrophysical S-factor for p3H radiative capture at low energies.

The astrophysical S factor for El capture at low energies was considered for

the above GS and P interaction 15 MeV depth potential. This S factor is shown in

Fig. 3b. It is clear that despite the experimental errors it is possible to reproduce the

experimental S factor [14-16] at low energy 0.7-3 MeV. A linear extrapolation of

the S-factor to zero energy gives a value of about 10'3 keV b.

Thus, the potential cluster model based on the GS potential and a

compromise P interaction enable to reproduce the photodisintegration cross section

shape at El transitions with AT=1 for the both reactions considered. The calculated

cross section values are in the range of ambiguity for different experimental results.
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In case P interaction depth is varied between 10-20 % and the results of calculation

will better agree with any experimental data. Phase shifts of the P potentials

changed in such a way are in the range of the experimental ambiguity of different

phase shifts analysis.
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CHEMISTRY

TECHNOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF LOW TEMPERATURE SOOTING
FLAMES

Z.A. Mansurov

The main regulations of the low- temperature Soot Formation and their
technological aspects are considered. A higt concentration of polycyclic aromatic

hydrocarbons, having the liquid crystals and luminiscence properties,
have the possibility of affecting the electric field on the soot particles size and
internal structure, are shown to be formed by the low-temperature soot
formation.The investigation of the thermopolycondensation process of the mixture
of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons obtained at low temperature combustion
of methane and propane has been done.

Today the problem of the hydrocarbon recovery of the gas and oil industry

has become a critical issue. In addition to the traditional high temperature regime

which produces carbon black,there is a region of low temperature soot forming

flames. In this region not only soot particles, but also polycyclic aromatic

hydrocarbons (PAH) [1] are combustion products. The present paper is

devoted to a discussion of this low temperature regime of soot forming

flames. We have conducted experiments on low temperature soot formation in

rich flames of methane and propane in accordance with the upper temperature

boundary of cool flames.

The description of the experimental procedure and the analytical

technique was published in [1,2]. Soot formation in low-temperature methane and

propane combustion was studied in the heated twin reactors [1]. Expriments with

methane-oxygen mixtures were performed at the atmospheric pressure, varying the

temperature of the first section (Tl) from 673 K to 873 K, the temperature of

second section (T2) from 873 K to 1223 K, the residence time from 1.7 s to 10.2 s,

the ratio of components being CEU: 02= 1.63 : 1.90 and 2.1 : 1. In comparison
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with propane-oxygen flames, the regime of soot formation in methane-oxygen

flames is usually observed at lower reactor temperatures (Tl = 423 K, T2 = 773 -

973 K), t = 2 s and the ratio of components C3H8 : O2 = 1.53 : 1. Flame

temperature was measured by a chromel-alumel thermocouple (d = 50fim) in a thin

quartz coating preventing radical recombination and heating.

Temperature profiles in propane - oxygen flames were measured along the

axis of the second reactor section at T\ = 423 K and T2 = 773 K, 873 K and 973

K. A limiting maximum temperature of the flame was determined,which in turn

was dependent on the temperature of the second reactor section. However, the

change in T2 appears to be significant and probably gives some evidence of the

limiting stage in the combustion regime with soot formation. One can speculate

that the soot formation field under consideration is the field of reaction rate with

a negative temperature exponent, since an increase in the initial T2 does not lead

to a corresponding increase in the combustion rate.

The soot extract solutions underwent spectroscopy. The UV-spectra of

absorption was registered by a spectrophotometer, "Specord M-40, the

fluorescence spectra - by a spectrophotometer Hitachi EP - 3T". The

fluorescence was exited by a narrow radiation from the xenon lamp from the

diffractional monochromator. The soot extracts were identified as the

following poly aromatic compounds: anthanthrene, 1, 12-benzperylene, pyrene,

coronene, fluoranthene.

Data on the extraction of soot forming, in flames of methane and propane,

are presented in Table 1. It was seen that the largest content of PAH in the soot

of methane is 22,31%, while that of propane is 50,25%. The data considered

allowed us to make an assumption that at the low temperature combustion of

methane and propane the PAHs are soot precursors.
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Table 1
Results of soot extraction obtained at low temperature combustion of
methane and propane.
Mass of the soot extracted is lg.
The flow rate of methane and is 2000 cm3 /min
and that of propane is 1600 cm3 /min.

Number of
samples

1
2
3
4

5
6
7

O2 flow rate,
cmVmin

Methane
1150
1150
1150
1400

Propane
2450
2450
2450

T i . K

823
873
823
973

423
423
423

T2,K

823
1023
298
298

773
873
973

Mass of dry
residue, mg

223.1
214.0
177.4
301.5

502.5
401.2
220.0

Yield of soot
extracted, %

22.31
21.40
17.74
30.15

50.25
41.02
22.00

The analysis of data on the formation of polycyclic aromatic

hydrocarbons and soot at the low temperature methane and propane combustion

allows us to utilize the soot forming flames as chemical reactors for regulating the

PAH concentration [1] or obtaining soot with definite structural characteristics [2].

In the fluorescence spectra of isooctane extracts there are intensive bands

with the peaks at 429 nm, 456 nm and 487 nm(Fig.l). The quantum output of

the observed fluorescence is no less than 03. This provides some evidence about the

polyaromatic hydrocarbon formation with great quantum outputs of fluorescence in

the blue area of the spectrum. This allows us to consider the possibility of using

the PAH obtained in low-temperature soot forming flames as fluorescence probe.

For example, in defectoscopy.
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3 SO 4 on 54O X,nm

Fig. 1. Fluorescence spectra of soot extract solution (solvent - isooctane);
- A,exit = 340 nm

kexit = 405 nm

On investigation of the soot extracts utilizing a polarised microscope at

490°C, there was detected a liquid crystal phase, indicating a structural rdering of

PAH. This can be explained if it is assumed that the front of the flame has a

tempering effect on the formation of PAH.

The investigation of the thermopolycondensation process of the mixture of

PAH obtained at low temperature combustion of methane and propane was

completed. The thermopolysis of polycyclic aromatic compounds were

conducted at temperatures 320-420 C and at pressures ranging through 0,1-0,55

MPa. The influence of the conditions of the thermopolycondensation process,

the chemical nature of the initial mixture and also the activizig addition

(phtalic anhydride) on the kinetics of formation and accumulation of liquid

crystal fraction has been studied. It has been shown, that during the

polycondensation process at temperatures 380-420°C the high temperature liquid

crystal phase forms; anysotropy of its properties being observed at 490-510°C.

The yield and phisical and chemical properties of hihg molecular products of

polycondensation have been determined. Some parameters of the over-molecular

bath-layer structure of mesophase has been found by the method of X-ray

structural analysis. Depending on the conditions of thermal treatment it is
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possible to obtain symmetrical clusters consisting of 7-8 layer of the highly

condensed polyaromatic structures.

We have also studied the low temperature combustion of methane in the

electric field. The electrodes were inserted into the central axis of the second

reactor section in the oppossite parts. A series of experiments on the electric field

effects on the dependence of soot particle diameter decreased, and a father

increase in the potential had a weaker effect on the diameter (Fig.2).This

consistent with the data of F.J.Weinberg [3]. This was the first time it was

established that the electric field also influenced the interlayer distance (Table 2).

Klfl

too

\To

Fig. 2 The soot particles radius dependence on the magnitude
of the exerted potential at polarity on electrodes: 2-(+),

l,3-(-). (1,2-90 mm between electrodes, 3-205 mm).

The qualitative explanation of the observed phenomenon is possible using

the notion on of the influence of the electric field on the sooting flame as a

consequence of the availability in the sooting flame of the charged particles [3].

When escaping the electric field, and when the positive charged soot particles

are accelereted by the external field.

As a consequence of rapidly moving soot particles through combution zone,

the particles did not have enough time to form the normal particles without the
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electrical field. This direction of the electrical field has influences on the earlier

stages of soot particle formation. This observation is confirmed by the first

discovery of the changing interlayer distances.

Table 2.
Soot quantity and interlayer distance in the soot particle at different
electrical field potential.

U, kV

-
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.2

Polarity of
electrodes

_
T

T
"T"

+
"T*+

=F

T

Soot quantity,
%

11.21
5.7
5.6
5.2
5.5
5.3
5.0
4.6
4.5
3.8

Interlayer distance, A

3.58
3.575
3.55
3.54
3.52
3.52
3.52
3.52
3.52
3.52

Thus on the basis of investigation into low-temperature soot formation was

established new regulation and the posssibility of operating the above

mentioned process, having the technological aspects and applications.
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HETEROGENEOUS CATALYSTS WITH PROMOTERS
FOR THE SULPHUR DIOXIDE OXIDATION PROCESS

K.A. Zhubanov, A.N. Sartaeva, A.I. Jumabaeva

The sulphur dioxide oxidation process was investigated in this paper. The
process was carried out in heterogeneous oxide catalysts on support.the rare-earth
metal oxides were used as promoters. The optimal amounts of the promoters for the
oxidation process were found. The catalysts provided high degrees of sulphur
dioxide conversion. It was assumed that the catalysts could be used in oxidation
process of low-concentrated sulphure containing waste gases.

Industrial wastw gases containing toxic sulphur compounds damage nature

and people's health. Common damage by sulphur dioxide wastes for World

economics, by evaluation of American specialists, is $7,5 million per year (on

production level) /I/. Only direct losses for agriculture of the United States are

valued as $500 million per year. The world pollution of atmosphere every year by

sulphur dioxide is 150 million tons, 40 million tons in the United States and 25

million tons in Former Soviet Union /2,3/.

The most important waste sulphur gases are gases got from combustion of

sulphur-containing fuel, black mineral oil and coal in energetic and technoplogical

plants /4/. The concentration of sulphur dioxide in those gases is in direct

relationship of sulphur contents in fuel.

The concentration of sulphur dioxide is equal to 0.15-0.3 percent. The non-

ferrous metallurgical enterprises are at the first place by volume of sulphur dioxide

waste pollution of atmosphere, and the metallurgical and gaseous enterprises are at

the second place. The power of these pollution resources is great and equal to

hundreds of thousand tons per year. The most amount of these pollution wastes
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contains from 0.5 to 1.5 per cent of sulphur dioxide. Ecological consequences of

these wastes are the most destructive /6/.

There are many various methods for the purification of gas wastes of

individual enterprises from sulphur dioxide. One of the most important and

prospective methods is the catalytic oxidation of sulphur dioxide. As a result we can

get the useful product - sulphuric acid. In sulphuric acid production the vanadium-

containing catalysts are used very widely /7,8/.

But ussing of these catalysts does not provide the purification of gas wastes

from all admixtures (sulphur dioxide, carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides,

hydrocarbons). Besides that, thermostability of vanadium catalysts is not enough

high, and during the catalytic purification of industrial gas wastes various

tempoerature fluctuations are possible.

Many scientists /9,10/ investigate sulphur dioxide oxidation process on

catalysts that contain oxides of iron, chromium, aluminus, copper, tin and others.

These catalysts have good activity at higher temperatures. Besides that they are

more stable to activity of catalytic poisions than vanadium catalysts in catalytic

processes for purification of industrial gas wastes from toxic admixtures.

It is necessary to mention about investigations of catalytic activity of rare-

earth compounds during the sulphur dioxide oxidation process. The scientists of

/11-13/inform that there is great effectiveness of using of rare-earth compounds

additions to heterogeneous catalysts for sulphur dioxide oxidationThe using of

these compounds helps not only increasing of total catalytic activity of samples, but

also increasing thermal stability of the catalysts /13/. So, there is the promoting

activity of rare-earth compounds in sulphur dioxide oxidation process.

So, we were interested in the elaboration of thermostable heterogeneous

catalysts on the base of chromium, aluminium, rare-earth oxides. And we

investigated the activity of these compounds in sulphur dioxide oxidation process
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and looked for optimal conditions of carrying out of the process. These tasks were

the base for our researches.

The sulphur dioxide oxidation process was carried out at set up of flowing

type with stable statement of catalysts in temperature range 673-973 K at

atmosphere pressure.

The catalysts for the process were prepared by saturation method. The

diatomite (support INZ-600) and silicagele (KSK) were used as support. As it

follows from scientific literature /14,15/ the support is usually a substance that is

inactive in reaction catalysed. But the substance can change catalytic structure and

property, and increase mechanical solidness and thermostability of catalysts. The

supports often react with active component and substances /161. Therefore the

activity of the catalysts was investigated on various supports in sulphur dioxide

oxidation process. The results of the experiment are presented inTable 1.

Table 1
Activity of the oxide catalests on various upports
Concentration of sulphur-dioxide 1% by volume,
speed of gas flow - 4000 I/hour

Catalyst on
support

Silicagele
INZ-600
Diatomite

Degree of oxidation sulphur dioxide at the temperature , K
673
15
11
6
30

773
32
40
22
50

873
47
50
61
57

973
47
57
60
67

As follows from the Table 1 data the catalysts that contains active

components on diatomite to have the most activity. So, supporting of active

components on silicagele, support INZ-600 leads to production of catalysts with

low activity in sulphur dioxide oxidation process. The supporting of active

components on diatomite leads to production of catalysts with higher activity than
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other samples. Therefore the following researches of catalytic activity were carried

out with using diatomite as a support.

The analysis of researches data showed that the degree of sulphur dioxide

conversion was increased with rising of temperature and decreasing of total

velocity of sulphur dioxide stream (Table 2).

Table 2
Relationship between sulphur dioxide conversion on catalysts with various
promoters 1,2,3 (amount by weight) and temperature.
Concentration of sulphur dioxide - 1 % by volume,
speed of gas flow - 4000 I/hour

Catalyst

without promoter
with promoter 1 :

1
3
5

with promoter 2 :
1
3
5

with promoter 3:
1
3
5

Degree of sulphur dioxide conversionat the temperature,
K

673
30

30
30
40

29
23
19

20
19
16

773
50

55
56
67

64
67
44

47
38
34

873
57

63
72
80

76
81
52

60
59
68

973
67

67
67
81

76
83
59

77
75
72

As follows from Table 2 the degree of sulphur dioxide conversion was

increased with temperature raising on all investigated catalysts. And the catalyst

with addition of 3% of the second sample possessed of the highest activity (the

degree of sulphur dioxide conversion on that catalyst was 83 percent at

temperature of 973 K). The influence of sulphur dioxide flow speed and its contents
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in gaseous mixture on the degree of sulphur dioxide conversion was studied in our

scientific work. The experiment's results are presented in Table 3.

Table 3
Relationship between sulphur dioxide conversion on catalysts with various
contents of promoters from total speed of gas stream and sulphur dioxide amount
in gaseous mixture
T=973

Catalyst

without
promoter
with
promoter 1 :

1
3
5

with
promoter 2 :

1
3
5

with
promoter 3 :

1
3
5

Total speed of gas stream, I/hour
2000 4000 6000

0.6
70

80
85
89

80
92
71

90
82
59

1.0
75

75
79
89

79
90
67

77
80
80

0.6
62

70
75
76

75
89
57

84
78
52

1.0
67

67
67
81

76
81
59

73
72
77

0.6
55

68
69
70

66
70
46

77
70
47

1.0
30

31
50
65

61
78
48

65
69
78

The analysis of the Exhibit Data showed that catalyst have been made to

have high activity in the sulphur dioxide oxidation process. So, for example , the

optimal conditions for catalytic sample with promoter 1 had the following process s

parameters: sulphur dioxide concentration 0.6-1 % by volume of gas flow the speed

of gas flow was 2000 1 /hours, and contents of promoter 1 in the catalyst sample

was 5 % by weight. The degree of sulphur dioxide conversation was equal to 89 %.
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The other catalyst sample with promoter 2 had the maximum activity when sulphur

dioxide concentration was 0.6-1 % by volume, gas flow speed was 2000 1/hours,

and the amount of prometer 2 was 3 % by weight. And the optimal conditions for

the catalyst with promoter 3 (1 % by volume) as follows: sulphur dioxide

concentration was 0.6 % by volume, total speed of gas flow was 2000 1 /hours.

These conditions lead to sulphur dioxide conversion of 90 %.

So, the optimal conditions for sulphur dioxide oxidation process were found

for all of catalytic samples. The catalysts given can be used for conversion of low-

concentrated sulphuric gases.
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IMMOBILIZED CATALIS IN REACTION OF OXIDATION. PART
1. OXIDATION OF SULPFUR DIOXIDE BY OXYGEN IN

PRESENCE OF COPPER COMPLEXES FIXED ON POLY-
ETHYLENEIMIN.

K.A.Zhubanov,V.S.Yemelyanova, A.K.Bikmuhametova, A.G.Selykskaya,
R.D.Mukanova,A.S.Amanzholova, L.A.Shokorova

In static system with gradientless reactor which provided with measuring
equipment of oxygen consumption and ratio Ccu

2+/Ccu during experiment, the
kinetics of reaction 2Na2SC>3 + 0 2 = 2Na2SC>4 have been stadied in presence of
cupper complexes fixed on polyethyleneimin in water solutions. The chaging of
systems potential was measured by potentiometric equipment. Reaction is
autocatalyzed by copper (1) complexes and is described by equation

CM

where k - rate constant, d£ - quota of active complex.
The mechanism of reaction is discussed.

It is well known fact that natural complexes of transition metals with

nitrogencontaining macroligandes take part in oxygen activation.Among them

metallprotein(gemoglobin, mioglobin),metallporfirine (cobalt-, vanadium-,nickel-,

ferrum-),coppercontaining carrier of oxygen-gemocianine and other. They have high

activity in the reaction of oxygen activation. For instance the catalitic activity of

Cobalt phtalocianine and porfirine complexes exceeds the activity of known

catalysts to hydrogen sulfide oxidation on 6-8 orders. The attempts of natural

compounds modeling on the base of Chiff base stand demonstrated that general

structural and energetical characteristics of synthetic oxygen transfers was

depending on as composition of organic matrix,so on the nature of fixed complex of

transition metall.

Authors [1] succesded in the synthesis of sixnuclear copper complexes ,in

which the intermetallic distance Cu-Cu was variating from 3.01 to 3.5 A, and

redox-potentials of the studied systems was changing in extensive range. It led to
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the differente reactive ability of complexes in the process of oxygen activation: in

one case it was observed the inverse O2 connection, in other case reaction was

finished by oxidizing hydroxilation of organic ligandsfl].

We found that nitrogencontaining polymres -polyamides, polyimides,

polyethyleneimin was a convenient matrix for immobilization of transition metalls.

Those immobilizated catalysts have shown high activity and stability in low

temperature oxidation of sulpfur dioxide and H2S by oxygen in water solution,

sulfiiroxidation of hydrocarbons, selective oxidation of alcans to aldehydes, low

temperature oxidation of carbon monoxide. In this paper the experimental date is

demonstrated and the mechanism of the oxidation of sulfur dioxide by oxygen in

water solution of Cu (1) complexes, fixed on polyethyleneimin matrix is discussed.

The reaction of NaiSOs oxidation by oxygen is extensively used in the

purification technology of waste and industrial gases, since according to diagram of

oxygen -sulfur (1Y) compounds distribution (Fig. 1) in studied condition (at pH > 8)

SO2 is on whole in SO32" form.

0

Fig.l. The diagram of distribution sulphur oxides

In our researching it was shown, that at all studied conditions the

stoiheometrical ratio C^a OQ IQQ =2 and the sole product of oxidation is the

sodium sulphat. All of these facts are pointing out to the proceeding of the

reaction (1)
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2Na2SO3 + 0 2 -> 2 Na2SO4 (1)

Reaction (1) has been completedly studied enough and quantatively

discribed in [2], as shown, that complex compounds of transition metalls catalyze

this reaction.

For the first time, we have studied the kinetics of reaction ( 1 ) in detail in

the presence of water - soluble copper (11) complexes fixed on polyethylenemine.

The reaction of kinetics were studied in the closed system at the

gradientless conditions and termostatic reactor. The last one was provided by

thermostatic measurring vessel of oxygen comsumption and potentiometric

apparatus to registrate the ratio Ccu
2+/Ccu

+ during experiment. The gradientless

condition were reached by intensive shaking in longitural and vertical direction.

Potential of solution was measured by platinum electrods comparatively to

the calomel one. For experiments argon - oxygen gases mixtured were used with

P02 = (0.3 - 1.0)»10 Pa. The products of reaction were analised by the known

methods [2].

The experimental results have been introduced in form of conversional (W-Q)

and potentiometric (cp - Q) cures, were:

W02 - reaction rate (mol /1 s), Q02 - quantity of absorbed oxygen (mol / 1), q> -

potential of platinum electrode compartively higrogen normal electrode, mV. The

composition of initial complexes of polyetilenimin was established by

spectrofotometrical methods. The electron absorbtion spectrs of solytion in range

the 28000 - 7000 sm"1 were obtained on the device "Schimadzu" UV - 365.

Optical density was measured with constant, concentration of

coppersulphatete 2.5*10"2M and variable concentration of polyethylenimin

(5*10'2 - 2+10"1 mol/I on nitrocontained fragment). Comparing solution

contained polyethilenimin in concentration so that and researching.
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Fig.2. Electron specra of aquous solutions G1SO4 containing PEL
CpEi: 1- 0.25, 2 - 0.75, 3- 1.25, 4- 1.75 g/1.
Ccu=2.5*10-2mol/l.

The dates on picture have been shoun absorp spectrum on the aquous

solutions of the copper sulphate,containing variable quantity polyetileneimin.

When molar ratio Cu : PEI is increasing, the character of absorption ip not variable,

but we can see the simbatic increasing of the optical density.

For definition of the composite and eqvilibration constant reaction

polyetileneimin complexes we have used the methods of isomolar series and

displacement of equvilibration . In this conditions complex Cu-R=N- = 1:1 was

discovered. Logarifm of complex formation constant is 0.136.

According to the theory of cristal field for complexes copper (II) with

CN= in visible region of the spectrum it must be observed one complicate for

structure strip 2Eg -•
 2T2g passage with maximum on 10000 -14000 sm [ 3 ]. For

coordinating copper ( 1 1 ) compounds have intensive 2T2g"~*2Eg passage in IR

region of the spectrum.

Picture have shown that in electronic spectrums of copper sulpfute in

aquous solutions of polyetilenimin absorption strip and its intensivity are according

with sixcoordinated structure inside sphere of complexes. In comporision with

spectrum Cu (H2O)6 (v = 11200 sm"1 ) in spectrum G1SO4 - PEI absorption band
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was displased. With increasing mole ratio PEI - Cu it have been observed

hipochromic displasement and increasing of intensivety and maximum of

absorption strip. This is connecting with formation of less simmetric complex

particles Cu (Sol) x (-RN-) .

Reaction (1) in the presence of Cu(ll) is proceeding by inner sphere

mechanism becouse interaction of Cu( l l ) withNazSCh in anaerobic conditions

have finished by formation of ditionic acids [ 2 ] . Redox-potential of the system

in researched condition is in interval 450 - 200 mV, and dcp/dCcuscw > 0 ),

d(p/dCcu+ < 0, dcp/dCNa2S03 < 0, dcp/dPo2 = 0, function dcp/dCpEi passed through

the minimum, on ratio Cu : (-R-CN-) = 1.

Potentiometric conformitys have been described by Nernst equation :

<P=<P +—- lg

where OLjjciiifijfij are complexes formation constants of copper (11) and

copper (1) with polyethyleneimine and sulfite-ion accordingly.

In accordance with potentiometric date addition Na2SC>3 in system CuSO4'

-PEI - H2O leads to the strong decreasing of redox-potentional on 100 -200 mV

at the expense of reduction of Cu (11) to Cu (1), this time the changing of color

solution from blue to green or yellow in dependent on the ratio C 2- /Q;« takes
0C/3

plase.

Simultaneously absorption of oxigen in begining. When Cu (1) appeared in

the system, the rapid absoption O2 increased and passed through the maximum

on function W02 - f(Qo2 ) and is determined by copper (11,1) formation constants

with polyetileneimin and sulfite (Fig.3,4).
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Fig.3 Oxidation of Na2SO3 by oxygen in systen CuSO4 - PEI- H2O
a)Conversional and potentiometric lines. T=327 K,
CPEI = 1 g/1, PO2 =1 *105 Pa, CNa2so3 = l ^ l O " 1 ,
Ccusot: 1 - 0, 2 - 0.5+10-1, 3 - 1 + 1 0 1 , 4 - 2+10'1, 5 - 3*10 mol/l
b)W, =f(CC u S O4)

During the experiment redox-potentials of system is changing slightly and

only in the end of experiment, when C 2-->0 and WQ ->O redox-potential is
^ 3 2

going to in anodic region and arriving the beginning meaning.

And so, experimental results showed in Fig.3 let us to propose that in

catalitical act the system C u ( l l ) - C u ( l ) takes part. Added proof of this received

from date presented on Pic.3 (a,b.).

Function W02 = f (Ccu ) is discribed by equation

(2)

where y is equilibrium constant

CuL2+ CuL+ [Cu - L - Cu]3+ (3)

Calculated from experimental data is 32 m/1 (T = 327 K). Influence of original

concentration of natrium sulfite on absoption rapid of O2 and redox-potential of the

system is showed on Fig.4. Depending W from Cso32" is described by equation:
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(4)

Where a^ and a 2 are equilibrium constants.

ai
[Cu -L-Cu]3+ + SO32" , ' [O3S - Cu - L - Cu]+

a2
[o3scu - r+so 3

2 - + _ [03S - Cu - L - Cu-SO3 ]

(5)

(6)

Deciding the equation (4) by the least squares methods let us define the value of

oti and 0C2. When T = 327 K, <Xi and 012 equal to 11.9 and 21 1/mol accordingly.

Fig.4 Oxidation of Na2SO3 by oxigen in the system CUSO4 -PEI-H2O
a)Conversional and potentiometric lines.T = 327 K,

CpEi=lg/l,Po2 = l*105Pa,CCuso4 =l*10 1 ,
CNa2so3: l -5*10" 2 ; 2- 1.4* 10'1 ; 3 - 8+10"1 ; 4 - 4.2*10"1 mol/1

Interesting results is obtained when CPEI is variable in the system Cu (II)

Cu (I) - SO32' - PEI - H2O. Experimental data is shown on Fig.5.
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Fig.5 Oxidation of Na2SO3 by oxygen in the system C11SO4 - PEI-H2O
a)Conversional and potentiometric lines. T = 327 K,
CSo3 = 1-1.4* 101 m l ; PO2=l*104 Pa, CCuso4=l*10-]

l - 0 , 2 - l ; 3 - 2 ; 4 - 3 ; 5 - 4 g / l

Function W = f (CPEI ) ( Q = 4*10 mol/1), has maximum on Ccu2+/'CRNC = 1

Further incresing of CpEi is negativily on rapid of oxidation sulphite by oxigen.

Redox-potential of system is changing simbatly to function W = f(CpEi) (Fig.5).

The constants of formation polyethyleneimin complexes Cu (II) founded from

replasement of original system potentials (when Ccu
+~* 0 ) with variating CPEi is

0.154 1/mol and according with this constant founded from spectrofotometric

characteristics.

Influense of partial pressua of oxygen on rapid of oxidation sulpfite in

researchhhing conditions (Fig.6) is descriabed by equation (7), where y -

equilibrium constant.

(7)

CuL - Cu + O2

0 - -- O

1 I
Cu - L - Cu (8)
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Fig.6 Oxidation of Na2SC>3 by oxygen in system CuSO - PEI-H2O
a) Conversional and potentiometric lines.T = 327 K,
CSO3 = 1.4 *10-] m/1, CPEI= 1 g/1, CCuso4 = 1.4 •lO"1,
P02 = l - l*10 4 ;2 -2*10 4 ;3 -3*10 4 ;4 -4 .1*10 4 Pa

So, obtaned experimental data let us to proposed, that mechanism of

oxidation sulfit-ion by oxigen in the presence PEI complexes of copper included

formation and redox-transformation in limited stage intermediate complex:

[ Cu-OH -Cu-]3+ + 2N - C- N + SO3 + O2

R R
O3S-Cu-OH-CuSO

I I "
N C N

I I I
R R R

2SO4 + Cu-OH -Cu
I I I
N C N

R R R

When the complexes Cu-polyethylenimin (PEI) are came into being main

contribition to bonding energy metall-ligand gives the undivided pair of electrons
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on nitrogen atom from PEI,in narrow range dianging of base ionization constants

the bonding energy is determinated with d - p interaction value [3].

In the transition metalls complexes depending on the medium acidity SO2 -

group can be coordinated with central atom as throogh the oxygen ( pH < 6 ),so

through the sulphur (pH >8 ) [4]. The coordination way of SO2 -group also depends

on metalls and bonding ligands nature.

Proceeding from general notions of asid-base interaction, SO2 - ligand with

"hard" oxygen atom and "soft" sulphur atom at the reaction with "hard" acids

(according to Pearson) must be coordinated throght the oxygen atom,and on cont

rary, complexes ion [ Cu (-RNC-)] as a "soft" acid must promote bond ocalization

thogh the "soft" donor centre-sulphur.

The formation of peroxo-brige structure is significant to transition metal (Co(II),Cu

(II)) complexes with the N- containing ligands. To the Co - compound with the

dipeptides those complexes are proved by spectrophotometrically and are valued

quantitatively (lg k = 10.0) . There are intensive strenchs with X = 365 \m\, (e =

6850), and A, = 3 1 5 j i m [ 5 ] ( e = 7900) on absorption spectrum of Co

peroxocomplexes (OH - bridge), which are interpreted as the related with the

change transfer from bridge to anti-bonding orbitals of a - type. In due course (4

hours) those bands are disapparing, and simultaneously is observing the bathochrom

shift and strentches increasing at X = 500 ^m, what to d - d transfer. It is the

evidence of Co (II) autooxidation. This process can be regarded as inner sphere

redox-redistribution in oxygen containing adducts, the rate of process depends on

metal and ligands nature.
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CALCULATION CONCENTRATIONS AT A SURFACE
POLARIZATED ELECTRODS IN BOUNDARY OF THE

UNSTATIONARY MODEL

E.V. Nechepurenko, A.P. Nilov, M.K. Naurizbaev

The possibility calculating values of concentration oxidized and reduced form
electroactive substance at the electrodes surface during electrode process.
Calculation is derivate by using expressions of unstationary model for
electrochemical process with different constant rate.

Stationary boundary conditions using in all those works suppose unlimitedly

quick establishment CO x(t) and CR (t) values, corresponding presented potential of

electrode, they determine meanings COx and CR which are settled unevently at

unlimitly less duration time after applying potential to electrode [1]. But right away

after applying potential to electrode these conditions are not use. Therefore

transition process of establishment quasistationary relations surface concentration

can not be describe by classical notion limits. Because it is interesting for

description dependences of concentrations oxidized and reduced form of

electroactive substance at the electrodes surface of time and electrodes potential for

different constant rates electrochemical reaction on wide interval meanings t at the

theory of unstationary model. Unstationary equations describe transitory process of

the establishment surface consentrations, which with increase of t are
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asymptotically approach to values, calculating from classical equation. Besides that

theory at consideration electrochemical reaction is apply fundemental meaning of

the word "consentration" as an amount species in unite of the same volume unlike

from traditional description, where consentration present in unobvious form, as a

flow of species accross unite of surface. It allow to use value of consentrations

oxidized and reduced form of electroactive substances at an electrodes surface with

appreciation rate of electrochemical reaction and so made another calculations.

It would be mentioned that majority of fundamental works suppose that

concentration one of the form electroactive substance (rather for reduced form)

equal zero [2,3] or neglect [4]. Unstationary model is deprive from this limitations

and it allow to apprecate change so oxidized as for reduced form of electroactive

substance.

Common accepted is following present: rate of summary electrode process is

determine by the most slowest rate successive stage [5]. It mean that the limit stage

proceed with highest rate, and other more quick stage, forcedly proceed with rate, is

determine by slow stage. Such meaning has wide used equation of stationary

process. By what mean concentration of electroactive substance is at change

electrodes surface? As known concentration at the surface of electrode during the

proceeding electrode process are not equal with concentration in volume of

solution.

Reason of change concentration oxidized and reduced form electroactive

substance at the electrodes surface is namely inequility rate of diffusion with rate of

discharge in origin moments time. Unstationary model of electrode process take to

consideration this, using for calculations difference rate of discharge and rate of

diffusion. Indeed at the electrode is establish quasistationary form (stationary

proceeding electrode process), described by classycall organization diffusional

problem, when rates all stage is become equal and is depend from one of the most

slowest rate.
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At initial period time after polarizating electrode we determine visible

diffrence between current discharge and current diffussion electroactive species to

electrodes surface. Density of current diffusion is equal zero in this moment,

because (dCOx(x,t)/dx)|x=0 =0. Currents density of discharge at t=0 has not zero

value, but fully concrete meaning - substituted in Folmer-Batler expression definite

values may be obtain a definite value current discharge. Difference between

discharging and diffussional currents result diminishing CO and increasing CR.

Value iR in conformity with Folmer-Bartier equal, diminish but idOx and i,iR increase.

Then discharge and diffusion currents gradually become equal, but some

nonequality is observ during all time of electrolysys, because only at these

conditions possible changing values of surface consentration; however at t » 0 this

diffrence is negligible, that it stipulate application classics equal.

We consider calculated change values concentrations oxidized and reduced

form electroactive substance at the electrodes surface during electrochemical

process using expressions of unstationary model.

Fig 1 Dependence Cox (t) (a) and CR(t) (b) for processes with different reversibility.
Cox° - CR° - 5*10-3 M; ks, cm/s: 1 - 1 ; 2 -0.01; 3 -1*10"3; 4 - l'lO"4; 5 - 1M0"6;
6-l*10'9
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Because evolving of potential begin in anode scale, but constant of rate

electrode process for process is closely to reverse is higher, that in original

moments of time concentration reduced form electroactive substance at the

electrodes surface fall to zero, concentration reduced form increase, approaching to

value, equal (Cox
0
 +CR° ) (curve 1 , Fig. 1). Then concentration oxidized form

rapidly fall, approaching to zero, but concentration reduced form correspondingly

increase, when potential pass into cathod scale. Such state is establish at quick

electrochemicall reaction and slow diffussion at electrodes surface and at this state

reaction may be proceed with higher rate, but slow diffussion interrupt those.

Number of reacting species reaching to surface of electrode during unite of time less

than would be react. Slow diffusion proceed with the highest possibility rate in this

conditions but quick electrode reaction proceed with rate depending diffusion.

Concentrations oxidized and reduced form electroactive substance at the electrodes

surface is partically permanence Cox (t)|t->oo->0, CR (t) | t->oo -» (Cox° +CR°).

In case processes, closely to irreversible that it is in case slow electrode

reaction and quick (relatively slow) diffussion, concentrations oxidized and reduced

form electroactive substance zed and reduced form electroactive substance at the

electrodes surface is performence (some time) and equal Cox0 and CR° (curve.6,

Fig. 1), because slow exdenditure of reacting substance is counteract by diffussion.

At further proceding potential evolving into cathod scale concentration oxidized

form electroactive substance fall, reduced form increase to (Cox0 + CR°).

For quasireversible process as well known, rate of diffussion approximatly

with rate of electrode reaction. For this case figures have more complexe form

(curves 2-5.,Fig. 1), because they are def. both kinetical and diffusional laws, as for

other cases, Cox (t)|t-*»->0, CR (t) 11_« -»(Cox° +CR°).

Analogous laws are observe both for other relations of concentration oxidized

and reduced form electroactive substance.
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Fig. 2 Dependence Cox (t) (a) and CR (t) (b) for processes with different
reversibility. CoxO - 9*103 M ; CRo - 1*10 3 M; ks, cm/s: 1 - 1; 2 - 0.01 ; 3 - 1*10 3;
4 - l * 1 0 ^ ; 5 - l * 1 0 - 6 ; 6 - l * l 0 - 9 .
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Fig. 3 Dependence Cox (t) (a) and CR (t) b) for processes with diffrent reversibility.
CoxO - l*10'3 M; CRo - 9*10'3 M ; ks, cm/s: 1 - 1; 2 - 0.01; 3 - l*10"3; 4 - l'lO"4; 5 -

Let consider dependence Cox(t) with different relation Coxo : CRo for

processes with different reversibility (Fig. 4,5).
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a

Fig.4 Dependence Cox(t) (a) and CR(t) (b) for processes with different relation
concentration oxidized and reduced form electroactive substance, a - ks -1 cm/s;
b - k s - 1.10"9cm/s. CoxO:CRo;l - 9.9*103: Ol^lO"3; 2 - 9.0*10"3 : 1.0*10"3;
3 - 5.0*l(T3 : 5.0 *10"3; 4 - 1.0 *1(T3: 9.0*10"3; 5 - 9.9 *1(T3: 0.9*10"3.

If (COXO+CRO) = const, that figure Cox(t) comletly coincide (Fig.4a) for

reversible processes. For case irreversible processes (Fig.4b) Cox(t)=CoxO at first,

then after passing of process into diffiissional control scale Cox(t)=0. For

quasireversible processes (Fig.5a,5b) we observe next: the higher value of

(CQXO/CRO) the closely laws of changing concentration oxidized and reduced form

electroactive substance to laws of revearsible process.
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Fig.5 Dependence Cox(t) (a) and CR(t) (b)
for processes with different relation of
concentration oxidized and reduced form
electroactive substance, a - ks - 1.10*3

sm/sec; b - ks - 1 JO'3 sm/sec; C0xo:CRo;
1 -9.9*10-3:0.1*103;

2 - 9.0 *10"3: 1.0*l(T3; 3 - 5.0*10'3: 5.0*10'3; 4 - 1.0*103: 9.0*10"3;
5-9.9*10-3:0.1*103.

Calculation changing values concentrations oxidized and reduced form

electroactive substance at the electrodes surface in time allow to apprecate general

rate electrochemical reaction, to choose optimal regims of electrolysys ( density of

current, giving overtension), is very important for practice electrochemistry.
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INTERPHASIAL LAYERS OF POLYCOMPLEXES
OF SYNTHETIC SURFACE ACTIVE POLYMERS

S.B. Aidarova, V.V. Bondarev, K.B. Musabekov

One of the actual problem of modern chemistry is the investigation of
adsorption peculiarities of polymeric surface active substances (SAS) and their
polycomplexes on the interphase boundary. This allows us directely regulate the
properties of dispersed systems and surface phenomena. In the present work the
principles of regulation of polyelectrolyte chain diphility during complex
formation with inorganic ions during by means of ionic exchange reaction and
reaction of neutralization with micelle forming SAS and by means of
interpolymer reactions have been suggested.

Object of researches. In this work synthetic polyelectrolyte (SPE) -

polyacids, polybases, polyampholytes and nonionized polymers with different

molecular mass and hydrophobisity were used.

Cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB), sodium dodecylsulphate (SDS),

sodium oleat (OLNa), dodecylsulphoacid (SDSA), oleinic (OLCOOH), stearinic

(STCOOH) and palmitinic (PtCOOH) acids were used as SAS .

Methods of research. Surface and bulk properties of solutions of HMSAS,

their associates and polycomplexes were studied by means of measuring of surface

tension and surface viscosity, two-dimensional pressure of the traced layers,

viscosimetry, conducto and potentiometry, spectroturbodimetry and high speed

sedimentation methods.

The investigation of binary systems, consisting of polyelectrolytes and SAS

is one of the most important problems in contemporary colloid chemistry. The

study of colloidal chemistry properties of the products from SPE and SAS

interaction in various interfaces boundary is of great interest. It was discovered

that the addition of SAS considerably influenced on the process of adsorption as

well as on isotherms of surface tension of SPE water solutions. The influence of

MF SAS charged contrary to the polyelectrolyte chains was marked. In this case
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the addition of MFSAS leads to the considerable acceleration of reducing surface

tension The analysis of the results of the kinetic dependence Y(t) showed that in

the presence of MF SAS the reduction of SPE solutions was essentially

accelerated. Using the equation:

yt= yo + (Yo-ys)* exp (-KT)

the time of relaxation of mixed adsorbed layers of SPC and MFS AS was calculated

[1]. It is significant that the time of relaxation of adsorbed layers of SPE decreases

in the presence of contrary charged MF SAS and is close to the period of relaxation

of adsorbed layer of MF SAS. It is supposed to be connected with the fact that first

the adsorbed layer of MF SAS is formed, what is followed by the appearance of a

binary electric layer (BEL) on the interphase boundary .

Potential defining ions of BEL are C12H33OSO3- anions or 16H33N+(CH3)3

cations which are surface active, and anti-ions - Na+ and Br" ions. Charges

appearance on the interphase might lead to the strengthening of polyions adsorption,

charged oppositely to the surface, according to Hesselink theory of the

polyelectrolyte adsorption on the charged surface [2]. The rate of Y reducing of

SPE and MF SAS solutions increases with the rise of MF SAS concentration, that

is explained by the increase of the level of interfase boundary covering with SAS

ions. This is of equal strength to the increase of the charges density on the surface

of adsorbent.

Isotherms analysis of SPE mixtures with oppositely charged MFSAS

showed y synergetic reduction while the concentrations of SAS were less than

critical concentration of micelle forming (CCM) [3], Synergism means that DY

DY, where DY=Yo- Ys, Yo is surface tension of water, Ys- equilibrium surface

tension of the solution of SPE + MFSAS mixture: DY^DYpe+DYsas,

DYpe=yo-Yspe, Dysas=Yo-Ys sas, Yspe and Ys sas are equilibrium surface

tension of SPE and MFSAS;D Y - additive reduction of Y.
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In the presence of PEI the Y isotherm of SDS shifts into the region of low

values of surface tension. The values of DY and DY' calculated from the similiar Y

isotherms of SPE and MFSAS mixtures are given in the table 1.

The effect of synergism in the reduction of Y can be interpreted by the

formation of the SPE-SAS polycomplex. The interaction of oppositely charged SPE

and MFSAS in water phase is realized due to the electrostatic forces and leads to

the considerable increasing of macromolecule hydrophobity and to the change of

the PE chain charge. It is known that polyacids and polybases can interact with

SDS and CTAB according to the ion exchange reactions including the following

stages:

the interaction of weak polyacids with SAS cations:

TCOOH + rcoo- +
T COOH + + = r COO- + + nH+, (2)

TCOOH + rcoo- +

the interaction of weak polybases with SAS anions :

rNH2
TNH2 + -
TNH2

TNH3
TNH3

TNH3
+ nOH-, (3)

where + and - are surface active cation and anion.

The synergetic effect is resulted from both simplification of the SPE

adsorption due to the preliminary adsorbtion of MFSAS ions on the surface and

the adsorption of the formed complex of SPE and SAS. It leads to the appearance

of highly organized, mixed adsorbed layer from the mutually favorable oriented

SPE and MFSAS with the assuming of complex formation not only in soluti-

ons but also on the interphase boundary.

The increase concentration of SDS- ions on the surface layer leads to the

change of ratio n =[SDS]/[PEI] in the adsorption layer and saturation of PEI with
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SDS- ions with the formation of an associate of another composition compared with

solution. SDS-ions diffusion from the underlayer to the surface is going on by the

migration along the charged chains of PEL

As the result of such process not only the structure of adsorbed layer, but

also the composition and structure of macromolecules of SAS - PEI associates are

changed.

It may be assumpted that macromolecules on the surface layer may be

transformed into blockcopolymer due to the redistribution of SDS and formation of

SAS blocks along the PEI chain.

The pecularities of interaction of SAS and PEI are revealed on the Y

isotherms (Fig. 1,2). It is clearly seen that the y reduction of the PEI-SDSA mixture

occures much faster in the narrow range of SDSA concentration that indicates the

high cooperativity of binding process during neutralization [4].

The surface activity of PEI, PEI-SDS associates, resulted from the two

different types of reactions under the fixed concentration of components has

been defined from the y isotherms (Table 2).

The surface activity is increasing with the growth of hydrophobity and the

extent of binding Q while adsorbtion remains practically constant. An area per

monomer unit is lightly decreasing. It is explained by the compactivization of

macromolecules in the process of hydrophobization (Table 2).

The suface activity of polycomplexes of PE with SAS, obtained from the

neutralization reaction, is lower than of polycomplexes surface activity, obtained

by the ion exchange mechanism. This is connected with the depth of SAS and PE

binding and with differences in the microstructure and density of PE-SAS

polycomplexes.

The compression-expansion diagrams of the spread layers of PE-SAS

polycomplexes reveal of hysteresis and show irreversible changes on the spread

monolayer (Fig.3). It is explained by the differentiated separation of
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polycomplexes into two levels: adsorbed SAS layer and the underlayer of PE fixed

with electrostatic field of adsorption layer of the oppositely charged SAS. Values

of moduluses the surface elastisity El and E2 differ from each other. E2

calculated from the reverse branch of an p-S isotherm is always higher than El.

Consequently, we can stress that the spread layers from the surface polycomplex

have better structural-mechanical indices comparing with layer consisting of

compact balls of PEI - SDS associates. The comparison of the absolute values of

moduluses the surface elasticity of the spread layers for PEISDS polycomplexes

and interpolymer PAA, PMAA complex with polyethyleneglycol (PEG) showed

that the layers elasticity moduulus of interpolymer complexes are four times as

much as layer elasticity modulus of PEI-SDS polycomplexes.

Hysteresis of compression-expansion of p-S isotherms is specific for each

polycomplexes system depending on the interphase boundary energy, type and

intensity of the interaction of polycomplexes components and of their solubility in

underlayer.

The interaction of monolayers of fatty acid and base with polybase and

polyacid with different molecular mass has been studied. The dependence of

surface pressure and type of p-S diagrams of oilsoluble SAS monolayers from

molecular mass of reagent in surbphase has been established (Fig 4).

The systematic investigation of adsorbed and spread layers of synthetic

polyelectrolyte polycomplexes with SAS and interpolymeric complexes on water/air

interphase has enabled:

- to determine the influence of conditions of polycomplexes formation on

decreasing of surface energy, to work out the criterion of optimal surface activity

of polycomplexes;

- to reveal the synergizm phenomenon in decreasing of surface tension in polyacids

- cationic SAS, polybase - anionic SAS and ampholyte - SAS systems,
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- to suggest the structure model of interphase layers of polycomplexes formed as

the result of spontaneous adsorption and its spreading on the water subphase.

- to discover the ability to self-organization and sensible regulation of hydrophylic-

lypophylic balance because of redistribution of polycomplex components in the

interphase layers under the influence of the interphase boundary,

- to create scientific principles of colloidal- chemical properties regulation of

polycomplexes as a new generation of SAS.
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ON THE POSSIBILITY OF REMOVING OF TRANSITION METAL IONS
FROM SEWAGE USING POLYMERIC COMPLEXES

S.M.Tazhibaeva, Zh. A. Abilov, K.V. Musabekov

The possibility of using of complexation in the system polyethyleneimine-
transition metal ions (Cu2+, Ni2+, Co2+) - surface active substance for removing of
metal ions from solution and sevage has been investigated. It is shown, that pH of
medium, hydrophobity of system and ratio between component of the tryple
complex effect on purification of solution.
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One of the actual problems nowadays from the point of view of

environmental protection is the development of wasteless technology and utilization

of waste products. In this connection purification of sewage containing heavy metal

ions which can effect the structure of the soil in a definite way is of great

importance.

In this paper the results of the investigation on the binding of Cu2+, Ni2+, Co2+

ions with polyethyleneimine (PEI) and surface active substances (SAS) have been

reported, and the possibility of using polyelectrolyte-SAS mixtures to remove metal

ions (Me) from solutions has been shown.

The investigations is based on the fact that nitrogen containing

polyelectrolyte form complexes with transition metal ions on account of the donor-

acceptor bond N - Me [1,2].

The polyelectrolyte chain, enriched by metal ions and, correspondingly, by

positiv chages acquires the ability to bind surfactant anions that, in its turn results in

the separation of phases [3]. The scheme of this complexation can be represented in

the following way:

+• u

The curves in fig.l show the dependence of Cu2+, Ni 2+ and Co2+ ions

concentrations in the solutions before and after introducing PEI and sodium

dodecylsulfate (SDS) on the ratio m= {Me/{PEI] ( m - molar ratio between Me
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and PEI). As seen in figure the bend on the curve of dependence of the

concentration of the metal ions bound on their relative concentration corresponds to

the value of m equal to 0.25 for Cu2+ ions and 0.2 for Ni2+ and Co2+ ions.

Moreover, up to these values of m curves 1 and 2-4 coincide, i.e. under these

conditions all metal ions binding form a complex. As the value of m increases

further the difference between concentrations of initial and bound metal increases.

12

8

0,2 0,4

Fig.l. Dependence of binding of Cu2+ ( 2 ) ,
Ni2+(3), and Co2+ (4) ions on m.

1-initial concentration of Me in system.

This is connected with the fact that with the increases of metal ions

concentration in the system the amount of polyelectrolyte becomes insufficient to

form a coordination complex. Therefore, when adding SAS in exess in regard to PEI

metal ions do not precipitate and remain in the solution.

When metal ions are extracted the ratio between SAS and PEI concentration

is of no less importance [3]. Thus, at small values of n (n<0.5, n - molar ratio

between SAS and PEI) the amount of SAS ions is insufficient to neutralise the

charge of PEI-Me polycation and its hydrophobizations . As a result the system

opalesce, however, no complete separation of phases takes place.
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Introduction of SAS to the system in exess to the stoichiometry of PEI-Me -

SDS complexes (n>0.5) also the separation of phases. Simultaneously

superequivalent binding of SDS occurs. The surface of complexes being formed

becomes is hydrophylised owing to the orientation of surface layers of SAS with

their chargse parts outside, i.e. into the water.

Thus, to extract metal ions completely from solutions it is necessary to know

the optimum ratio of metal, SAS and polyelectrolyte at which stable, hydrophobic

complexes being easily removed from the solution are formed.

The results of the study on copper ions extraction from solutions with Cu2+

concentration equal to20mg/l using PEI and SDS are given in Table 1.

As seen in the table, the optimum conditions of Cu2+ions remove are: m

= 0,2:0,25, n=0,5.

Table 1.

The effect of the ratio of Cu2+, SDS ions
and PEI on the degree of Cu2+remove.

m

0.05
0.10
0.12

5
0.20
0.25
0.50

n

0.4
0.31
0.42

0.47
0.5
0.56

CCu2+ after removal,
mg/1
1.44
1.28
1.1

0.05
0.04
6.8

The degree of
remove,%

92.8
93.6
94.5

99.7
99.8
66.0

Other anion active SAS having a sufficiently long hydrocarbon radiacal

e.g. the salts of carbonic and lignosulphonic acids can be used as SAS.

Satisfactory results have been obtained when using instead of SDS sodium

lignosulphonate which is an inexpensive and available waste product of cellulose

production (the degree of remove 99,6-99,8%).
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Many reagents employed for metal ions removal from commercial solutions

are disadvantageous because they act in a limited range of pH. In this

connection the study of the stability of PEI-Me2+ - SDS complexes against pH

of the medium is of a definite interest. The results of binding of Cu2+ , Ni2+, Co2+

and SDS with polyethyleneimine (Fig.2) at different values of pH show that in

an acid medium mainly SDS ions bing, and with increase of the pH the metal

ions binding tend to grow.

0,6

0,4

0,2

.:.P •-.'.

T ,'••.*(

o—o

j _

2 i •'*.*•

Fig.2. Dependence of binding of SDS(l),
Cu(2), Ni(3 ) and Co(4) on pH.

Fig.3. Dependence of Cu
concentration separating
from complex on PH.

This is due to the fact that metal ions can't bind with PEI in a strong

acid medium because of the competition of fT - ions and the presence of a great

amount of protonated aminogroups contribute to SDS anions binding.

Fig.3 shows the dependence curves of the concentration of Cu2+ - ions

separating from PEI - Cu2+-SDS complex (m=0,25) when acidifying the medium

by HC1 solution on pH. At pH<3 copper ions are completely remove from the

complex with the increase of pH, the concentration of Cu2+ removing into the

solution decreases, and at pH=5 copper ion separation ceases which is supported
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by the data presented in Fig.2. On the existence of a triple complex PEI-Cu2+-SDS

in this region of pH.

Thus, the extraction of Cu2+ ions by PEI-SAS mixture is possible in a wide

range of pH, and in order to remove copper ions from the complex it is necessary

to acidify the medium. The use of inexpensive analogues of complexing

agents to extract metal ions from solutions and sewage is likely to contribute when

dealing whith the problems of environmental protection.
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SYNTHESIS OF DIHYDRO-, TETRAHYDROPYRIDINONES-4
AND THEIR TRANSFORMATIONS

A.A. Mamutova, T.M.Turehanov, A. Sh. Sharifkanov,
R.T. Dinzhumanova, A.Zh. Moldakalykova, T.M.Muhametkalyev

Methods to obtain unsaturated piperideins have been generalized. For the first
time 4-methyl-l,4-dehydropiridinol - 1 has been derived by reduction of 1-methyl
pyridine with me tabiosulphate.

Unsaturated six-member nitrogenic heterocyclic compounds represent

constant object of investigation and wide practical application as antitumour means,

blocks of ferments, plants growth regulators [1].
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Dependant on the structure of unsaturated heterocycle, synthesis of hydro-,

tetrahydropyridines can be conducted, basing on three methods:

1. Cycling of aliphatic amines [2,3], following the type of reaction:

CH(OC2H5)2 (C2H5O)2CH CHO

CH,

CH,

CH2C1

H3CNH2 CH CH(OC2H5)2

N
CH CH

N

CH,

2. Introduction of double bond into piperidine cycle by the initial deriving of

piperidines with the corresponding substitutes in the cycle and their furhter chipping

off:

N

R

N

R X=(OH,HC1)

3. Restoration of pyridine derivatives [4,5]:

+ rsj

H H H
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Double bond introduction into the cycle by water elimination and haloid

hydrogen and other elements of elimination is the basic one. Pseudokonixen (I) is

synthesized at action of phosphorous anhydride on pseudoconhydrin of cikuta (2):

-H2O

OH C6H5

CH3

N

H
(2)

N.S. Prostakov [6,7] substituted pyridine bases are derived by dehydration of

l,2,5-threemethyl-4-phenylpiperidon (3) by sulphuric acid, and also

C6H5

CH3

H2SO4

CH3 -H2O

CH3

(3)

N C

CH3

(4)

by successive chlorination of hydroxile group of 2,5-dimethylpiperidol-4 (5) [8]:

OH CL
CH3

N CHHfCL N CH3

H
(5)

H
(6)

H
(7)
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A.Sh.Sharifkanov and T.M.Mukhametkaliev [9,10] have designed method of double

bond introduction into -position of pyperidini cycle by action on hydrochloride of

2,5 - dimethylpiperidon-4 (9)

O O O O

CH3

NaOCL

IHCL
H

(9)

CH3 N

CL
(10) (11)

of sodium hypochlorite, by dehydrochloranation of I-chlorine -2,5-

dimethylpiperidon-4 (10) 2,5 - dimethylpiperidein-I-on-4 is derived (II), acting on

which with ethyllithium, it is possible to get its isomerization into product (12).

I.N.Nazarov and N.I.Shvetsov [II] have synthesized piperidein-2-on-4 (20) by

bromination of l,2,5-trimethylpiperidon-4 (16) with the furhter dehydrobromination

of 5-bromine-l,2,5-threemethylpiperidon-4 (17) by threemethylamine with output

of 58,1% of input.

O O

CH,

O

Br2 Br -™C

CH3 N ^^H3 N

R
(13-15)

R=H(13,16,19)

HBr
R

(16-18)
R=CH3 (14,17,20)

R
(19-21)
R=- CH2 -CH=CHCL- CH3

( 15,18,21)

Reaction of dehydrobromination of hydrobromides 5-bromine 1,2,5-threemethyl-

and 5-bromine-I (-3-chlorcrotyl) 2,5 - dimethylpiperidons-4 (17, 18) has been
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conducted by action of caustic potash in aqua-acetone medium [12]. Output of

1,3,6-threemethyl-I (-3-chlorcrotyl)-3,6 - dimethylpiperidein-2-4 (20,21) is 42.2%

and 50.6% of the input respectively.

Caustic potash as a dehydrobrominating agent at synthesis of 3,6 -

dimethylpiperidein-2-4 (18) is not valid, as in the presence of alkali, formation of a

tar takes place, so that KOH has been replaced by sodium carbonate.

Dehydrobromination of 5-brompiperidons-4 is an easy process. This reaction

is enabled by heating temperature of reacting mixture upto 60 degrees Centigrade

and polar dissolvents, such as methanol, and further treatment with aqua solution of

caustic potash makes it possible to get these unsaturated piperidons in the form of

base.

No of
compoun
d

19

20

21

Table I. Deriving
3,6- dimethylpir

Dehydrodromin
at

ing agent

(C2H5 )3 N
Na2CO310 H2O

(C2H5 )3 N
KOH

KOH

Conditions and Output of
)eridein-2-ons-4 (19,21)
Time of heating
at

60 degrees
Centigrade hours

4
2
6
1,5
1,0
6

1,0

Reacting
medium

aceton
aceton
metanol
aceton

aceton-
water

1:1
metanol

aceton+water
1:1

Outpu
t

%

58,1
63,1
42,4
40,0
42,2
54,0

50,6

At hallogenation by chromine and bromine of 1,3,6-threemethyl-, I(gamma-

chlorcrotyl)- 3,6-dimethylpiperidein-2-ons-4 (19-21) at 0 degrees Centigrade into

four-chlorous hydrogen, substituting products have been derived. They are -5-

chlorine-(bromine)-l,3,6-threemethylpiperidein-2-ons-4 (22-26) [13]:
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R=H(19); R=H,Hal=Br(22); R=CH3 (20); R=CH3 ,Hal-Br(23);

R=CH3, Hal=Cl(25); R ^ C ^ Cl (21); R=C4H€C1, Hal=Cl(24), R=

C4H6C1, Hal=Cl(26).

At substition of carbonyl group into phenyl and hydroxile, the general chain

of conjugation is destroyed and a catalytic hydration of double bond becomes

possible [II] and its bromination as well:

C6H5 OH
H2 /kt CH3

O
C6H5 OH

3 . C H 3

C6H5Li

CH3 N

I
CH3 Nl (28)

Ck3

0 C6H5

CH3

CH3

(20)
CH3

(27) 0°C,CCL4

CH3 N Br (29)

CH,
Catalytic hydrogenetaion of 1,3,6 - threemethylpiperidein- 2 - ons-4 (20) on nickel-

skeleton catalyst under normal conditions and under pressure of 80 atmospheres and

temperature 80 degrees Centigrade has revealed that in stated conditions the

quantity of oxyden absorbed is sufficient to saturate only one unsaturated bond of

the product. Spectral and chemical analysis of catalyzate have shown the presense

of-C=C- bond and hydroxyle group:
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o OH

| ] H2 /Ni,H

CH3 ^ / CH3 N

CH3

(20)
CH3

(21)

At reduction of piperideinon- 4 (20) by hydrogene during H isolotion (Na+C2

H5OH) 1,3,6 - trimethyl - 4,5,6- tetrahydropiridinol - 4 was also educed.

The given structure compound has quasiaromatic properties and tends to

substitution reactions rather than addition ones, which results from the possible

existense of common conjugate chain; unshared nitrogen electron pair , n - electrons

of double bond and U- electrons carbonyl according to the scheme.

H3C - N - C = C - C = O

HH3C

Reduction of pyridines by sodium hydrosulphate results in 1,4 - dihydropyri-

dines (14), but also in 1,2 - dihydropyridines. Mechanism of reduction by

hydrosulphate includes sulphinate stage, the latter looses sulphur dioxide when

acidified and gives hydropyridine:

H SO2 H H
-2

S2O4

N

R

N

R
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Application of sodium metabisulphate in reduction of 4 - methylpyridine (30)

allows simulteneous introduction of hydroxile group and derive:

H CH3

Na2S2O5

H2O

(30)

N

H
(31)

H3C OH

N

H
(32)

4-methyl - 1,4 - dihydropyridine (31) and 4- methyl-1,4-dihydro-pyridinol -4 (32)

with output 57%, 40 % of theoretical one.

Further transformations of 1,4 - dihydroperidine (31) and 1,4-dihydro-

pyridinol -4 (32) prove the structure of products of interaction of 4 -methyl-

pyridine (30) with sodium metabisulphite.

The reaction of dihydropyridines alrilation (31,32) with butyl bromide in

presense of potash was carried out and 1- butyldihydropyirdine was synthesized

(33-35).

H R H R

N

H
(31,32)

N

C4H9
(33,34)

Interaction of chlorous benzoyl with 1- butyl -4 methyl 1,4-

dihydropyridinol -4 (34) in toluene at 110 degrees Centigrade, 1,4 -

dihydropyridine (35)

H3C OH H3C OCOC6H9
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N x/^ N

C4H9 C4H9

(34) (35)

In conclusion it is important to state, that application of different approaches

to reagents allows to synthesize tetrahydro-, dihydropyridines with given structure

of these important syntons of organic chemistry.
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BIOLOGY

ROOT MORPHOLOGY AND ONTOGENESIS OF SOME
COMMON PLANT SPECIES IN TRANSILIENSIS ALATAU,

KAZAKSTAN

N.Mukhitdinov, S. Aitakova

Our investigation on the development of belowground organs of Hypericum
perforatum, Trifolium pratense, Origanum vulgare, Nepeta pannonica,
Eremostahys Taschkentica at ontogenesis showed that these species form their
belowground organs differently, which also characteristic for the adult
plants. A common characteristic is that typical belowground organs of all seed
originated specimens are to be found at the moment of first blossoming. All
investigated species have different time of reaching the adult age state and time
of its duration. All species form belowground organs, which is characteristic for
a given species.

Research on the root development of some important plant species was

carried out from the moment of seed sprouting onwards infield situations in the

Gorge Terisbutak of Zailisky Alatau, 1400 m above the sea level.

The object of the study was to follow the root development of some annual

and perennial plant species, among others Origanum vulgare L., Hypericum

perforatum L., Eremostachys Taschkentica (M.Po) Grolost, Nepeta pannonica L.

and Trifolium pratense L.

Materials and methods

Every stage of root development and a morphological description of the

belowground organs was given according to methods developed by Shalyta

(1960). Trenches reaching the root systems were dug out and the roots were

washed by a jet of water. The excavated roots were simultaneously sketched

on millimetre paper. Age of the plant populations was determined, using the

method developed by Rabothnova (1964) and Serebryakov (1952).
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Fig.l. Root systems of Hypericum perforatum at different age stage.
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Our investigation on the development of the belowground organs of some

common plant species (Hypericum perforatum, Trifolium pratense, Origanum

vulgare, Nepeta pannonica and Eremostachys Taschkentica) lasted for three

years, the ageing of the investigated plants was described during this period.

The experimental site is situated on the northern microslope of the southern

exposition in the Gorge Terisbutak of Zailisky Alatau, at 1400 m above the sea

level. The seeds were gathered in the natural conditions and were planted in 1989.

The soil of the experimental site is a mountainous woodland black soil (Nasyrov

et. al. 1991).

Results

The results of our investigation show that the morphostructure of all

investigated root systems was changed (Fig. 1-5). At an early stage the tap root was

formed and at the juvenily stage when the rate of branching increased, the roots

were penetrating deeper.

The rootstock of Hypericum perforatum and Oryganum vulgare was formed

already at a virginal period and lateral roots appeared at a generative period

(Fig. 1 and 3). At the same period the taproot of Eremostahys Taschkentica gets

thicker, which is characteristic of adult plants of this species (Fig.5).

All plant species have different duration of their stages of ontogenesis.

Generative maturity occurs for Origanum vulgare and Trifolium pratense and for

Nepeta pannonica the first year after sprouting, for Hypericum perforatum on the

second year. The investigated plant species form the root system of adult

specimens on different stages of ontogenesis: Eremostahys taschkentica in

immature age state, Hypericum perforatum and Origanum vulgare in generative

young state, Trifolium pratense and Nepeta pannonica - in generative average age

state.
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Fig. 2. Root systems of Nepeta pannonica at different age stage.
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Fig.3. Root systems of Eremostahys Taschkentica at dififerent age stage.
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Fig.4. Root systems of Trifolium pratense at different age stage.
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Fig. 5. Root systems of Origanum vulgare at different age stage.
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Conclusions

All investigated species form their typical root systems at a virginal and

early generative period, however, other some species, i.a. Artemisia absentium,

at a mature stage. The above mentioned species have different duration of the

ontogenesis period.

Not all investigated species went through a generative stage of

ontogenesis during the period of our observations (1989-1994). Eremostachys

Taschkentica was generally described to the virginal age state, the period of

generative maturity did not occur.

Most basic morphological features of the belowground plant root systems

connected with depth of penetrating, degree of branching, direction and

development of lateral roots, were formed at a virginal age state.
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THE PECULIARITIES OF NUCLEOTIDE USAGE IN THIRD
CODON POSITION OF ATP-SYNTHASE GENES IN

CHLOROPLASTS, MITOCHONDRIA AND BACTERIUM.

A.N. Karazhanova, T.A. Karpenuk, A. V. Goncharova,
T.A. Usenaliev, A.T. Ivashchenko

We have made and examined a nucleotide data base for 189 genes of ATP-
synthase subunits selected from GeneBank and literature. Sequences were divided
into three groups - those coding in chloroplast, mitochondria and nuclear genomes.
Codon frequency analysis of the third base position showed that the predominance
of codons for each amino acid is not random. Chloroplast and mitochondria
genomes of animals and plants exhibit similarities in codon usage and in the
predominance of T base over C and G base over A in the third codon position. The
principal differences in codon usage between nuclear genomes of eukaryotes and
prokaryotes and chloroplast and mitochondria genomes of animals and plants were
established. For nuclear genomes the use of C and G bases in the third codon
position is preferred.

Several experiments devoted to the analysis of nucleotide sequences showed

that various organisms use different synonymous codons [1, 2, 3, 4], which might

be due to the peculiarities in combining nucleotides in various positions in

triplets/5/. ATP-synthase is a protein, subunits of which are coded in various

genomes of cell organelles/6/. In recent years rich materials about nucleotide

sequences of genes have been collected. This allowed us to analyse the peculiarities

of codon usage, distinguishing purines and pyrimidines in the third codon position

of ATP-synthase genes in genomes of cell organelles for various taxonomic groups

of organisms.

Materials and methods

We made a data base of nucleotide sequences of ATP-synthase genes for

nine subunits, including 48 genes of ATP-synthase coded in chloroplast, 56 genes

of ATP-synthase coded in mitochondria and 85 genes of ATP-synthase coded in the
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nucleus for 55 organisms (animals, higher plants and bacteria). As sources we used

Genebank and primary literature [6]. For treating data we created programs (taking

into account the differences between mitochondrial and universal genetic code) for

analysing nucleotide sequences by codon frequences.

Results and discussion

In the universal genetic code all amino acids, with the exception of

methionine and tryptophane, are coded by two to six synonymic codons. In this

work all synonymous codons (without counting stop codons) were divided into

pairs distinguished in the third position by purines (13 pairs) or pyrimidines (16

pairs). Arg and Leu have two pairs of synonymous codons ending in A and G, and

Ser has two pairs ending in T and C; frequencies of these pairs are shown

separately. All nucleotide sequences were divided into three groups, those found in

chloroplast, mitochondria and nuclear genomes.

Taking into account that frequencies of synonymous codons are different for

different classes of organisms /I/, genes of subunits coded by various codons of cell

organelles additionally were divided into clusters according to their taxonomic

group. Further we analysed the ratio of synonymous codon frequencies,

distinguishing pyrimidines (T or C) and purines (A or G) in the third codon position.

Our data base for mitochondria genomes include genes for ATP-synthase for

plants, algae, fungi and animals. It was shown that for genes coding subunits of

ATP-synthase of mitochondria, the difference in codon frequencies of having T or C

and A or G in the third codon position between various taxonomic groups is as

follows: this ratio is always more than one for ATP-synthase genes of fungi, for

ATP-synthase of mitochondria of plants the exceptions are only the pairs of

synonymous codons for Val, and deviation from these regularities for Ala, Arg,

Asn, Asp, Gly, His, Thr are noticed for gene subunits in animals of mitochondria.

For Ser there are two pairs of synonymous codons with T and C nucleotides in the
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third codon position. Although one of these pairs has a ratio smaller than 1 the sum

value of codon frequency having T or C in third position follow the parttern.

Thus the differences between predominance in codon usage, distinguishing

purines and pyrimidines in the third codon position between plants, fungi and are

practically absent for mitochondria genome, while there are the differences with

genes of mitochondria of animals for 12 pairs among 29 synonymous codons, which

are related especially to the group of codons distinguishing by pyrimidines in the

third position.

The data base for chloroplast genomes includes the genes of ATP-synthase

for plants and algae. Codon frequencies show that for ATP-synthase genes of

chloroplast of plants and algae the characteristics are the same for pairs of

synonymous codons having either purines or pyrimidines in the third position. An

exception is the pair of synonymous codons which code His in genes of ATP-

synthase of algae.

Thus data showed that on the level of genes coding for subunits in

chloroplast and mitochondria genomes, the differences in predominances of purines

or pirimidines in the third codon position between such taxonomic groups as plants,

algae and fungi are absent, whereas the genes of animal mitochondria have several

pairs of synonymous codons, for which codons with C and G endings are used more

often.

The general estimation of synonymous codons with certain purines or

pyrimidines in the third codon position in chloroplasts and mitochondria was

obtained by totaling codon frequencies for all discussed genes. This showed us that

genes from chloroplast and mitocondria genomes have similar tendencies in codon

predominance, distinguished by purines or pyrimidines in the third codon position.

The data base for nuclear genomes includes genes of ATP-synthase for

plants, yeast, animals, bacteria (including cyanobacteria). The data show that for

the ATP-synthase genes coded in the nucleus in predominance of codon usage with
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certain purines and pyrimidines in the third codon position is not regular as that

discovered on the level of cytoplasmic genomes. For genes coding subunits of ATP-

synthase of plants the ratio is less than 1 for 5 of 29 pairs of synonymous codons;

for ATP-synthase genes coding subunits of cyanobacteria the ratio is less than 1 for

21 of 29 pairs of synonymous codons; for genes coding subunits of ATP-synthase

of animals the ratio is less than 1 for 9 pairs among 29 synonymous codons; for

genes coding subunits of ATP-synthase of yeast the ratio is less than 1 for 14

among 29 pairs of synonymous codons; for genes coding subunits of ATP-synthase

of bacteria for 17 of 29 pairs of synonymous codons have a ratio less than 1,

whereas for phototrophic bacteria for 21 of 29 pairs of synonymous codons have a

ratio of codon frequency with T or C and A or G in the third codon position also

less than one.

Thus on the level of chloroplast and mitochondria genomes the difference in

codon frequency, distinquished by purines and pyrimidines in the thrid codon

position in ATP-synthase genes for various taxonomic groups, is slight or absolutely

absent, whereus on the level of genes localised in the nuclear genome the

differences between various taxonomic groups is expressed more strongly. The

differences in synonymous codon frequencies with T or C and A or G bases in the

third position between genes localised in nuclear genomes and cell organelles in

decreasing order: genes of bacteria, algae, plants, animals. It is important to note

that the genes of several subunits of ATP-synthase are localised in various genomes

of cell. So, for example, B, E subunits of ATP-synthase of mitochondria of plants

are coded in nuclear genome, whereas these subunits of ATP-synthase of plants of

chlorplast are coded in chloroplast genome itself. Although they perform the same

functions, they are characterised by the peculiarities in codon frequencies of

subunits of genes with different functions but localised in the same genome.
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TISSUE CULTURE IN VITRO OF FODDER GRASSES
(Agropyron spc. and Psathyrostachys juncea)

D.K Assanova., A.T.Ivashchenko

The work represents the research results of influence of different growth
regulators on the callusogenesis process in vitro cultivation of fodder grasses.
The depence of callus forming ability of this group of plants upon the structure
of medium , concentration and hormones in the medium was found. The optimal
medium for obtaining the morphogenetic calluses of all investigated kinds of
plants were chosen.

The forming of good fodder base is very important for the agricalture

development. It is impossible to settle the problem of fodder supply for stock-

breeding without practical usage of new reproduction technologies. Nowadays the

scientists all over the world pay special attention to the development of one of the
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most promissing directions of biotechnology - clonal plant microreproduction. The

method is based on tissue's and organ's ability to regenerate missing parts or

organs and to form callus tissue under the favourable conditions. The differentiating

processes of different tissues and organs at the cell level are created by

differentiating expression of genes. Their starting is made by specific chemical

regulators, such as phytohormones, for example. Many scientific researches proved

the leading role of phytohormonic balance in the choice of morphogenetic ways in

vitro. The ways of clonal microreproduction of many plants were worked out. But

it should be noted, that the transferring of the technologies used for model systems

to cereals is somehow difficult. This is caused by the fact that the hormonal

control of morphogenesis of cereals differs from such of other species, and the

problem of cereal morphogenetic regulation is not settled completely [1,3]. It is

stated by the researches that the plant regeneration of cereals is provided by the

callus tissue, which was got from the corn endosperm La Rue in 1949. Nowadays

the conditions of getting callus cultivations of wheat, rye, barley, rice, oats and

ets have been worked out [2,3]. Wild cereal fodders are not enough investigated.

Objects and methods

The objects of the examining were 3 types of Agropyron cristatum: Stepnoi 6,

Krasnokutskiy 4, tetraploid inducted from Krasnokutskiy 4 and A. desertorum of

Taukume type; 2 kinds of Psathyrostachus junceus: Bozoiskiy and Start 116

represented by the Kazak research institute "Fodder and Pastures".

For obtaining the callus the mature plant embryos were used. The cultivation

was done by the general methods. The preparation of the planting material was

done by the following way; the seeds were cultivated by the 80 % solution of

sulphure acid during 5-7 minutes, then they were washed by clean and distillated

water; they were sterilized by 0.1 % of mercuric chloride during 15 minutes and the

11 % solution of hydrogen during 30 minutes and were washed by 2 litres of

sterilized water. Then the embryos were separated in the aseptic conditions.
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Callusogenesis was inducted in the Murashige and Skoog (MS) medium. 2,4-

Dichlorphenoacetic acid (2,4-D) of different concentration and combined with

kinetin, hydrolyzate of kazein, glutamine and BAP were used as the growth

regulators. The growing of the callus tissue was made in the Petricups and test-

tubes of different diameter which were put into thermostats containing T=23-25° C.

Results and discussions

The researches of the cereal tissue culture showed that the induction of callus

forming requires the auxins in medium [1]. But despite of rather great amount of

researches connected with the callusogenesis of Agropyron spc. and

Psathyrostachus junceus very little have been investigated. We managed to prove

that indoleacetic acid (IAA) is less efficient than 2,4-D or 2,4,5-T. But it should

be mentioned that great differences in the action of those hormones were not found,

That's why while investigating them 2,4-D was used. The influence of different

concentrations of 2,4-D on callus forming of embryos tissue of Agropyron spc.

and Psathyrostachus junceus was studied (table 1).

The table 1 shows that the highest percentage of callus forming was

observed in Stepnoi 6 put into MS medium with 2,4-D (the concentration is lmg/1

(67%), in regard to the Bozoiskiy type in MS medium with 2,4-D with

concentration of 2mg/l (35%). The concentrations of 2,4-D from 6 to 10mg/l

caused the inhibitory action on embryos callus forming. It was noted that the

increasing of portions of 2,4- D lowed the percentage of callusogenesis. It was

proved that the optimal concentration of 2,4-D in the medium was determined by

the genotype of the explant.

Carrying out the next seria of experiments the influence of kinetin on callus

forming was investigated. The results of researches are shown in table 2. The data

analysis given in table 2 cause the conclusion that the small concentrations of

kinetin mixed with 2,4-D stimulate the callus forming of cereals. The more higher

portions produce the inhibitory effect.
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Table 1.
The influence of 2,4-D on callus forming (%) from mature embryo explants of
fodder grasses of the stem cultivated on MS medium.

N/N

1.
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

Variety

Agropyron Spc.
Stepnoi 6
Krasnokutskiy 4
Tetraploid indue.
from Krasnokut. 4
Taukum
Psathyrostachys
Bozoiskiy
Start 116

1
67
41
24

47

32
26

2
63
37
27

42

35
28

Concentration c
3
60
35
21

35

32
24

4
58
32
11

30

32
-

5
27
13
8

13

30
-

)f 2,4-D (mg/1)
6
22
2
-

-

-
-

7
-
-
-

-

-
-

8
-
-
-

-

-
-

9
-
-
-

-

-
-

10
-
-
-

-

-
-

After 2-3 week of cultivation the calluses were put into morphogenetic medium,

containing physiologically active substances. The favourable unfluence on the

proliferation process of fodder grasses was caused by the twice lessening of

portions of macrosalts in the medium (table 3).

It was found that the forming of callus tissues was more active after adding the

hydrolyzate of kazein. The favourable effect of 100mg/l substance was observed in

regard to all species. It was found that the growth of callus tissues greatly

increased after adding of glutamine.

At the same time BAP while making the good influence on the induction of

callusogenesis at the early periods of callus growing, somehow inhibited the

processes of morphogenesis at the period of further recultivation.

The data of table 3 prove that each of the investigated species of fodder

grases desplayed its individual need of portion of different growth regulators, that

means that such need is denoted by the plant genotype. In the medium containing
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Table 2
The influence of kinetin on callus forming (%) from mature embryo explants of
fodder grasses of the stem cultivated on MS medium.

N/N

1.
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

Variety

Agropyron Spc.
Stepnoi 6
Krasnokutskiy 4
Tetraploid indue.
from Krasnokut. 4
Taukum
Psathyrostachys
Bozoiskiy
Start 116

{

1+0.1

78
56
42

54

85
70

Concentration of 2,4-D and kinetin (mg/1)

2+0.1

76
52
48

57

87
75

1+0.2

70
45
42

41

97
82

2+0.2

65
39
32

44

93
81

1+0.4

-
-
-

-

80
70

2+0.4

-
-
-

-

80
71

2+0.6

-
-
-

-

-
-

the half portion of macrosalts the percentage of callus forming increased

greatly.

It should be noted that the increasing of portion of 2,4-D and adding of BAP

into the medium the callus forming ability of fodder grasses somehow lowered. On

the contrary, the forming of callus tissues increased when adding the liydrolyzate

of kazein with the concentration of 100mg/l, the highest percent of the callus

forming was 97% (Bozoiskiy type).

During the researches the connection of frequency of callusogenesis with the

ploidy of the planting material was found. The highest percentage of callusogenesis

was found in diploid kinds (Stepnoi 6, Bozoisky), the minimum - in tetraploid

(inducted tetraploid from Krasnokutskiy, Start 116).

So, the investigations, carried out for studying the callus forming ability of

fodder grasses caused the conclusion that the processes of proliferation of this

group of plants are determined by the genotype, ploid of the tissue, the structure of

the enviroment and concentration of different growth regulators.
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Table 3
The influence of different growth regulators on callus formation (%) from mature
embryo explants of fodder grasses of the stem cultivated on 1/2 MS medium

Grouth regulators
(mg/i)

IAA 0.2
Kinetin 1
Glutamine 146
2,4-D 0.3
NAA 0.3
BAP 1
Glutamine 146
2,4-D 1
Kinetin 0.2
Hydrolyzat 100
ofkazein
2,4-D 1.5
Kinetin 0.2
Hydrolyzat 100
ofkazein

Stepnoi

78

62

82

82

Krasno-
kutskiy

52

46

64

64

Variety

Tetrapl.
induct.

35

30

36

40

Taukum

50

48

79

80

Bozoi-
skiy

59

59

93

97

Start
116

47

44

91

96
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THE FACTORS INFLUENCE ON THE PROCESSES OF
CALLUS OGENESIS AND SOMATIC EMBRYOGENESIS IN

MICROSPORE CULTURE OF WHEAT

K. K. Bogouspaev, B. B. Anapiaev, G. J. Valikhanova

The results of investigation of influence of nutrious structure medium and
physical factors on embryological genesis in culture of wheat's microspores are
given in this work. The sympathetic genotypes of wheat to the androdynic
processes were revealed and optimum conditions of previous cultivation of donor
plants and structures of nutritious media were selected.

This article presents the results of our investigation of the influence of the

composition of nutrient medium and physical factors to the processes of

callusogenesis and somatic embryogenesis in microspore culture of wheat. It was

research sympathetic genotypes of wheat on the processes of androgenesis, selected

optimum conditions preliminary cold treatments and composition of nutrient

mediums.

Low frequency formation of callus, embryoides and green plant-regenerants

limit the wide application of the haploids technology in genetic programs selection
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of creation valuable cultivars and lines of wheat that complexis stable against

diseases. The important meaning for the increase of frequency of androgenesis had

revealed genotypes sympathetic to androgenesis and creation of optimal conditions

to culture.

This is the way that we made our investigation-tests of different cultivares

and gibrides of wheat capable of forming the androgenetic structure (calluses,

embryoids, spherecial structures) and able to regeneration green plants. The object

of the research were cultivars Kazakstanskaya 3; Kazakstanskaya 4;

Kazachstanskaya 5; Kazakstanskaya 7; Saratovskaya 29;

Saratovskaya 42; Gibrids K-6 F2; Sh-5 F2; B-10 F2. Donors plants were

subjected to cold treatments on temperature 4-7C0. Anthers were isolated in sterile

conditions and cultivated on the medium of Murashige & Scoog, N6 and Blaydes

by T 27C° in the dark. All nutrient mediums had pH 5,8-6,0. Plants regenerated on

the medium of Murashige & Scoog with 0,5 mg/1 IAA; 20 g/1 sacharose, 100 g/1

mesoinosit, 7 g/1 agar. After the duplication of chromoomes plants-regenerants

were transfered in soil.

For the purpose of the selection optimal nutrient medium, which are

maximum capable of inducing androgenetic structures, we tested mediums of

Murashige & Scoog, N6 and Blaydes (Tab. 1). On the nutrient medium of Blaydes

most of the tested genotypes were capable of the induction of androgenetic

structures. We obtained maximum quantity of embryoides and calluses from

cultivars Kazakstanskaya 4 (1,84/2,36% ) and Kazakstanskaya 5 (1,15/0,69%). On

the nutrient medium N6 more quantity of embryoids was displayed by cultivars

Kazakstanskava 4 (0,80%) and Kazakstankaya 7 (0,26 %). Callusogenesis went by

all tested genotypes. Maximum calluses by cultivars Saratovskaya 29 (2,50 %) and

Saratovskaya 42 (1,66%) was shown. On the medium of Murashige & Scoog

compared with previons nutrient mediums we observed the middle quantity
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Tab. 1. The influence of genotype and the composition of nutrient

mediums on the formaton of androgenetic structures

The cultivars

Kazakstanskaya 3

Kazakstanskaya 4

Kazakstanskaya 5

Kazakstanskaya 7

Saratovskaya 42

Saratovskaya 29

The nutrient mediums

Blaydes

The

quantity

of

anthers

culture

350

380

435

1035

405

300

"E" /"C"

0,44/0,22

1,84/2,36

1,15/0,69

0,19/0,38

0,00/0,25

0,67/0,67

The

quantity

of

anthers

culture

450

120

405

375

600

120

N6

"E" /"C"

0,19/0,47

0,80/0,18

0,13/0,98

0,26/0,80

0,00/1,66

0,00/2,50

Murashige & Scoog

The

quantit

y of

anthers

culture

277

135

495

165

450

255

"E" /"C"

0,74/0,16

0,87/0,74

0,40/0,40

0,00/1,21

0,00/0,44

0,19/0,39

"E" - embryoids; "C" - calluses;
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of embryoids. On that medium maximum embryoides as observed by cultivar

Kazakstanskaya 4 (0,87%), more calluses - by cultivar Kazakstanskaya 7 (1,21%).

The obtained results allowed for the inference that sympathetic cultivars

capable formation embryoides proved to be cultivars Kazaktankaya 4 and

Kazakstanskaya 5 on the medium Blaydes. The process of callusogenesis intense

took place mainly on the medium N6, that apparently may explain high content of

2,4-D in that nutrient, medium. By that maximum calluses ogenesis:- the cultivar

Saratovskaya 29.

Since the favour able medium appeared medium of Blaydes for processes of

embryoidogenesis and of callus formation furthered experiments we conducted just

on that medium.

It is known, that the preliminary cold treatment of ears exert positive

influence on processes embroidogenesis and callusogenesis in cultures of anthers

wheat. However for every genotype it is necessary empiric to select of optimal

regime of preliminar y treatment. We cut out ears of plants subjected to cold

treatment by T 7 C from 1 to 11 days (Fig.l).

Tested cultivars and gibrid displayed the essential difference by frequency of

formation androgenetic structures dependent upon the duration of cold treatment.

By gibrids K-6 F2 and Sh-5 F2 maximum frequency of androgenesis we observed

by one and three days of cold treatmet accordingly, by gibrid B-10 F2 - 8 days. By

cultivars- Kazakstanskaya 5 and Kazakstanskaya 4 optimal regime was 6 and 7

days accordingly. The cultivar Kazakstanskaya 5 and gibrid Sh-5 gave the most

percent of androgenetic structures after preliminary cold treatment by T 7 C (6,8

and 6,2 % accordingly).
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Fig. 1. The influence of preliminary cold treatment

— — A — - Kazakstanskaya 4; — — - gibrid B-10 F2;

———— - Kazakstanskaya 5; — X"~ - gibrid Sh-5 F2

So, results from these experiments determined that for culture of isolated

microspores of wheat on hard nutrient medium more favourably appeared the

medium of Blaydes (0,5 mg/1 2,4-D). And for most tested genotypes cold treatment

by T 7C° influenced well upon the embryoidogenesis and callusogenesis. Means of

selection optimal combination of the factors may be essential to increase the

sympathetic microspores to androgenesis in cultures of anthers of wheat.
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THE METHOD OF DETERMINATION OF WINTER
AND SPRING WHEAT FORMS

T.L.Tazhibaeva

The method of determination of winter and spring wheat forms has been
developed on the base of the presence or absence of the A32 catod izoperoxidase
in seedling leaves after the action of low temperatures. It was defended with the
USSR author s certificate N 1419616. The method was approved on soft and solid
wheats as well as on the regenerative plants. It allowes to carry out tests on
individual plants with further descendant obtaining. The application area includes
plant physiology,plant-growing, selection and biotechnology.

Methods of discerning winterness and springness based on visual

distinctions in the process of growing wheat seedlings at uninterrupted lighting, by
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the cone of growth, shoots are known. They are either prolonged or laborious and

ineffective.

The method of distinction of winter and spring forms of cereals based on the

intensivity of the cell mitotic fission at the seeding rootlet tips subjected to the

effect of low positive temperatures +4.... +6° C deserves attention [ 1 ]. However,

the described method is unable to distinct the winter or spring forms of individual

plants (grains) as it reguires no less than 10 seeding. Furthermore ,different

reseaches can assign subjectively cells to one or other fission phases. The aim of

present studies is to develop an objective and reliable method for the determination

of winter and spring forms of wheat, that permits testing individual plants with the

further descedant producing. Incidently, the determination of winterness and

sprigness is carried out on the base of presence or absence of the certain isozyms in

the cathod electrophoretic spectrum of peroxidases extracted from the third leaf of

wheat seedlings after the effect of low temperatures. The results of long-standing

investigations conducted at the laboratory of Physiology and Biochemistry of the

Kazak Research Institute of Crop growing named after B.P. Wlllyams on the

development and application in practical selection of the methods for determination

of wheat frost- resistance rate upon the activity of A25 and A32 cathod

isoperoxidases were taken as basis of the present elaboration.

To this aim the grain of each selection sample, sort or plant regenerator

of wheat is growing in pianthouses on plates of flter paper at room temperature

and natural light and after the development of 3 leaf it is placed into the climate

chamber under the following temperature regime :

the first days 8-10 °C , the second days - 3-5 °C , three days at 0- (-2 ) °C

and one day at (- 3 ) - (- 7 ) °C under the 10 hours artificial lighting . Later for the

analysis only the third leaf is loped ( the weight is 0,02- 0,025 g ) and

homogenised under the cool conditions in the 0, 3cm3 solution of tris- glycining

buffer with the PH = 8,3 containg 40 % of sucrose for 30 minutes. Then
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homogenate is centrifuged (for 15 min at 7000g ) , oversedimented liguid is

removed and 0,04 cm3 of it is used for electroforetic fission of cathod

isoperoxidase.

The electroforesis is carried out on plates in thin layer of polyaccrylamid

gels ( 10 % of PAAG) or in cylindric tubes ( 7, 5 % PAAG ) in the regime : tris-

glycening buffer at pH = 8,3 from anode to cathode for one hour and 40 minutes

on the plates or two hours 20 minutes in the tubes; electric current 1.5-2 mA is

supplied on tubes for first 20 minutes, and then the current 4 mA is supplied on the

investigated sample.

After electroforesis the gels are placed into the 0 ,02 % benzydin

solution in acetat buffer at pH = 4,7 for 20 minutes , then gels are moved into

0,1% solution of hydrogen peroxide prior to the appearance of blue stripes of

isoperoxidases. Owing to the presence or absence of the A32 isoperoxidase. The

tested sample is considered to belong to the winter or spring wheat forms

correspondigly.

From the data presented at Fig. 1 it follows that the A32 isoperoxidase

registered in the electroforetic spectrum of cathod isoperoxidase after cooling is a

feature of only the winter forms of soft and solid wheats and it is not observed at

the spring forms. This as certained fact is confirmed experimently in the works of

a range of investigators [ 4,5 ]. They showed differences to exist in physilogical,

biochemical and genetic mechanisms providing winterness and springness .M.

Marrniroli pointed out the differences at the protein synthesis in Barley plant tissues

during cold shock of genotypes with winter and spring types of development.

The method developed by us was tested on a great deal of soft and solid

winter
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Presence

Winter

BIOCHEMICAL MARKER

Cathod A3 2 isoperoxidase

Soft Solid

Absence

1
Spring

Soft Solid

Alabasskaya
Almatynskaya
Semidraft
Albidium 12
Albidium 114
Besostaya 1
Bogarnaya 56
Caucasus
Karlygash
Kinelskaya 4
Kinelskaya 5
Mironovskaya 808
Jubileinaya
Odesskaya 51
Odesskaya
Opax 1
Progress

Bacht
Leukurum 479/79
Mercury
Complex hybrid

Kazakstanskaya 3
Kazakstanskaya 5
Saratovskaya 42
Tselinnaya 21

Almaz
Altaika

Bezenchukskaya
Kazakstanskaya
yantarnaya
Leukurum
Saratovskaya 40
Harkovskaya 46

Fig.l The scheme of discerning winter and spring wheat
forms on the biochemical marker - A32 isoperoxidase.
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and spring forms of wheat . For example , it was tested on the following wheat

forms including soft winter : Albidium 114 ,Kinelskaya 5 , Mironovskaya 808 ,

Besostaya 1, solid winter: Bacht , Leuhurum 479/79 , soft spring :Saratovskaya

40, Tselinnaya 21, and solid spring : Saratovs-kaya 40 and etc. The method

developed by us was tested on a great number of the soft and solid winter and

spring wheat forms. For instance, it was tested on the following wheat forms

including soft winter: Albidiumll4, kinelskaya 5, mironovskaya 808, Besostaya 1,:;

solid winter: Bacht, Leukurum 479/79; soft spring: Saratovskaya 48, Tselinnaya 21

and solid spring: Saratovskaya 40. These tests proved that this method was

versatile and had high resolution.

Thus, the use of the proposed method has a number of advantages compared

to other ones. It is rather simple, reliable and practicable. Besides, it is quite

objective as it uses an instrumental and electrophoretic method of revealing marker

A3 2 isoperoxidase.

In addition, the method developed allowes to obtain data upon the individual

seedling genotype, namely sort, biotype, constant line. It can be used in

characterizing plants which are regenerators in biotechnical practice.
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THE USING OF TORULOPSIS KEFYR VAR. KUMIS T17
YEAST'S CELLS FOR THE RECEIVING OF ETHANOL

A.A. Zhubanova, Shigaeva M.Ch.

The results of an investigation of whey fermentation by free and immobilized
yeast's cells Torulopsis kefyr var. kumis Til are shown in this article. The
technological scheme for the receiving of ethanol has been made up on it's
foundation.

Wide employment of ethanol in different spheres of national economy,

advantage of microbiological methods of it's receiving make this problem actual for

today. The total cost of a biotechnological product is formed by the

microorganism's activity, substrate's cost, expenses for handling, equipment, etc.

One of the cheapest substrates for the ethanol receiving is the whey. It can be

received from a cheese and curd production and contains 50 % of dry milk

substances.
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The success of elaboration of biotechnology for whey fermentation is

connected with search of new lactose-fermentable yeast strains, the use of

immobilized microbial cells, the improvement of equipment, etc. Kluyveromyces

fragilis yeasts, which can utilizate under 98 % of substrate' s lactose, are usually

used for the fermentation of whey.

Immobilized cells of microorganisms are used for the receiving of different

organic substances now. Their application can increase physiological activity of

microbial cells because of the increase of cell concentration in limited volume,

make substrate access to cell enzymes easier and so on. The use of immobilized

cells make the process of the ethanol distillation easier because the removal of cells,

which were attached to carriers, is simplier than of free ones [1].

This report contains an information on the results of the elaboration

methods of ethanol receiving by whey fermentation. The free and immobilized

cells of Torulopsis kefyr var.kumis yeast' s strain T17, which were isolated from

national drink - kumis, were used in our investigations [2].

Materials and methods

Microorganism. The yeasts Torulopsis kefir var. kumis T17 are the strains

from a culture collection of our subfaculty.

Carriers. Natural polysaccharide gel - Na-salt alginate from Macrocystis

purifera ("Sigma") and polymeric fibres of different configurations (thread-like

and eyelash-like).

Nutritional medium. Curd whey broken down on 90°C during 1 hour for

the proteins separating by filtration. Received filtrate autoclaved for 30 min.

Preparation of immobilized microbial cells. Inoculum (10 ml) the yeast

cells was cultivated in flask with 90 ml sterile curd whey for 24 hours at 28°C.

After it the biomass of yeasts was separated by centrifugation and washing three

times by physiological solution. The necessary amount of cells was taken away
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for immobilization. Preparation of the immobilized carrier/cells system was

carried out by conventional methods [3].

The assay of ethanol-forming activity of immobilized cells. A definited

quantity of the carrier/cells particles were added to 100 ml of the sterile

deproteinizated curd whey and the flasks were placed in thermostate for 48 h. at

30°C. The samples of the medium were taken after 24, 48 and 72 h. In the end of

experiment carrier/cells particles were separated, washed and were got ready to

use again.

Bioreactor of continuous action was used for an investigation of a

functionings duration of the entrapped microbial cells. It is the thermostating

column with gel beads, which work in principle reactor of displacement, when

fresh medium enter continuously and formed products take aside. The experiments

were carried out during 600 h.

The intensity of the whey fermentation were determined by lactose and

ethanol concentrations in the medium [4].

Results and discussions

It was shown that free and immobilized Torulopsis kefir var.kumis T17

yeast1 s cells fermented lactose of the whey. It was interesting that immobilized to

gel yeast's cells carried out this process more actively than free ones. The

percentage of fermented lactose in this case made up 78,3 % in 72 h., while for

yeast's cells immobilized by sorbtion on polymeric fibre - 73,1 % (eyelash-like) and

47,8 % (thread-like) and for free cells - 58,3 %. These data were agreed with

ethanol's concentration in the medium. It was shown that this index is higher for

yeast's cells have been immobilized by the entrapping to alginate gel and make up

3,9 % in 72 h. Ethanol concentration in the medium fermented by free cells make up

2,2 % at the same time and other variants - 2,6 and 2,9 %. It means that the yeasts

of Torulopsis kefyr var. kumis T17 are capable for fermentation of whey's lactose,
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but immobilized cells demonstrate higher activity than free cells irrespective in

pattern of carriers and methods of an immobilization.

At the next experiments the duration of the working of entrapped to alginate

gel cells was investigated. Immobilized cells after utilization in 72 h. experiment

were separated, washed and used again. It was established that the metabolic

activity of cells of the third series of experiments were comparable to the same of

the first ones. Adventage of biocatalyst on the basis of cells entrapped to beads of

gel is the possibility to use them for a long time. Experiments with bioreactor of

continuous action on the basis of immobilized yeast cells were carried out by

our laboratory. It was pointed that the constant velocity utilization of lactose

was formed in our bioreactor in 168 hours and remained in during all experiments

(600 hours).

Thus immobilized microbial cells are the effective biocatalysts that can be

easily separated from medium, are able to increase biomass and to keep high

physiological activity for a long time and that's why may be used many times.

The yield of ethanol can be increased by addition of glucose, galactose and

lactose in the medium or by condensation of whey. The increasing of lactose

concentration by us were reached by whey's condensation by heating in 90°C until

its volume became halved. It was shown that the yield of ethanol in condensed

whey's fermentation by Torulopsis kefyr var. kumis T17 cells entrapped to alginate

gel made up 4,5-4,8 %.

The results of this work permited to draw up the technological scheme of

the receiving of ethanol by whey's fermentation by free and immobilized cells of

Torulopsis kefyr var.kumis T17 yeasts (Fig.l). The offered method is one of the

most advantageous because the whey is the cheapest substrate for ethanol receiving

and the using of immobilized yeast's cells with high lactose-fermentation activity

considerably decreases the expenditures for biocatalyst's preparation [5,6].
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WHEY

Removing of lipids and proteins

Sterilization (0,5 atm., 5 min.)

Bringing of immobilized cells
of Torulopsis kefyr var. kumis yeasts

in column for continuous
fermentation

PURE CULTURE OF
T.KEFYR VAR.KUMIS

Receiving of
Starter culture

Immobilization of
Starter culture cells

Bringing of immobilized
cells of Torulopsis kefyr var.
kumis yeasts in bath fermenter

Fermentation (2-3 day)

Separation of biocatalyst

Distillation of brewage for
the receiving of ethanol

Fig. 1. Technological scheme of the receiving of ethanol by
whey fermentation
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ON DIURNAL DYNAMICS OF THE LIGHT SCATTERING
POWER OF BIOLOGICAL ACTIVE POINTS AND

BACKGROUND OF HUMAN SKINCOVER AT BOTH NORMAL
AND PATHOLOGY

S.T. Tuleukhanov

The studies aimed to define features of diurnal dynamics of the light
scattering power (LSP) of corporal biolo gical active points (BAP) and the
background of the human skincover at both normal and pathology have been carried
out. The data obtained give an idea on the diurnal dynamics of the LSP of BAP and
skin background at various functional states of human organism.
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The known methods of acupuncture diagnostics of functional states is now

actually based on the single measures of biophysical and electrophysiological

properties at the BAP. That kind of approach proposes indirectly the static or slow

altering character of time dependence of electro-biophysical parameters at the

separately taken point. Really, under the conditions of the sucsessive polling at the

adherence to stipulated physiologically time interval between measurements (t) it is

assumed that, firstly, values of the electro-biophysiological parameters (R =n) at

point i remain constant or change within the limits of a given error over the period

of polling other BAPs from i=l to i=N. i.e. in a time T = t N; secondly, all the N

BAPs are informative.i.e. all of them contribute to the estimation of the certain

functional state. Otherwise, at M informative points taken from the total number N

information on the functional state is not received for the time T = t (N-M). It is

drawn from above, that the method of sucsessive polling can be applied correctly

either under the quasystatic conditions or provided that the polling time for N points

is far less than the time during which the changes of electro-biophysical properties

are permissible at the given point and lies withing the limits of the given error.

Thus, the biorytmological principle of sudying electro-biophysiological BAP

properties will allow us to get more objective and reliable information on the

functional state of internal organs and the entire organism as a whole.

The active study of biological rythms gave rise to the progressive

development of chronomedicine and reflexotherapy. They are aimed to use of law-

governed nature of biorythms for improving estimation, diagnostics, prognosis and

treatment of human deseases. At the various forms of deseases biorytmology

methods proved to be highly productive owing to possibilities for long registration

of pathology symptoms. It has been found that at pathology the biorytm structure

parameters such as period, amplitude, acrophase. mesores. etc. are broken and

differ essentualy from initial ones [4.6-9].
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Up to date, the interrelation between diurnal rythms of the light scattering

power (LSP) of BAPs and the human skin background on the one hand and some

internal organs of the whole organism at both normal and pathology on the other

hand has not yet been studied actually. The investigation of diurnal rythms of the

LSP of BAPs and the human skin background at normal and also at the pathology of

liver and alimentary canal, and their static factors are of scientific and practical

interest undoubtedly [10.11].

Object and method of researches

In the present work there are results obtained from 20 really healthy people

of both sexes with average age of 23 and from 28 patients with a diagnosis of

gastric and diodenum ulsers and with average age of 31. The diagnosis of all

patients was verified with data received from clinic and the 12-th central municipal

clinical hospital in Almaty. The LSP of BAP and skin background of meridians of

stomach, liver, thin and thick guts : he-go, yan-go. van-go, tzu-sun-ly. nei-tin and ti-

choong of left and right sides of the body was investigated. Values of the LSP of

BAP and skin background taken from every investigated people were registered by

nine timesin a day. 3 tests being carrying out in each 3 hours. The LSP value was

measured with a special photometric installation [12]. Just befor the measurement

of the BAP and skin background LSP value we measured LSP of gelatine

andparaffinized skin as an standard. The experiments were carried out in an

equipped specially darkened chamber.

For estimating character of the LSP alterations average value (M). mean error

(m) and K coefficient indices (where K is a ratio of the BAP LSP to the background

one) were calculated in the cource of investigations. The averaging was made at all

diurnal houres in the days of experiment for the group as a whole. The validity of

data obtained was checked up by using of the t-Student criterion. Siructure

parameters of diurnal rythms of the BAP LSP were determined by spectral analysis
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and that of " Kosinor-analysis". The total static material was processed with an

computer.

Results and discussion

Obtained results are presented in tables 1 and 2. The table 1 exhibits diurnal

rythms of the BAP and skin background LSP values obtained from healthy people,

and the table 2 shows those reseived from deseasive patients. These tables show

clealy the distribution of the BAP and skin background LSP values taken from right

and left body sides depending on the diurnal time.

It is seen in the table 1 that he-go BAP LSP values measured on the right

body side of healthy people varies from 36.3 + 2.0 to 53.5 + 2.8 relative units,

minimum indices fall at 9 p.m..and maximum ones fall at 12 p.m. The values af LSP

of he-go of the left body side change from 39.3+2.8 to 54.4+3.2 relative units.that

shows the full correlation with indices of right body side. i.e. the symmetry. Values

of the background LSP for a day are greater than those of BAP by the statisticaly

valid magnitude (P<0.002). and K coefficient indices are always lower uiuty.

In the course of a day the yan-go BAP and background LSP values also

change non-linearly. Thus, for example, the minimum indices correspond to 3 p.m.

and 6 p.m.. while the maximum indices correspond to 9 p.m. and 12 p.m.. The LSP

values of yan-go BAP varies from 46.2 + 2.8 to 63.3 + 4.8 reltive units, and those

of yan-go'run from 49.9+3.0 to 65.9 + 2.9 relative units. The LSP values of

background are greater than those of BAP. while K coefficient indices lie below the

unity that shows the skin baskground LSP values to be greater than those of BAP

and they are responsible for the optical heterrogeneity of the skincover. The same

values were obtained for the skin background and the following BAP :van-go. tzu-

sun-ly. nei-tin and tai-choon ( see Table 1).

Thus, it can be seen from data obtained that LSP values received for BAP

considered and human skin background at normal have sinusoidal shape of

oscillations with one minimum and one maximum. The LSP values of right and left
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BAP have no differences that shows the symmetry of these values and. besides, the

K coeffisient is lower unity and varies from 0.71 to 0.98 relative units.

The Table 2 shows the investigation results for diurnal dynamics of the BAP

and human skin background LSP received from patients. The LSP values at normal

and pathology are subjected to diurnal oscillations. For instance, the he-go LSP

values throwout the day from 43.2 + 2.7 to 65.8 + 5.7 relative units, the same

values for he-go'changes from 51.0+4.1 to 70.9 + 4.1 relative values; those for yan-

go varies from 50.8 + 3.4 to 63.2 + 4.1 and for yan-go'- from 53.4 + 3.7 to 68.9 +

4.0 relative units. Optical properties of other investigated skin BAP are subjected to

similar changes ( see Table 2). The LSP values for all BAP except yan-go for

patients was found to be higher than those for healthy people, and it was also

revealed that the LSP values for BAP (right) and BAP'(left) sides of the body did

not coinside as it was at normal. This fact proves the assimmetry of optical

properties for BAP and skin background.

The K coefficient values approaches or exceedes the unity (they varies from

0.88 to 1.13 relative units). It means that the BAP LSP is greater or approaches to

that for skin background, i.e. optical heterogeneity determined at normal come to

level or disappeares.

So. the revealed features of the diurnal dynamics of the BAP and skin

background optical properties for healthy people changes vitally at pathology,

otherwise, they are subjected to desynchrosis. Values of structure parameters of the

diurnal dynamics of the BAP LSP at normal are presented in the Table 3. and those

at pathology - in the Table 4.

The Table 3 shows that indices of BAP LSP mesores run from 34.5 + 2.4 to

54.7 + 3.7 relative units, their periods are equal to 24 and 12 hours except those for

tzu-sun-ly. nei-tin and taichoon (their periods are only 24 hours ). The 24 h rythm

amplitudes vary from 3.6 to 6.9 relative units, and those for 12 h rythm run from 2.0

to 5.5 relative units. The BAP ackrophases with 24 h period conform to the
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following durnal houres: he-go to 2.12 p.m.. yan-go to 00.48 p.m.. van-go to 00.48

a.m.. nei-tin to 00.05 a.m.. tzu-sun-ly to 00.48 a.m.. nei -tin to 00.05 a.m. and tai-

choon to 11.15 p.m.; those with 12 period correspond to the following houres: he-

go to 2.42 p.m. and 2.24 a.m.. yan-go and van-go to 1.48 p.m..

The Table 4 shows that mesore indices of the skin BAP LSP for patients vary

from 48.4 + 3.7 to 57.5 + 2.9 relative units, he-go periods are equal to 24 and 12

houres. yan-go and tai-choon periods are 24 houres. and those for van-go, tzu-sun-

ly and nei-tin are 24 houres. The 12 h rythm amplitudes vary from 5.1 to 5.5 relative

units, and those for 24 h rythm changes from 3.9 to 6.7 relative units. The 24 h

rythm ackrophases for he-go and van-go are observed in the morning, while those

for tzu-sun-ly and nei-tin are observed at the night. The 12 h rythm ackrophases are

observed in the morning and at the night.

Comparative analysis of the data presented in Tables 3 and 4 show the

structure parameters of the diurnal dynamics of the skin BAP LSP taken from

patients to differ considerably from similiar data taken from healthy people. The

ackrophase indices of the skin BAP at pathology anticipate those at normal on 2.5 -

5.5 hours, that shows the existence of desynchronosis. The values of the skin BAP

LSP at pathology being greater than those at normal can indicate the tension in

internal organs (i.e. pathology). The comparison of the obtained data with materials

of other researches [7.11] allow to show interrelation between the development of

pathology (functional state of internal organs) and structure parameters of diurnal

dynamics of optical properties of BAP and skincover background. Thus, the typical

tendency revealed at the estimation of the internal organs state (normal and

pathology) is the change of structure parameters of the skin BAP LSP biorythm and.

with high degree of validity, it is possible to apply the diurnal dynamics of the BAP

and skin background LSP as the informative factor of the development of

pathology.
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Table 1
Diurnal dynamics of the arithmetic mean (M). standard error (m) values of the
light scattering power (LSP) of biological active points (BAP) and human skin
background at pathology (where BAP and background - right. BAP' and
background' - left).

hours of
investi-
gations

09
12
15
18
21
00
03
06
09

09
12
15
18
21
00
03
06
09

09
12
15
18
21
00
03
06
09

M+m

he-go

39.8+2.7
39.9+3.2
46.2+1.4
43.3+2.7
36.3+2.0
53.5+2.8
50.6+2.3
46.8+2.3
40.3+2.2

yon-go'

62.9+3.2
60.4+3.7
53.7+3.7
59.3+3.4
52.8+3.0
54.5+3.3
51.1+3.4
49.9+3.0
65.9+2.9
tzu-sun- ly

50.0+3.1
54.4+4.4
53.2+3.3
52.8+3.0
56.0+2.5
59.3+3.9
60.4+4.0
54.8+4.4
51.4+3.4

M+m

back-
ground

44.3+2.3
46.1+2.2
52.4+2.9
49.5+2.1
39.3+2.0
61.7+2.5
60.1+2.4
54.8+2.2
49.0+2.0
backgro-

und1

70.3+3.9
67.4+3.5
61.3+3.7
68.9+4.0
63.1+3.3
63.0+4.0
56.7+3.4
53.3+2.9
75.3+3.0
backgro-

und
57.3+3.0
62.3+3.3
59.5+3.7
61.4+2.9
64.9+3.2
66.8+3.5
64.3+3.3
63.7+3.4
60.1+2.7

M+m

he-go'

40.1+3.0
41.3+2.9
47.5+2.7
43.9+2.9
39.3+2.8
54.4+3.2
49.3+3.3
45.4+3.6
49.1+3.1

van-go

53.4+4.4
53.8+4.9
54.9+4.4
50.0+2.7
43.0+2.1
43.5+3.7
48.2+2.9
42.7+2.7
51.1+3.6
tzu-sun-

ly1

48.4+3.0
53.3+3.2
52.4+3.3
50.8+3.4
59.3+3.9
59.0+3.7
62.6+3.3
55.5+3.7
50.6+3.4

M+m

backgro-
und'

47.3+2.8
49.9+2.4
53.2+2.5
50.7 f 2.9
45.9+2.7
59.6+3.0
57.4+3.0
49.3+2.9
47.8+2.5
backgro-

und
66.3+3.7
58.5+2.9
60.4+3.1
59.2+3.3
50.3+2.8
50.8+2.5
58.7+3.0
47.3+3.1
64.8+3.5
backgro-

und'
56.7+4.0
59.9+4.3
53.4+4.1
56.9+3.8
62.7+3.5
68.7+4.1
70.3+4.4
63.8+3.8
60.1+3.7

M+m

yon-go

63.3+4.8
62.4+4.6
52.9+4.6
57.7+3.8
50.9+2.9
50.3+5.2
46.3+3.8
46.2+2.8
59.9+4.5

van-go'

58.5+3.2
59.9+3.4
60.3+3.2
51.7+3.5
50.4+2.9
44.0+3.0
47.4+3.3
50.8+3.4
56.1+3.1

nei-tin

49.7+2.6
50.8+3.0
56.2+1.7
53.3+2.6
46.4+2.1
63.6+2.7
60.5+2.4
56.7+2.5
50.4+2.1

M+m

backgro-
und

73.1+3.1
74.0+2.8
63.3+2.9
65.5+3.4
57.4+2.7
56.0+2.6
51.3+3.0
56.5+2.5
71.4+3.5
backgro-

und1

65.3+4.0
67.2+4.1
67.7+3.9
60.4+3.9
57.5+4.4
59.0+4.2
53.3+3.8
54.7+3.4
62.8+4.2
backgro-

und
55.7+2.2
57.0+2.4
63.3+2.5
59.3+2.0
49.4+1.9
72.6+2.3
71.3+2.7
65.7+2.1
59.3+2.6
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hours of
investi-
gations

09
12
15
18
21
00
03
06
09

M+m

he-go

nei-tin'

50.3+3.0
53.3+2.6
55.4+3.1
50.9+2.7
45.6+2.2
59.4+2.8
57.8+3.1
54.0+2.5
51.5+2.3

M+m

back-
ground

backgro-
und1

58.7+2.4
59.4+2.1
63.7+2.7
61.3+3.1
57.3+2.8
65.7+3.3
64.4+3.4
61.3+2.9
59.2+2.5

M+m

he-go'

tai-cho

43.4+3.3
42.5+2.8
32.9+2.6
37.8+2.1
30.9+2.2
30.4+2.9
26.4+1.7
26.1+1.8
39.9+2.5

M+m

backgro-
und'

backgro-
und

53.3+3.0
54.1+2.7
43.5+2.6
45.7+2.8
37.6+2.7
36.2+2.5
31.5+2.0
36.7+2.1
51.6+2.5

M+m

yon-go

tai-cho'

42.6+2.2
40.4+2.0
36.0+2.4
38.7+2.7
32.3+3.0
33.9+3.2
29.5+3.5
27.0+2.6
40.7+2.9

M+m

backgro-
und

backgro-
und1

48.4+2.1
45.5+2.1
42.8+2.7
45.3+2.0
41.2+2.4
43.3+3.7
37.5+3.5
36.8+3.6
46.9+3.1

Table 2
Diurnal dynamics of the arithmetic mean (M). standard error (m) values of the
light scaltering power (LSP) of biological active points (BAP) and human skin
background at pathology (where BAP and background - right. BAP' and
background' - left).

hours of
investi-
gations

09
12
15
18
21
00
03
06
09

09
12
15

M+m

he-go

48.7+3.8
55.9+5.5
65.8+5.7
61.8+5.8
56.4+5.8
54.3+5.8
43.2+2.7
57.9+4.3
58.8+4.4
yon^o1

53.4+3.7
62.7+4.0
68.9+4.0

M+m

backgro-
und

46.4+2.9
53.5+2.8
62.7+3.3
57.8+3.2
58.7+3.5
57.3+3.1
48.4+2.6
62.3+3.0
63.3+2.7
backgro-

und'
55.4+4.3
62.9+4.5
69.8+4.5

M+m

he-go'

55.1+3.6
62.3+3.7
70.9+4.1
67.5+4.0
59.9+4.2
56.7+4.3
51.0+4.1
64.4+4.2
67.3+4.3
van-go

51.3+2.3
57.5+2.6
64.1+3.2

M+m

backgro-
und*

56.3+4.0
61.4+4.4
69.3+4.2
65.4+4.2
62.2+4.0
56.4+4.3
52.2+4.1
67.3+4.3
70.1+4.5
backgro-

und
55.7+3.0

62.3+2.46
6.7+3.1

M+m

yon-go

50.8+3.4
56.6+4.7
63.2+4.1
58.9+3.8
53.2+4.7
52.2+4.2
51.9+2.9
53.8+1.7
57.5+2.1
van-go1

59.4+3.6
63.9+3.4
70.1+3.9

M+m

backgro-
und

49.4+3.0
51.3+3.4
60.1+2.9
55.3+2.7
55.7+3.0
56.6+3.1
54.8+2.3
51.9+2.4
55.6+2.3
backgro-

und'
58.6+4.2
67.3+4.5
69.8+4.6
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18
21
00
03
06
09

09
12
15
18
21
00
03
06
09

hours of
investi-
gations

09
12
15
18
21
00
03
06
09

66.5+3.9
60.1+3.8
56.6+3.5
57.0+3.9
59.2+3.4
64.4+3.6
tzu-sun-

i y

47.6+2.4
50.4+3.7
60.0+3.1
54.7+2.8
47.0+3.7
52.0+4.2
48.7+1.9
49.6+1.6
52.5+1.9

M+m

he-go

nei-tin'

57.0+3.0
53.7+3.7
54.0+3.4
52.3+3.3
51.9+4.0
60.4+4.3
58.2+4.5
63.6+4.2
60.7+4.3

70.3+4.7
67.3+4.3
60.0+4.4
58.4+3.9
62.3+3.9
63.9+4.1
backgro-

und
53.5+2.2
54.3+2.7
63.0+2.3
60.5+3.0
52.4+2.4
55.0+2.8
50.8+2.5
47.6+2.1
49.7+2.4

M+m

backgro-
und

backgro
und(

56.3+4.0
54.8+3.7
57.1+3.7
52.4+3.9
53.9+4.2
65.6+3.9
63.7+3.8
68.8+3.9
63.4+3.5

63.0+2.8
55.3+3.7
61.3+3.1
49.2+2.1
56.2+2.1
59.5+3.0
tzu-sun-

i y
52.9+3.1
53.8+3.1
59.6+2.9
59.0+3.0
55.4+3.2
58.4+3.3
54.3+2.8
56.1+3.4
60.7+3.1

M+m

he-go'

tai-cho

48.3+4.1
41.9+3.1
45.5+1.0
52.5+4.1
49.7+4.5
51.8+5.5
45.6+1.9
49.7+2.6
50.5+3.4

66.5+2.3
54.6+3.0
59.2+2.7
51.3+2.5
53.9+2.2
58.1+2.8
backgro-

und'

52.4+4.0
56.7+3.3
60.4+3.5
57.9+3.0
54.3+3.4
61.9+2.9
60.1+3.7
63.5+3.3
65.7+2.8

M+m

backgro-
und'

backgro-
und

50.6+3.0
43.7+2.8
49.7+2.9
55.3+3.1
50.8+3.2
48.3+2.7
47.9+3.3
46.6+2.4
47.5+2.7

66.7+3.2
61.7+3.7
68.8+4.0
56.7+4.3
62.4+4.1
64.6+3.8
nei-tin

53.1+3.5
44.1+3.8
47.7+3.4
49.2+4.7
47.1+4.2
55.5+4.7
47.8+4.2
58.9+4.9
54.6+4.4

M+m

yon-go

tai-cho1

53.4+4.3
50.3+3.6
51.7+3.9
57.3+4.2
52.9+4.3
56.7+4.0
48.7+3.7
50.1+3.5
53.9+3.9

67.5+4.1
63.7+4.3
69.4+3.8
60.5+3.5
63.5+3.4
66.7+3.6
backgro-

und

52.7+2.7
46.3+2.3
51.5+2.2
54.8+2.4
52.4+2.8
52.4+2.6
51.9+3.0
52.3+2.1
51.6+2.9

M+m

backgro-
und

backgro-
und'

55.1+3.3
51.4+3.0
53.6+3.7
56.7+3.8
54.7+3.5
58.8+2.9
51.5+3.2
52.4+3.3
56.3+2.9

Table 3
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The structure parameter values ("Cosinor-analysis") of the diurnal
rhythm of the light scattering power (LSP) of biological active points
(BAP) of human skincover at normal.

BAP

he-go

he-go

yon-go

yon-go

van-go

van-go

tzu-
sun- ly

tzu-
sun-ly
nei-tin

nei-tin
tai-

choo
tai-

choo

Average
daily value
(mesor,M)

44.1+2.4

44.1+2.4

54.4+4.2

54.4+4.2

48.9+3.6

48.9+3.6

54.7+3.7

-

54.2+2.4

-
34.5+2.4

-

Amplitude
(A)+M

4.2
(0.5 8.0)

5.2
(3.9_6.6)

6.9
(1.1 12.7)

5.5
(3.6J7.4)

5.7
(2.9 8.7)

2.0
(1.3_2.8)

3.6
(0.4 6.8)

-

6.1
(1.0 11.6)

-
3.8

(0.5 6.4)
-

Acrophase, hours and
minutes

14h. 12m
(11 h 12 m 17 h 36 m)

14h. 42m
(13 h 54 m 15 h 18 m)

02 h. 42 m.
(01 h 54 m 03 h 18 m)

12 h. 48 m
(11 h 00 m 16 h 12 m)

13 h. 48 m
(12 h 06 m 14 h 54 m).

01 h 48 m
(00 h 06 m 02 h 54 m)
12h48m
(10 h 06 m 15 h 18 m)
13 h 48 m
(11 h 30 m 15 h 42m)

01 h 48 m
(23h30m 03h42m)

00h48m
(22 h 54 m 02 h 24 m)

-

00 h 05 m
(22 h 15 m 02 h 34 m)

-
23 h 15 m

(20 h 30 m 02 h 10 m)
-

Period
(T).h

24 h

12 h

24 h

12 h

24 h

12h

24 h

12 h

24 h

12h
24 h

12 h
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Table 4
The structure parameter values ("Cosinor-analysis") of the diurnal
rhythm of the light scattering power (LSP) of biological active points
(BAP) of human skincover at pathology.

BAP

he-go

he-go

yon-go
yon-go

van-go

van-go
tzu-
sun-

tzu-
sun-

nei-tin

nei-tin
tai-

choo
tai-

choo

Average
daily value
(mesor,M)
55.9+5.8

55.9+5.8

-
55.3+3.6

57.5+2.9

-
51.4+2.8

50.9+4.3

-

48.4+3.7

Amplitude
(A)+M

6.7
(4.0 9.4)

5.5
(4.7_6.3)

-
5.1

(1.68.7)

6.5

-
3.9

4.4
(1.4 7.4)

-

5.1

Acrophase, hours and
minutes

10 h 48 m
(07 h 42 m 14 h 06 m)

09 h 12 m
(08 h 36 m 10 h 30 m)

21 h 12 m
(20 h 36 m 22 h 30 m)

-
07 h 00 m

(05h24m 08h l8m)
19 h 00 m

(17 h 24 m 20 h 18 m)
09 h 18 m

(06h48m l l h 3 0 m )
-

22 h 06 m
( 2 0 h 0 0 m _ 0 0 h l 2 m )

21h48m
(19 h 18 m 00 h 30m)

-

07 h 00 m
(05h l2m 08h48m)

19 h 00 m
(17 h 12 m 20 h 48 m)

period
(T).h

24 h

12 h

24 h
12 h

24 h

12 h
24 h

12h

24 h

12 h

24 h
12h
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GEOGRAPHY

PROBLEMS OF RIVERS AND RIVER VALLEYS
ORIGIN THEORY

M.J. Jandaev

Rivers and their valleys are matter of high scientific-practical
importance and have been object of studies for many years. But now it is
difficult to find any opinion about their origin both in native and foreign
literature. What is known is that American geographer V. Davis (1899) was
elaborating the basic geomorphology in the last century and determined three
types of river erosion. They are deep - water, regressive and lateral erosion.
Since that time there is a dominating opinion in geomorphology that the regressive
erosion spreads upwards and moves from river - heads toward watershed, which
even intercept the neighboring rivers. It may seem to be the way of formation of
river valley. But nobody had not even try to illustrate this process. Neither
Davis, nor his numerous supporters described the origin of any river valley
according to the scheme of regressive erosion. This fact indicates
unfoundedness of this concept. We had been working on this problem for years
and had elaborated its main issues (Jandaev, 1984). Although we faced a lot of
difficulties during our work. First of all it is necessary to preliminary
investigate the numerous unexplored issues of the problem (origin of primary
water currents, development of river - heads, natural laws of river systems
formation, the final stage of the development of rivers and their valleys). Second,
there were contradictions with traditions and deep - rooted issues of this subject.
Review of the definitions like regressive erosion, apical intercept of rivers,
processes in river outfalls, water assembly of rivers, etc.) were considered as
being undeniable and were difficult to refute.

River valleys are known to result from erosion process of river-bed streams.

As it was mentioned above regressive erosions are under scrutiny at present. This

definition is usually understood as a withdrawal of steep ledges from currents

originated on river - bed or river - head. In order to avoid repetition of the

wellknown origins of erosion, we will mention only that there is a vertical speed

of river current, which tears off the particles from bottom and moves them

away. The growth of vertical speed is directly proportional to the longitudinal
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speed /Appolov, 1963/ ; it intensifies the erosion processes. Hence,

intensification of erosion at any point of a river ledge does not mean the

beginning of some new erosion process (which is usually called as regressive

erosion). It means the intensive wash - out of ground. Gravitation also

encourages this process by making it easier to tear the participles of ground off and

move them away. In this case a ledge, which is the element of relief, but not the

erosion regressively withdraws.

The same process takes place in the apex of a river - bed. The process is

often described as the withdrawal of river - head due to the regressive erosion

with following restructuring of watershed and intercepting of the neighboring

river. This phenomenon is considred to be well-defined fact and is followed by a

lot of both local and foreign researchers. It is published in all many

manuals/Schukin, 1960; Serpoukhov at al., 1976/.For instance, English

geomorphologist K.Emblton /1981/, when explaining the mechanism of river-bed

erosion, said that "the main factors here are the withdrawal erosion in river-

headsand process of interception"/page 150/. Analisis of the water-

reserving river-basin indicates the gradual decline of the water-storing area of the

river, from where the sediments flow into the river-heads we move down the

river. When the water-storing area near the watershed is too small the emergence

of the river-bed current is not possible. The rest of precipitation on this area

goes to moisten plants and soil and filters down to the ground. Because river-bed

does not get enough water supply it cannot further move up and stops before

it reaches the watershed. Therefore, watershed changes and interception of the

neighboring rivers are practically impossible. The minimum water-storing area

has been given the name of "critical watershed" /Jandaev, 1984/. The said

above leads to a conclusion that the definition "regressive erosion" is erroneous

and is the obsolete notion of last century.
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As for the lateral erosion, it should be mentioned that due to the centrifugal

force on the turns and windings of rivers the current intensively washes out the

lower part of a slope and causes the upper part above water to fall, slip down, wash

out, etc. As a result the slope retreats. Another words, slope, which is theelement of

relief, but not the lateral erosion, shifts to a side. We may interfere that there must

be division between two close related but different phenomena. There is erosion

and there is spatial development of valley. Erosion (wash-out, dissolution of

rocks) is the united process and appears at any point of river-bed uniformly.

Therefore it is impossible to divide erosion into regressive, lateral, etc. There are

no such forms of erosion in nature. This term should be understood as spatial

development of valley, which can be regressive (river-head growth) transgressing

(river outfall lengthening), lateral and deep-water and is result of many other

phenomena as land slip, scree , wash-away, etc.

After discussion of the preliminary questions we are passing to the

problem of origin of rivers and river valleys. Researchers usually take a

developed valley as a subject of their studies and start explorations of different

sides of its development. They often do not relate them to each other and do not

try to understand its genesis. That is why it is not clear now what the primary

river-bed currents on land surface are and how they turn into river systems. This

issues are discussed below. River valleys endure complicated changes during the

process of their development and, like other relief forms, have their own history

with initial and final stages of development. In order to clarify these issues we

have studied different forms of erosive relief, which are related to different stages

of river and river valleys development. The stages represented by ravines, gullies,

channels, small and large rivers, buried valleys, river sediments, delta, etc. It has

been determined that there are two ways of formation of the initial currents or

there are two ways of origin of rivers. It is either the result of the precipitations on
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mountain slopes and heights or are fed by some kind of permanent source of

water (lake, spring, glacial water).

There are three necessary conditions in the first case. They are sufficient

quantity of precipitation, sufficient area of water assembly, which exceeds the

"critical water assembly" and steep relief. Small springs appear on mountain

slopes during rains or melting of snow. They are temporary and dry out in

summer. They may turn into streams if the exhaled and filtered into ground water

is replenished constantly. This transformation is possible if there are such

phenomena as the raise the earth's crust, mountain formation, increase of

precipitation, emergence of under-ground water out-falls and existence of glaciers.

If these conditions are available the above mentioned springs become rapid

mountain streams with time. Stream-heads grow upward slowly and stop to grow

as the "critical water supply" is reached. Because of the onward movement rivers

grow downstream fast. As a result, confluence of rivers may happen. Tens and

hundreds of large and small rivers, which flow down from mountains and heights,

may flow together into large river systems and together with delta may flow into

the sea. Small rivers may also appear due to atmospheric precipitations in

conditions of humid valleys. But in this case the river-heads must also start on the

elevated areas. However existence of the large currents are necessary to make

appearance large river systems possible because plain relief discourages the process

of gathering of water.

Two conditions are necessary to form the constant fed rivers: source of

feeding and steep relief. Constant fed rivers always develop along the stream

direction due to the growth of outfalls if the feeding sources are situated on the

higheraltitude than the surrounding area hypsometrically. If the source is a lake the

river springs up as the result of breaking through the lake during floods and

receives numerous tributaries. Spring and glacier rivers form almost the same way.
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The final stage of the development of rivers and their valleys. The land

surface is a subject to continuous changes, which result in disappearances of one

forms of relief and emergence of others. Contradictory development is one of the

most important laws of nature. This law is also accepted in development of rivers.

As it was mentioned above, as mountains grow the hydrographical network spreads

out, number of the rivers and density of mountains dismemberment increase. As a

result the quantity of bare slopes rises; and larger areas become a subject for

denudation processes. In case of weekenning of tectonic movements the energetic

destruction and lowering of the mountains take place. When height of mountains

declines rivers also go through through the last stage of development. Many

tributaries disappear, valleys turn to plains, river-heads usually dry out in summer

and form dry ravines. Valleys are usually buried under the younger sediments. The

picture like above usually arises when river-heads locate within the limits of the

plain (Central Kazakstan). If the river-heads are in the mountains they may stay

full-flowing for long time and flow transit through the plains.

Conclusions

1) The main factor in the process of formation of rivers as well as their valleys

is the lengthening of rivers from river-heads toward outfalls due to the onward

movement.

2) Processes of formation and disappearance of large rivers and their valleys are

mainly related to the arise and destruction of mountainous relief. Threfore each

mountain-forming epoch has its own typical hydrographic network and valleys.

Their structures reflect the nature of exhibition of tectonic movements and

landscape climate of the certain orogenesis epoch. These are important factors

for paleographic reconstruction and search of minerals.

3) The traces of existence of rivers are only valleys and river sediments, which

are the most stable elements of nature. Therefore exploration of these objects may

determine the time and character of emergence and development of rivers and their
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valleys. Hence, they should be studied in complex, not one by one. Only this way

we may obtain interesting and objective results on hydrodynamics as well as on

valleys.

4) The contemporary rivers and their valleys are the result of the epoch of the

newest tectonic movements.
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STUDY OF NATURAL COMPLEXES DEVELOPMENT IN
THE DRIED OUT BED OF THE ARAL SEA ON THE BASE OF

GROUND AND REMOTE-SENSING METHODS

T.I. Budnikova, G.V. Geldyeva , A.K. Uvarova

The results of visual interpretation of the space images for compiling map of
the relief-forming processes in the dried out bed of the Aral Sea are represented.
Now there is no adequate carthographical base for this territory. Reliable
interpretation of the space images may be only using natural processes monitoring,
namely, ground and aerial-visual observations. The relief-forming map of the dried
out bed of the Aral Sea was compiled. Using images at different times will
allowed to follow natural complexes evolution in the dried out bed of the Aral Sea.
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The Aral Sea had repeated trangression and regression phases over its

Pleistocene-Holocene history. However, combination of tendencies both of natural

aridization process, repressive phase of the sea evolution and anthropogenic

impactled to dramatic changes of the Aral Sea water basin and formation of

new vast dried out territory. Investigations of the dried out bed of the Aral Sea by

monitoring with using the aerial and space information, systematic field research

have been carried out by the authors in expeditions of the Institute of Geography of

the Republic of Kazakstan since 1978. They made it possible to establish general

regularities of formation, evolution and functioning of the

natural complexes in the new dried out territory. The dried out bed of the Aral Sea

is located in arid zone. For this reason, the area after regression of the sea is

subject to the condition of zonal regularities evolution. The natural complexes

according to time of their existing in continental conditions are exposed to a

typical processes of desert landscapes and they begin to take on the properties of

desert landscapes [1] .As a result, changes of the former lithogenic complexes,

elements and forms of the sea relief under the influence of chief zonal aeolian

factor the unique phenomenon such as irreversible replacement all morphological

parts of the subaqueous complexes and typical processes by new ones in essence

are taking place.

By now the questions of relief-forming processes and their spatial

manifestation on the dried out bed of the Aral Sea have been studied rather

insufficiently. The main task of the article is to follow tendencies of relief-

forming processes and natural complexes formation. Using space images and

results of their interpretation allowed to compile carthographical model (map) of

the relief-forming processes on the dried out bed of the Aral Sea.

The territory to be investigated is vast and not easily accessible desert

one. This was the reason for using monitoring method and space images. This
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monitoring includes three levels of observation - ground, aerial-visual, remote-

sensingones. Aerial-and space images interpretation was carried out both in the

field and laboratory conditions.

Field works were carried out as traverse routes and regime stationary

observations in "key" areas and "control" landscape profiles [2,3]. Practically, all

dried out bed of the Kazakstan parts of the Aral sea was observed by aerial

surveying. Elaborated method of aerial observations [4] it made possible to detect

natural complexes areas with different relief-forming processes, to improve

boundaries and type of landscapes relative position.With the help of aerial

observations it became possible to follow spatial structure of natural complexes on

the dried out bed of the Aral Sea simultaneously in a short time and to obtain

good interpretation data for not easily accessible areas.

In the research series of black-white and spectrozonal space photographs

were used. They cover eastern and northern parts of the dried out bed of the Aral

sea. Spectrozonal space images were produced by camera KATE-1000(Russia)

in original scale l:271997,altitude of the survey was 275 km. The photographs

were used enlarged to 1:200000 scale and they cover 40,8*40,8km of area.

Spectrozonal film with yellow filter correction is best for desert region

interpretation. Thedate of survey was June, 1989.The photographs are of good

quality. Also in reseach series of aerial black-white photographs for "control" areas

and profiles were used.

Visual interpretation of the space images were made following a

common practice using the interpretation indicators correlation between

landscape components and knowledges of physical -geographical natural

processes within the dried out bed of the sea. Direct interpretation indicators are

different colours and structures (pictures) of the space photographs. In this region

these interpretation indicators are connected with the change of optical features

of the grounds (lithological base) and vegetation. As is known in arid zone
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conditions the floristical composition and development modern relief-forming

processes substantially were predetermined by mechanical and granulometric

composition of the former marine sedimentations.

Marine deposits are mainly sand with varying grain size,big and small pieces

ofaleurites, broken and whole shells and also clays, debris, boulders and silts.

In natural complexes of Priaralie including dried out bed of the Aral Sea the chief

role of geological-geomorphological factors for separation and formation of

vestical and horizontal structures of the natural complexes is clearly defined [5]

Therefore,geomorphological interpretation indicators have a great importance for

revealing the main type of relief-forming processes in the dried out areas.

Besides, there are indirect interpretation indicators. They are as

follows:features of relief, ground lithology, degree of ground salinity and etc.

Good results gave associated analysis of bathimetric maps in different scales and

subaqueous relief maps.

Analysis of the space images showed that landscape structure of the dried

out bed of the Aral Sea is not very complicated. Mostly it has belt character as a

reason of the sea regression. But there are single areas with thick delta deposits

of the Kuvan-Dar'ya and Syr-Dar'ya. Specific variability were given by former

islands-bars such as Uzynkair, Kyzylbay, Chushkabas and others. New dried

lands so called primary sea planes [5,6] now have a width from several dosens

of metres (in the nothern coast) to several tenth of kilometres (in eastern coast)

and they are clearly defined in the aerial and space images. As a result of

reduction of the Aral sea water surface new coastal line has been changing for

over a number of years especially in eastern, southern-eastern and nothem parts.

The coastal line is well interpreted in the space spectrozonal photographs due to

sharp colour differencies. The water surface has dark-brown or black colour in

the deep places and red-brown colour in places where depths are small and sea

bottom is transilluminated.
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The map of the relief-forming processes on the dried out bed of the Aral sea

for its nothern and eastern parts was compiled (Fig. 1).

In the recent drying areas intensive deflation-accumulation processes (Fig.

1,3) have been taking place.These processes come to an end after formation of

protecting sheet with shells, small boulders and salt crust.In the space photographs

areas with these processes detected by middle-brown colours and homogenous

structure of picture . Boundaries are illegible and diffused. Forwer beach (within

izobates of 0-5 m) had traces of wave processes and coastal currents. It

consists of sand and sandy silt depressions. Relief of the beach is flat, lightly

dissected plain with relict subaqueous accumulative forms such as bars, banks,

spits and others.

Transition margin from coastal shoal (beach) to shelf are fixed by well-

marked escarp (within izobates of 5-7 m). The territory consists of sand with

varying grain size and big aleurolites and nowadays it is influenced by

deflation-accumulation impulverization processes and sheet and linear erosion.

Within izobates of 7-10 m the territory consists of fine-grained sands, silt sands

mainly and looks like flat-inclined lightly dissected plain with relict subaqueous

forms of relief. Along the nothern coast where the coastal scarps and cliffs were

formed the modern coastal lines are represented by flat surface with tliin sheet of

alluvium. Near the coast of goose-foot type the territory has accumulate forms of

relief such as arrows, spits, which are well indicated in the space images.Today

there is intensive wind-reprocessing there and it is zone of development of

deflation, impulverization processes and lightly-marked sheet and linear erosion

(Fig. 1; 4, 5). There are processes of slope wash (or sheet erosion) in the northern

part of the coast (Butakov Gulf, Kokaral Peninsula). It is connected with steep

slopes of the former abrasion coasts.Raining and melting water take out

weathering products and deluvial covers near foot of slopes were formed.
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Areas of these processes have light-brown colours, homogenous

structure, diffused boundaries. These areas were drawn on the base of additional

data of ground and aerial observations.

Within former shelf zone of the Eastern Priaralie which was dried out in

1961-85 due to the activities of accumulation and accumulation-deflation processes

(Fig. 1; 1,2) the great local massifs of moving sand were formed. On the space

images barchans look like homogenous, monotonous structure of pictures and have

very light-brown and light-yellow colour. They are interpretated easily.

Boundaries of the massifs are well-defined. Differences in colour

characteristics suggest about presence of vegetation in barchans. Mainly there are

desert shrubs (for example, Heloxylon, Tamarix). Vegetation fix sand massifs and

reduce deflation-accumulation and impulverization processes. With activity of

deflation processes and anthropogenic impact great sand areas were formed in

the vicinity of Tokmak village , former islands Chushkabas, Zhidely, Kuraily,

Uzynkair and others. These sand massifs are represented by all types of aeolian

relief (from sand sheets and single barchan to barchan fields and ridges). The

barchan fields and ridges consist of fine-grained sand with shell detrital mutters.

Within the first year areas of continental existence fluvial processes are

under way (Fig. 1,6) everywhere. Erosion washouts were formed by wind-effected

phenomena and seasonal fluctuation of sea level. Here active colonization of

one-year salty plants takes place. On the space images the areas have red

colour.But to the end of the first year of continental development the territory

was dried and was covered by polygenetic cracks. Deflation process has

been occuring since second year along the cracks. Colour of the area pictures is

red-brown, structure is diffused, linear-spotted, boundaries are clear.

All processes of the dried out bed of the Aral Sea depend on the degree of

salinity of the grounds.Salinization of soils induced by lithological features of
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bottom deposits and morpfological structure of submarine slope also.

Depression forms of relief are natural salt-reservoir.

These natural salt-reservoirs are Tasbuget, Kazashot, Karasholonan

Gulfs, macro-and microdepressions in the nothern-eastern and eastern coasts.

Today they are wet,crust and crust-plump solonchaks. The Saryshyganak Gulf now

is a saucer-like depression with silt lithogenic complexes.Within forwer

Saryshyganak Gulf solonchak surfaces and different stage solonchaks were

formed.

In the space images solonchaks have bright colour, honeogenous structure

and clear boundaries. Salt waste lands have whitishcolour, difrused-linear structure

and clear enough boundaries. It is salt crust in positive forms of relief

"conserves"surface and prevents active deflation-accumulation processes over a

period of the first 3-5 years. Only to 6-7 years of existing in continental

conditions the deflation processes are begun in the natural complexes.

In the delta of Syrdar'ya river in places of ground water soaking and

flooding the biogenic processes were developed and the so-called "phytogenic

relief was formed. (Fig. 1,7). Areas of these processes spreading have well-

marked pictures. Colour of these areas in the space photographs is particolored,

including red, green, brown spots and structure of pictures is difrused-

spotted, boundaries are clear.

So, for understanding of the processes happening in the dried out bed of

the Aral Sea it is necessary to have enough field ground and laboratory

investigations as well as aerial monitoring observations. Also, temporal stage

(time of existing in continental conditions) of natural complexes must be taken

into account, because every temporal cycle is characterized by accumulation

of irreversible transformations and specific composition of the relief-forming

processes. The knowledges about the stages of natural complexes evolution give

an important information for interpretation of the space images.
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Fig.l. Fragment of the relief-forming processes map in the dried out bed of the Axal
Sea. (wiith using of the spectrozonal space images)
Relief-forming processes: 1-accumulation, 2- acumulation-deflation, 3-deflation-
accumulation, 4-deflation, 5-deflation-impulverization, 6-fluvial, 7-soaking and
flooding
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DEGRADATION OF GLACIATION OF THE NORTHERN
SLOPE OF THE ZAILIISKIY ALATAU MOUNTAIN IN THE

LATTER PART OF THE 20th CENTURY

E. N. Vilesov, V. N. Uvarov, R.V. Khonin

As a result of monitoring of great glacial system monitiring on the base of
repeated aerial mapping for 1955, 1973 and 1990 years changes of main
morphologomorphometric characteristics of all glaciers in northern slope of
Zailiiskiy Alatau over a period of 35 years were determined. In spite of that in this
period 56 glaciers melted but total amount of them rised by 23 ones. The main
reason of the process is distinction of big glaciers. Glaciation area contracted by
70 km2 approximately or 25,4% and volume of glaciers were reduced by 3 km3 or
27,2%. There is tendency of total regression of glaciers. Intensity of the process in
80th years was twice higher than in previous period (1955-1979).

Some occasions of stable state of glaciers there are only for highest
hypsometric glaciers and 2 occasions of advance are connected with "armored"
glaciers. Near the end of few glaciers periglacial lakes were formed and this fact
lead to mudflow dangerous.

It is determined that evolution of glaciers in modern stage doesn't depend
on practically morphological type and size of glaciers and their fluctuations
(without "armored" glaciers) proceed as forced as a reason of changes of climatic
conditions of the region and Earth as a whole.

Changing of the Earth climate and allied increasing CO2 ,CH4 and others

gases concentration in atmosphere produce respective changes in mountain glacial

systems of the Central Asia and mountain regions of the South-Eastern Kazakhstan.

Considering actual posibility of the quck changes character and size of the modern

glaciation it is most important to follow in detail spatial and temporal fluctuations

of the mountain glaciers and to study influences this fluctuations to water

resourses changes in the region with widespread glaciation. It is pre-cisely these

water reserves in the glaciers that are of important in-dicatior for water resourses in

the mountain regions. Rational water-use for hydroenergetics and irrigation are

impossible without great information about the water reserves. In this connection it

should be noted that there is problem of the modern glaciation monitoring in the

rivers basin with glaciers feeding. It is very important to carry out this monitoring
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not only for one or two "keys" or "control" glaci-ers (for example, for most known

in "glaciology world" the glaciers Tuyuksu) but for large glacier systems in whole,

including hundriers and thousands different glaciers. Unfortunately, in present time

the same information for the most part the mountain regions of Kazakhstan is

practically lacking.

A basis of monitoring of the mountain glaciation of Kazakhstan is emote

sensing methods and first of all repeated at regular intervals (at least, 1 time /10

years ) aerialphotosurveing (APS) and interpretation of the airphotographs. Results

of interpretation and compilation of the great-scale maps of Kazakhstan mountain

glaciation make possible to reveal specific morphologo-morphometric parameters of

glaciers, their area size, reserves of ice and spatial-temporal changes for the last

decades. There are nesessarily and sufficiently for solution of glaciology and

hydrology problems. These data will serve as a base for generalized conclusions

about glaciers evolution and prognozis elaborations for the stage of mountain

glaciation of Kazakhstan and adjacent territory for the years immediately ahead

(10-15 years), middle and end of the 21st century.

Methodical and technological aspects

A primary "reference point" for the following of the glacial systems

conditions within the northern macroslope of Zailiiski Alatau shoud be taken 1955

year when the first aerial mapping was made. Data of the aerial mapping formed

the basis for the Catalogue of glaciers of the left branches of the Ili-river basins [1]

and glaciation maps of Zailiiski Alatau in a scale 1:100 000.

In July-Augast 1979 repeated (after 1955) aerial mappping, covering all of

area of the Zailiiski Alatau ridge was carried out. For data processing of the aerial

mapping the special procedure was elaborated by E.N. Vilesov, KG. Makarevich,

V.G.Poliakov. As a result of the aerial photographs (AP) interpretation in 1987 the

new map of Zailiiski Alatau glaciation in a scale was compiled for the first time or
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this region. With a help of the map of 1987 we revealed changes of the Zailiiski

Alatau glaciation in a period of 24th years (from 1955 to 1979) and also obtained

quantitative information about rate of the changes. Results of the analysis were

generalized in [2] and were discussed at the International Sumposium "Seasonal and

perennial fluctuations of the nival and glacial processes in mountains"

(Tashkent, 1993) [3]. In August-September 1990 complete aerial mapping of the

glacier zone of Zailiiski Alatau was made once more. It is allow to revealed

changes the main characteristics of the glaciers for a time 1979-1990 years and

obtaned information during the period of 35th years (1955-1990). The materials of

the aerial photographs interpretations 1990 were handled according to procedure

described in [4].

Changes of the main characteristics of the northern slope

of Zailiiski Alatau glaciation in 1955-1990 years.

Number of glaciers

In the table 1 there are data from the Catalogue of glaciers (1955), aerial

mapping (1979,1990) and transformation of these glaciers for the period. According

to the table 1, total number of glaciers for a period 1955-79 were reduced by 45 or

14,6%. 90% of the all melted glaciers is due to small glaciers with areas less 0,1

km2. To 1990 eleven glaciers with areas 1,07 km2 have melted entirely. These

glaciers were classified with the group of corrie and hanging glaciers and they had

area from 0,05 to 0,10 km2. In 1990 year under the precise interpretation 7 "new"

glaciers were discovered. They were shown on the map of 1987 as snow

spots. Areas of these glaciers on the everage is about 0,02 km2, total area 0,18 km2.
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Table 1
Change of the amount of glaciers

>0.1

251

248

229

>0.1

-25

A number of glaciers with areas, km2

<0.1
1995 year

56
1979 year

14
1990 year

101
Change of the amount of glaciers with area, km2

<0.1
1955-1990 years

+ 45

Z

307

262

330

Z

+ 23

We belived that deglaciation process in our region in 80th (1979-1990)

entered a new phase characterising not only full melting of the small glaciers, but

separation of the middle-size glaciers.Over the period of time 54 glaciers were

broken up (20,6% of total ones in 1979). About 20 glaciers are breaking up today.

As a reason of glaciers distinction and revealing of the "new" ones their total

amount rised by 79 glaciers (30% of the total sum in 1979).

Within the macroslope in whole total amount of glaciers reached 330 ones

in 1990 (107% from 1955, 126% from 1979). This makes for rising of the

glaciation divisibility. Inderect indicator the divisibi lity is everage area of the one

glacier. This indicator was changing throughtout the "control" years as

follows: 1955-0,89 kmZ2, 1979-0,87 km2, 1990-0,62 km2. So, everage areas of one

glacier reduced by 0,27 km2 or 30% over a period of 35 years.

Changes of glacier area

Regime of the Zailiiski Alatau glaciers is completely understood by the

example of Tuyuksu glaciers in the basin of the Malaya Almatinka river. Data of

the investigations over prolonged period said about unfavourable tendency of their

development. A large body of instrumental and visual observations in the glaciers of
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the other river basins supported these tendencies. A correlation data of the

Catalogue of glaciers (1955) with the materials of aerial mapping of 1979 and 1990

are shown contraction of the areas of region glaciation (Table 2).

Table 2
Changes of glaciers area

Area of glaciation, km2

1955

272.8

1979

228.25

1990

203.54

Changes of glaciation area, km2

1955-79

-44.55

1979-90

-24.71

1955-90

- 69.26

in % to
1955
25.4

Average rate of glaciers area contraction over a period 1955-79 comprised

by 1,86 km2/year, over a period 1979-90 comprised by 2,25 km2/year. The last 11

years rate of contraction comprised by 20% above the previous time interval. For a

35th period of time area of glaciers was reducing by 2 km2/year in average and

glaciation area was reduced by 0,7%/year (by 25,4% of primary area).

Mostly, glaciers with areas 2-3 km2 were contracted. Smaller glaciers were

melted entirely. Among the large glaciers there are ones whose area remained as

before. There are glaciers with tongues laying in a big heights or these ones

are buried under the moraine cover.Practically none of these glaciers dose not

happen the increasing of areas. On examination individual river basins it is seem

that over a period 35 years glaciers of the Kargalinka (37,4% of area), the Pravyi

Talgar, the Levyi Talgar, the Bolshaya and Malaya Almatinka (30-31%) were

contracted. Only 16% of area was contracted with hight-laying glaciers in

Sredni Talgar basin, where absolute altitute reaches to 5000 m. Glaciation

contraction is equal 69,26 km2 in 1990 from total area 39,41 km2 (57%) falls on

the valley glaciers; 29,13 km2 (42%) falls on the slope glaciers and 0,72 km2

(1%) falls on the glaciers of flatten tops (former denudation surfaces) on hidh

hypsometric level about 4000 m. But slope glaciers were lost 3-5% more from their

primary area than glaciers valley type. Therefore, the slope glaciers with small
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areas degradated more than others. Mean contraction amount for the valley glaciers

for a 35 years is by 0,6 km2 (or 0,017 knrVyear), for the slope glaciers is by 0,15

km2 and for flatten tops glaciers is by 0,10 kmA2 (0,0035 km2/year). Each of the

glaciers of the northern macroslope of Zailiiski Alatau mountain lost by 0,0066

knrVyear an everage.

Some of the slope glaciers laying on the highest hypsometric levels

throughout the 35 years remained practically constant from 1955 (for example,

glacier "Partizan" in upper course of the Malaya Alma tinka river on the heights

3880-4383 m).

Usually area contraction of glaciers occured not only near the lower margin

of tongues and along the boards of glacier but high parts of glaciers (4000-4500 m)

where ice thikness is minimum.

Change of glacier lenght

Total degradation of glaciation is clearly defined not only for area

contraction but for lenght reduction of glaciers due to their regression stage. Total

lenght of all glaciers to 1979 reduced by 24,9 km or by 6,9% from primary

summarized lenght of the glaciers in everage by 0,1 km of themself lenght and

everage rate of ones regression is equal by 4-5 m/year. However for investigation of

glacier fluctuations and monitoring is most important to know no change of glacier

lenght but volume and rate of regression of tongue end.

This indicator (lenght) is individual characteristic depending from a lot of

factors and conditions. There is great diapazon of this characteristic. A number of

glaciers for 1979-1990 regressed by 400-500 m or with a rate of 45 m/year. For

example, the Right Toguzak glacier in the basin of the Levyi Talgar regressed by

1600 m or 100 m/year. From all of glaciers in investigated region only 20 ones

could keep stable state of tongue end. 5 glaciers are located near highest top of the

mountain - the peak of Talgar (4973 m ) in the basin of the Sredni Talgar river.
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Most part of the glaciers were reduced in their areas. Therefore, we believe that

only 9 glaciers are really stationary (without changes of areas, lenght).

But in a period of 1979-1990 on the northern slope of the ridge there were

advanced glaciers. Now there are 2 advanced glaciers in the upper course of the

Bolshaya Almatinka river. For a period of 11 years first of them advanced by 30 m

(average rate is 2,7 m/year) and second ones advanced by 100 m (9 m/year).

Phenomenon of these glaciers is explained very simple: both of them belong to so-

called rock glaciers slowly going down under the action of the forse of gravity and

thick morrain cover.

Remarkably, measure of the tongue end regression are the same

approximately for all morphological types of glaciers-valley, slope and flatten

top glaciers. Summarized measures of regression for 11 years are 135-140 m in

everage (12,7 m/years). All of the glaciers are characterized by the measures. So,

last time the everage rate of glacier regression was by 2,5 times higher than in

1955-79 years.

Results of interpretation of aerial photographs for 1990 shown a specific

tendency for dinamic model of the territory. The process of degradation of the

modern glaciation plays main role for formation of freshly-formed ending morraines

on the surface and numerous periglacial lakes on the outwash plains near tongues of

glaciers. In 1960th on the northern slope of Zailiiski Alatau there were 10

periglacial lakes with volume more than 10 000 m km3, in 1980 according to [5]

there already were 41 ones and in 1990 according our calculations there were 60

ones. The breaking through of these lakes may be lead to formation of mud-flows

(for example, catastrophic in 1973 in the valley of the Malaya Almatinka river,

1977 - in the valley of the Bolshaya Almatinka river, and 1979 - in the Sredni

Talgar river).
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Volume changes of glaciers

Contraction of area and lenght of the glaciers really led to this thikness and

volume deterioration. Volume calculations were made with formula of Mazo-

Glazyrin [6], considering spesific features of glacier morphometry (Table 3).

V=-
163F/J

0.7 7 4 '
h=0.0 7 3V7

V - volume of glacier, km3

F - area of glacier, km2

1 - lenght of glacier, km
- difference between highest and lowest point of glacier, km

Volume changes of glaciers
Table 3

Volume of glaciers, km3

1955
10.738

1979
8.843

1990
7.8183

Ice volume change, km3

1955-79
-1.895

1979-90
-1.0247

1955-90
-2.9197

As Table 3 shown, everage rate of shrinkage of ice volume for a period of

1955-79 was equal 0,079 kmVyear, for a 1979-1990 it rised to o,083 km3/year or

18% more than upper-called period. Everage rate of shinkage of ice volume over a

period of 35 years account for 0,083 kmVyear and is equal rate of slirinkage of

volume by 0,77% in year. To 1990 total comparative losses of ice mass account

for 27,2% (in distinctive 1955 ).
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